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HERE’S HOW TO GET IN TOUCH WITH US...

WELCOME
®DO YOU THINK YOU ARE?®

If you’re anything like me, your
research will include a mass of loose
paperwork: certificates, printouts of

documents found online, photographs of
unidentified family members (see our feature
on p52) and notes jotted on scraps of paper.
Luckily I have an online tree to help me make
sense of these disparate pieces of information.
I’d be lost without it – and the ability to synch
it with my mobile for on-the-move research.
But if you’re new to digital record-keeping,
the sheer number of options can be
daunting, and the recent changes to Family
Tree Maker have really shaken things up. Turn
to page 16 for our essential guide to choosing
the best program or app for your needs.

As the nation marks the centenary of the
Battle of the Somme, we take a look at how
your ancestors would have experienced it
(p77), an online resource holding the records
of First World War One nursing and other
volunteers (p61), plus the best regimental
archives online (p49).

In this issue, we also reveal how to
research your Leeds ancestors, create a family
history slideshow and we lift the lid on they

itutes. Phew! lives of Georgian prost

ire Vaughan,Clai Acting Editor
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Interested? Log on to www.immediateinsiders.
com/register to fill out the short registration 
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‘Aunt’ Phyll at  
the farm where 

Christine’s family 
lived during  
the Second 
World War

The photograph published on page 93 in the May issue
of WDYTYA? Magazine has prompted me to write this
letter in the hope of finding similar pictures.

I was born in Painswick in Gloucestershire in 1940,
my mother having been urged to leave London in 1939
with my brother Paul, to live in rural safety with Thomas
Tuck and his daughter Phyll. Thomas had returned to
his roots in Gloucestershire after working for many years
in London. My father remained in London working for
a printing firm in Acton by day, and sitting on the roof,
on fire watch, by night.

We returned to London in 1947, much against our
will. There was nothing there for country children
and we were not very happy, caged in a small town
garden when not in school. All our school holidays,
were spent with our ‘Aunt Phyll’, who had taken my
mother into her home when war approached.

Before we left Painswick, my ‘Aunt’ married a farmer
and went to live at a farm in Slimbridge. The farm
became our second home.

Now I live within a mile of that farm and am lucky
enough to know the gentleman who lives there. He is Ian
Hunter-Darling, an author, historian and countryman,
and having seen much of life and farming in the past
century he has decided to write a book about that life
between 1900 and 1970 when farming began to change.

I have been asked to try and find interesting and
evocative photographs of those days. There are many 

depicting special
events, weddings,
christenings and
gatherings but not
so many of working
people at their daily
activities on the farm
and in the fields. I
should like to appeal
to anyone who has
such pictures and
would be willing to
let me have a copy
and possibly have them published, to send me a
copy at annupapple@btinternet.com, giving a few
details, if possible, of where and when taken and
any names of people shown.

Any help would be very much appreciated.
Christine Reeves, by email

Editor replies: Such evocative memories Christine –
many thanks for your letter. Before the era of mass
photography in the 1920s, following the introduction
of cameras that were light and easy to use, many
photographs were more formal (see our feature on
page 52). If you have any pictures you think might
interest Christine, please send them to the email
address shown.

C

STAR LETTER

Body snatching
I read with interest Michelle
Higgs’ feature ‘Invasion of the
Body Snatchers’ in your February
2016 issue. While researching my
tree I discovered that my ancestor,
Joseph Grainger, was indeed a
body snatcher. He was convicted
in Birmingham and imprisoned
for this crime in 1829. He served
time and then asked for leniency
in paying the fine.

I have documents relating to
his crime: witness statements, and
a letter from the surgeon (William
Sands Cox) he supplied the body
to, stating, as in your article, that

Send your letters and comments to

Who Do You Think You Are? Magazine,

Tower House, Fairfax Street, Bristol BS1 3BN

or email wdytyaeditorial@immediate.co.uk

realised his namesake was
involved in this shady business.
Linda Quilley, by email

Editor replies: We’ve never
come across someone with a
body snatcher on their family
tree before Linda – that’s
a first for us! Anyone else
found a ‘resurrectionist’
among their forebears?

The lighter side at
WDYTYA? Live
It was so entertaining to attend
the Live show at the NEC in
Birmingham, and pick up a

wealth of useful tips from the
genealogists and exhibitors.
Some really emphasised the fun,
playful side of our ancestors,
which I loved.

This really came out in a talk
from TheGenealogist, where the
presenter spoke about the funny
entries he’d found on census
returns. I loved the anecdote
about the husband who gave
his wife’s occupation as a “tea-
drinker”. I wonder if he got into
trouble over that one...

It would seem that we’ve
always been a nation of pet-lovers,
judging by the people who listed 

he had had to look after Joseph’s
family financially while he was
in prison. He also asks for the
fine to be dropped. What is
interesting is a letter from Oswald 
Mosley who was the MP for
Stafford. He passed sentence
on Joseph and wrote two letters
on the subject and was part of the
Mosley family of fascist fame!

Your article quoted Richard
Dugard Grainger, teacher of
anatomy in London, who also
received bodies and was forced
to look after a body snatcher’s
children while their father was in
prison. I wonder if this man

WIN A DIAMOND

SUBSCRIPTION TO
TheGenealogist.co.uk

WORTH £119.45

The writer of our
star letter wins a
12-month Diamond
subscription to
TheGenealogist.co.uk
worth £119.45 – so
drop us a line and
share your thoughts.

Echoes of the war

WRITE IN
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their cats and dogs as ‘household
members’ on the 1911 census.
One even gave the cat an
occupation: “rat-catcher”. I wonder
what happened to the young man
who wrote on the 1911 census
that he was “single – thank God”?
Perhaps he married and lived 
happily ever after.
H Hunter, by email

Editor replies: Census entries
certainly offer a fascinating
insight into the social attitudes
of the time – and often show
what a witty and quirky 
bunch we Brits are…

Talbot House
I am writing to say how much I
enjoyed the article about Talbot
House (TOC H) and one man’s
help in setting this up during the
First World War (WDYTYA?
Magazine, issue 112, May 2016).
Two years ago, my husband and
I went on a First World War
battlefield tour, and one of the
places we visited was TOC H
in Poperinge, Belgium.

The tour of the house was
very interesting, we had a talk
and film show of what went on
during the war and certainly it
must have been good for the
soldiers to have a ‘safe’ haven for
a few hours rest, and a chance
to reflect on what was going on
around them, write letters or
just sleep in peace.

We were treated to tea in the
garden to the strains of someone
playing a piano. We were able to
tour the entire house, including the
bedrooms. You can stay at
TOC H even today. It was good
to be there, and I would
recommend to anyone who has
the chance of a visit to do so.

I have attached a couple
of photos that I took at the

Arthur Windsor, 

foundling 

bit.ly/1rVtKAa
Does anyone else have
a story in their family
of an ancestor being
named Arthur Windsor
– a foundling who was
abandoned in Windsor
Great Park?

I have traced back
to a William Windsor,
who I believe was the
foundling’s son. William
was born c1793, dying
in 1830, aged 37. This
would put Arthur’s
own birth around 1760,
give or take maybe 10
years. William may have
had a brother called
Henry (no baptism
records found either),
as a family with the
same story can trace
back their lineage to a
Henry Windsor, who
was a ferryman at
Windsor/Eton.

I would be pleased to
hear from anyone who
can add anything to this.
SusanC 

Parry surname  

in Wales

bit.ly/1rVtn8y
I am stuck with my
Parry family research.
I have got back to
Edward Parry and
I know he lived in
Anglesey when he
married in Bryngwran
in 1857, and that he
was also a currier.

The certificate says
his father was Richard

and he was a currier
too. The only birth for
an Edward Parry I can
find that fits was for
one born in 1818, son
of Richard Parry, a
currier, and Margaret
Williams, and baptised
in the Calvinist church
at Llanerchymedd.

With so many
people named Parry in
Anglesey around that
time, how can I be sure
I have got the right
Edward and Richard?
I’d really appreciate
some advice.
crisp

Clean photographs?

bit.ly/1rVtbWZ
I have just acquired
some old sepia
photographs of my
great grandparents
from the late 1800s
and early 1900s.
However, some have
smudges of something
on them and one has
blue crayon scribbled on.

Any advice on
how to clean them
up without damaging
them before I put them
into Photoshop? Thank
you in anticipation of
any help offered.
Grandma Jedi

William Ernest 

Scrivener

bit.ly/1rVt39Y
I have just received
the service records for
my great grandfather.
According to these

he served in the 58th
Battery and the 24th
Brigade of the Royal
Artillery between
1920 and 1924 and
was stationed in
Rawalpindi.

A user on another
forum says that those
in Rawalpindi during
this period were either
engaged in one of the
Waziristan campaigns
(1919-21 or 1921-24)
or the Mahsud
campaign (1919-20).

However, according
to the service records,
he was not engaged
in a campaign, nor did
he receive a medal.

Could this have
been accidental or
an oversight? Were
the 58th Battery
involved in any of
these campaigns?
Any help would be
greatly appreciated!
plf99

A soldier’s

wedding photo

bit.ly/1rVsEEw
My mum has recently
unearthed a ‘new’
box of family photos.
Sadly none of them
has any names or
dates written on it, so
we’re completely in the 
dark as to who the
subjects are.

With this particular
photo above I’m hoping
that someone might be
able to help narrow
things down a little,
which may, in turn,
help me to match it to
the correct ancestor.

This looks to be a
wedding photo... my
guess is First World
War but I may be
completely mistaken.
Any help with the
soldier’s uniform
would be very much 
appreciated. 
JaneyH

Join the community on
our website or download
the WDYTYA Forum app

www.whodoyouthinkyouaremagazine.com

JOIN THE 
CONVERSATION!  

To respond to  
these, and other 

postings from the 
forum, go online  

and register 

FROM THE FORUM

WRITE IN

Talbot House (TOC H), during 
Jean’s battlefield tour in 2014

Can anyone help JaneyH identify these people,  
or tell her more about the soldier’s uniform?
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you did not know about parish
registers’, in your June issue.
I would like to add a couple
of points if I may.

With regards to the Dade
registers, not all registers contain
all of the information required.
I have found many that, despite
the new columns, still only
contain the basic information.
One Dade register only lasted
five days before the clerk decided
it was ‘inexpedient’ to continue.
Few went on after 1800, especially
as the Archbishop would not 

time that might be of interest.
Jean Pelham, by email

Editor replies: It’s amazing to
see Talbot House in the flesh
after hearing all about the
wonderful work carried out
by the men who set it up and
kept it running. Thank you
for sending those in Jean.

Mystery football team
I am attaching a copy of a
photograph of the Post Office
Football Club, 1931-1932 (see
right). I found it among my
father’s possessions. No one in the
family can identify anyone in
it, so I am wondering whether any 
of your readers may be able to
recognise an ancestor.

The photograph was taken
by A&G Taylor, 59 Queen
Street, Cardiff.
Sandra Barrett, by email

Editor replies: Can anyone
spot a footballing relative in
this photo? If you can, email
us and we will forward your
message to Sandra. Look out
for our feature on sporting 
ancestors next month.

Parish registers
Thank you for Laura Berry’s very
useful article entitled ‘10 things

punish those who did not comply
with the new system.

The reason these registers
stopped being used had little to do
with Rose’s 1813 Act, and more to
do with the time and effort it took
to write up all of the details.

As for the boxout on page 19,
the old FreeReg website has not
been updated since 20 July 2015,
therefore, the list of parishes
covered will also be out of date.
The new coverage information
can be found on freereg.org.uk/
freereg_contents/new. Select 

the county required then click on
the parish name in the list, then
choose the name of the church,
then click on ‘Parish Register’.

It is not easy to access but these
pages are updated as soon as new
data is added to the site by the
transcribers. An example of the
result can be seen here: freereg.
org.uk/freereg_contents/
55b2d741f493fdfe86001282/
show_register.

I have written a blog about the
reliability of parish registers, which 
can be viewed on my website:
leavesfamilyhistory.co.uk/
research/parish_registers.
Anne Sherman, by email

Editor replies: Our apologies
– the old Freereg site is, of
course, now out of date.
Thanks for flagging that up 
to us Anne!

Firepower correction
On page 29 of the June edition
of your magazine, the ‘Useful
Sources’ piece appears to be
incorrect, as it states that
Firepower, The Royal Artillery

, is now closed. However,
its website (firepower.org.uk)
states that the Woolwich museum
will close on 8 July 2016.
Rod Hepper, by email

Editor replies: You are
quite right Rod – thanks
for pointing that out!

I have a couple of photographs that have been
handed down to me and I’d love to know if
anyone out there recognizes anyone in them.
We have no idea who the six young soldiers in
the photograph outside the tent are (see right)
– my father is sitting on the right in the front
row – we have been told he is wearing an
‘American-style’ cap. In a second photo, he is
standing on the right, with his hands in his
pockets, slightly apart from the others. We do
not know where these photographs were taken.

We believe the cap badge is ‘Young Soldiers
Battalion, 53 Kings Liverpool Regiment’.
The ‘Kings’ moved to Kimnel Park, Rhyl,
North Wales, and he later joined the 15th
Battalion Lancashire Fusiliers. My son has
his grandfather’s war record.

We were wondering if anyone reading your
excellent magazine recognises these young
soldiers and knows what happened to them?
June Lamb, by email

Editor replies: Many thanks for sending
those in June. Does anyone recognise an
ancestor in these photographs? Email
us if you do and we’ll forward your 
message onto June.

Who are these young soldiers?

photograph, which was handed down to June?
hi

Can anyone help Sandra identify any members of this Post Office football team from the early 1930s?
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Around 90,000 people are 
believed to have worked 
as VADs during the First 
World War, but some will 
have multiple index cards 
linked to their names

Jon Bauckham brings you the

latest family history news

WW1 Red Cross project

reaches completion
The diverse work of British Red Cross volunteers
during the First World War can now be explored
online following completion of a major project

10

TAKE IT FURTHER

A project to preserve thousands of valuable First World
War records on the web is finally complete.

Volunteers have now finished transcribing the 
British Red Cross’s vast collection of First World War 
index cards, which together provide details of men and
women who served as Voluntary Aid Detachment 
members – or ‘VADs’ – during the conflict.

The project, which began in 2014, saw the index 
cards transcribed and gradually uploaded to redcross.
org.uk/ww1 in alphabetical order, starting with 
records for personnel with surnames beginning with 
‘A’. However, completion of the project means that 
over 244,000 digitised records are now freely available, 
with a number of VADs in the collection represented 
by more than one card.

“At a time when there were unprecedented numbers
of casualties returning from the First World War 
battlefields, the 90,000 people who served as VADs are
famous for having formed the backbone of military 
nursing, both on the home front and overseas,” said 
British Red Cross chief executive, Mike Adamson. 

Digitising these records means you can
analyse them in a way you couldn’t before

“A century later, we are paying tribute to their
humanitarian service by opening up access to their
index cards.”

Searchable by name, each scanned record can
provide important details about volunteers, including
their address, place of work, dates of engagement and
general notes about their duties.

Although some VADs served on the front line to
assist trained doctors and nurses with hospital work,
others undertook more mundane – but essential – tasks
such as cooking, cleaning and sewing. During the
transcription process, it was discovered that hundreds
of VADs were even assigned to collect sphagnum moss,
which was used for dressing wounds.

Interestingly, the backgrounds of VADs were as
diverse as their job roles. After delving into the

database, Who Do You Think You Are? Magazine
managed to locate a card for Clementine
Churchill, wife of the then future British Prime
Minister Winston Churchill. Despite her
husband’s status as a senior politician by this
time, the record reveals that Mrs Churchill
undertook canteen work and was “anxious” to
remain a Voluntary Aid Detachment member.

Kingston University’s Dr Sue Hawkins, who
oversaw the transcription project, said the
diversity of the VADs had amazed her.

“You’ve got famous people, and others of high
standing – including the daughter of a Punjab
maharajah – and then many ordinary people.

“Digitising these records means that you can
analyse them in a way that you couldn’t before.” G
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¨ For further details about
the project and a full guide
to tracing First World War
Red Cross volunteers, turn
to page 61 of this issue

RECORD
ON THE

Winston Churchill’s wife, Clementine, is recorded in the collection
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Members of the public are being asked to
participate in a UK Government initiative
commemorating men and women
connected with the Battle of the Somme.

Launched on Monday 9 May, the
campaign calls upon people to design
‘memory squares’, each representing a
different individual who served – whether
they were a soldier, nurse or munitions
worker. The designs can be as artistic or as
simple as people choose, and a personal
connection to the subject is not obligatory.

After users have uploaded their designs
to a web gallery, the squares will be printed onto tiles that will form a ‘Path of
the Remembered’, due to be laid in Manchester’s Heaton Park on Friday 1 July.

To find out more and submit your tile design, go to somme100path.co.uk.
But there’s not long left – the final deadline is Friday 17 June.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Rising compensation files go online
A collection of more than 6,500 compensation
claims submitted in the aftermath of the 1916
Easter Rising has been uploaded to the web.
Digitised by the National Archives of Ireland, many
of the claims relate to businesses and individuals
living in Dublin, who suffered damage to their
properties or lost personal effects during the
fighting. The files are available to access free of
charge at centenaries.nationalarchives.ie.

RootsMagic adds Findmypast search
Findmypast has struck a deal enabling users of
desktop software program Rootsmagic to link to
the website’s records. Available to RootsMagic 7
users free of charge, the most recent update to the
family tree builder includes ‘WebHints’ – a tool that
matches tree data to records within the Findmypast
database. Once a match has been found, users are
sent a notification, giving them the option to click 
through and view the record on findmypast.
co.uk. Learn more at blog.rootsmagic.com.

Welsh archive service to get new home 
Plans for a new state-of-the-art home for
Carmarthenshire Archives have been given the
green light. The decision, approved by council
officials in April, means the records will now be
relocated to a £2 million extension built on the rear
of Carmarthen Library. Since the closure of the
archive service’s former home at Parc Myrddin due
to ongoing issues with mould, the collections have
been housed at Glamorgan Archives in Cardiff and
the Richard Burton Archives in Swansea.

Irish organisation celebrates 30 years
Ireland’s only accrediting body for professional
genealogists has celebrated its 30th anniversary.
Accredited Genealogists Ireland (AGI), which includes
members from Northern Ireland, marked the
milestone with a reception in Dublin on 13 May. The
event also saw the announcement of a partnership
with the Association of Scottish Genealogists and
Researchers in Archives (ASGRA), details of which can
be found online at accreditedgenealogists.ie.

Free Scottish records hit the web
Indexes to thousands of historic Scottish
records have been made available online.

Released to coincide with the
Scottish Association of Family History
Societies’ (SAFHS) conference in April,
the latest entries added to Scottish
Indexes (scottishindexes.com) provide
details of people admitted to mental
health hospitals across Scotland.

Created using material held by the
National Records of Scotland, the
records contain the full name of the
patient and the date on which they first
entered the institution.

In total, more than 12,000 mental
health records dating back to 1858 are
now available to search through the
site, with a dedicated ‘Mental Health
Institutions in Scotland’ page providing
historical information and details of

locally held archive resources for
hospitals that are yet to appear online.

Scottish Indexes also used the
SAFHS conference as an opportunity to
release indexed paternity records from
Linlithgow Sheriff Court (1860-1916)
and Paisley Sheriff Court (1830-1916).

“As well as continuing to index
paternity, mental health and prison
records for Scotland, we would like to
create indexes to other sources that can
help you not only research your tree, but
also understand your ancestors,” said
website co-founder Emma Maxwell.

“There is a list of some of the records
that we would like to index on our
Sponsor an Index page (scottishindexes
.com/sponsor.aspx). A number of these
are records specific to a parish and are
not part of a national series.”

CAN YOU HELP?

Parc Myrddin was home of Carmarthenshire 
Archives until it closed due to mould problems

Elmhill House, near Aberdeen, 
was originally part of Royal 

Cornhill Mental Hospital
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One of the many tile designs already 
submitted by members of the public
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5.4 million
records are included
in the fourth tranche
of material added to
findmypast.co.uk’s
Yorkshire Collection,

updated in May

12
– the most recent

birthday celebrated
by family history

website lostcousins.
com, launched by

Peter Calver in 2004

54
‘Thankful Villages’
that did not suffer

WW1 casualties will
be the subjects of
songs by musician

Darren Hayman, who
is visiting each one.

More at hefnet.com

4
volumes of Dublin

Metropolitan Police
prisoner records

from the early 1900s
are now free online
at digital.ucd.ie

700
people have come

forward saying they
are half-siblings of

late star Prince. Each
inheritance claim is
now being checked
by US genealogists
and DNA experts

RECORD
ON THE

The true cost of England’s worst-ever mining accident
has been uncovered by a team of history sleuths in
South Yorkshire.

Local volunteers working with the Dearne Valley
Landscape Partnership (DVLP) have found that 384
people perished in the notorious Oaks Colliery
disaster in 1866 – 23 more than the ‘official’ death toll
published at the time. The researchers have also
concluded that 169 bodies were never recovered and
remain inside the old colliery workings below Barnsley
to this day. The startling discoveries follow nearly a year
of painstaking research, which has involved rifling
through old records, both
online and in the archives.

Crucially for family
historians, the findings have
been made available in the
form of a fully searchable
online database (discover
dearne.org.uk/oaks-disaster-victims), enabling users
to locate details of specific victims.

While most of the fatalities resulted from a series of
explosions at the pit on 12 December 1866, a further
blast the next day killed 27 volunteer rescuers.

DVLP community officer Stephen Miller said that
the scale and complexity of the disaster meant there
had been “all sorts of brick walls” to overcome.

“The spellings of names has been a really big
problem, which is down to a largely illiterate
community giving different names to enumerators in
each census – the volunteers had some fun with that!”
Miller told Who Do You Think You Are? Magazine. 

“Another problem is that quite a few victims were
never issued death certificates. After the Oaks Colliery
disaster, there was legislation that meant it was the
family’s responsibility to get a death registered, but at
the time it was down to the individual registrars.

“With the registrar for Barnsley having to deal with
so many deaths, it’s not surprising some were missed.”

Researchers are confident they now have each
victim recorded, but it is hoped that descendants will
get in touch to provide additional biographical
information that can be added to the database.

With the discovery that some of the mine
workers came from as far afield as
London and Ireland, volunteers
believe that the project will have
resonance with researchers far
beyond South Yorkshire.

Project volunteer Noel Shaw,
who said it had been a “privilege and 

pleasure” to contribute to the project, added that he
was “surprised to see how many people travelled the
length of the country to Barnsley for employment in
the coal mines”.

The creation of the database forms a key part of the
commemorative programme being put together by the
DVLP to mark the 150th anniversary of the disaster in
December 2016. The Heritage Lottery Fund-
supported organisation, which undertakes work to
conserve the local landscape, will also be curating an
exhibition showcasing the research at the Experience
Barnsley Museum & Discovery Centre later this year.

To find out more, visit discoverdearne.org.uk. 

Researchers uncover disaster secretsster secrets
Volunteers in Barnsley have compiled a database of people killed in the 1866 Oaks
Colliery Disaster – now proven to have claimed more lives than originally thought

Quite a few victims 
were never issued 
death certificates

Above: A total of 384 people were killed at Oaks Colliery in December 1866 
Right: A team of 20 volunteers was recruited for the research in June last year
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A man named Mr Flint recently received an
invitation to attend the china wedding of his
wife’s parents, and was thus placed under the
disagreeable necessity of purchasing a present.

At last a splendid idea struck him. He
bought for a mere song a set of Dresden china
that was utterly valueless, as most of the cups
and jugs had broken handles. “When the
present arrives,” he said to himself, “I shall
pretend to be awfully sorry at the great
mishap, for which, of course, the Railway
Company is to blame, and thus I shall get
credit for doing things in grand style.”

He told the dealer to be sure and pack the
broken handles along with the rest, and
departed in glee. But when the family
gathered round, Flint was as pale as death.

The dealer had, it is true, packed up the
broken handles, but – each one folded
separately in tissue paper.

Society seeks family photographs

www.whodoyouthinkyouaremagazine.com/newsletter

To receive the latest updates, details of new online data 

releases and more, direct to your inbox every week,  

sign up to our free email newsletter now at

A family history group is building a 
database to help researchers find
photographs of their ancestors.

Somerset & Dorset Family History
Society (SDFHS) is asking members of
the public to provide them with snaps of
people from old family albums.

Once the database launches, fellow
researchers will be able to use the
resource to find pictures of forebears in
their family tree, and check whether any 
anonymous photographs in their
possession depict the same person.

The main requirements for images
submitted to SDFHS is that the
ancestors depicted must have been born
or spent time living in Somerset or
Dorset, with an approximate date and
location given.

If possible, people should also supply
photographs of the same individual at
different ages: childhood, adulthood
(20-49) and later life (aged 50+).
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A West Country record office has been
saved from closure thanks to the creation
of a funding partnership comprising
more than 30 local organisations.

North Devon Record Office & Local
Studies Centre in Barnstaple had been
threatened with closure since 2014, when
Devon County Council first revealed
plans to move the archive collections to
Devon Heritage Centre in Exeter in a
bid to save money.

However, an alliance of town and
parish councils and other local groups
has now agreed to fund the facility for
the next three years in return for a say in
how the service is run. The same group
previously raised £10,000 to keep the
record office open until March 2016.

Barnstaple Town Council, which led
the negotiations with Devon County
Council and the South West Heritage
Trust, will act as the representative for all

Groups prevent archive closure

local partners, and will take a seat on a
steering group to be set up to oversee
the management of the service locally.

“We have a very strong local
identity and the record office is a vital
part of that identity, holding so many
historic documents,” said Barnstaple
Town Mayor Cllr Mrs Val Elkins.

“It would have been terrible to see
this part of our heritage moved to
somewhere so far away.”

FFHS launches children’s competition
The Federation of Family History Societies (FFHS)
has launched a competition to encourage children
and young people aged 5-16 to develop an interest
in genealogy. To enter, participants need to fill in a
double-page spread from the FFHS My Family Tree
booklet (available by emailing admin@ffhs.org.uk),
along with a short paragraph describing what they
most enjoyed about their research.

For terms and conditions and details of prizes,
go to ffhs.org.uk/ezine/competition-2016.php.
The competition closes on Thursday 30 June 2016.

YESTERDAY’S NEWS

TRUE WEDDING GIFT STORY

Dundee Evening Telegraph
Thursday 23 July 1903

l l d ill k

Although users will be unable to
upload images themselves once the
database launches, they can visit the
SDFHS Family History Centre in
Sherborne to have their pictures scanned.

As the project develops, the society
also intends to hold special Photograph
Open Days across Somerset and Dorset,
hosted by various SDFHS branches.

For further details and regular
updates, visit sdfhs.org/sdfhs-projects.

ON THE
RECORD

ww

SDFHS has already scanned 200 snaps

The facility is located in Barnstaple



Alan Crosby shares his views  y
on family and local history

ALAN CROSBY

lives in Lancashire
and is editor of The
Local Historian. He is
an honorary research
fellow at Lancaster and
Liverpool universities
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June 2016 issue of Who Do You Think
You Are? Magazine, I wrote about the

problems I’d encountered in my attempts to
find out what happened to my great aunt
Edith. She was last heard of heading from
Wyoming to Los Angeles in October 1913
before completely disappearing without trace.

I thought I had hit a brick wall, but
finding out about the release of more than
33 million US marriage records on
Findmypast (bit.ly/1ObkSAx) gave me
some fresh hope.

I began by logging
on to the website and
searching for ‘Edith
Alice Crosby’, but nothing came up.
Useless? Not quite, for there was an Edith
‘A’ Crosby, married in Los Angeles in
November 1914 to an Oliver Edgar McBride
– just over a year after my great aunt
allegedly went to California.

I discovered that this entry was for
Edith ‘Ashmore’ Crosby, daughter of
George Crosby and Edith Ashmore.

The father’s name was right, but not the
mother’s. Yet I was immediately sure this
was her. Ashmore is a rare name, and it so
happens that it was Edith’s grandmother’s
maiden name and her brother’s middle
name, too. Another coincidence?

To prove it was correct, I searched for
‘Edith Ashmore McBride’ and found the
US social security details for an ‘E A McB’, 

Crosby and Kate Goldring – the names of
my great grandparents.

It was that sensational ‘eureka’ moment,
with decades of research bearing fruit after
15 minutes online! But what next?

The social security record rather oddly
said that Edith was also known as ‘Edith
Boudreau’. I quickly located Oliver’s death
in 1938, thinking that my great aunt might
have gone on to marry a Mr Boudreau
shortly afterwards, but I could not find a

matching Edith A McBride in the US
marriage records.

However, the Findmypast database
showed that an Edith ‘M’ McBride married
a Joseph Albert Boudreau in LA in 1944.
Looking at the full record revealed that this
was Edith ‘Monica’ McBride.

Not only did Edith live with her cousin
Monica as a girl, but Boudreau is a rare
French-Canadian name, so the chances of
an Edith McBride marrying someone with
that surname in LA are infinitesimally small
– it had to be her.

So what became of Edith and Joseph?
A Google search uncovered a thread on a
genealogy forum proving that the couple
moved to Arkansas, where they lived until
their deaths – Edith in 1968 and Joseph in

ord column Id
asked rhetorically of my great aunt “Where
are you buried?” but now I know: she lies in
Calvary Cemetery, Little Rock, under the
name of Edith Crosby Boudreau.

Are all of my questions answered? Well,
not quite. I know that Edith didn’t have
any children of her own, but the 1930 US
Census shows that she and her first husband
Oliver had two adopted sons, James and
John. When Oliver died, James was
mentioned in the obituary but there’s no

reference at all to
Edith – so I guess they
were separated, even
divorced. In the 1940

Census she’s recorded as living with James
in Beverley Hills of all places, so there’s
potentially something very exciting there!

But much more intriguing is the obvious
question: why did Edith falsify her name
twice? It seems that it ran in the family. Her
elder brother Norman used false names and
her younger brother, my grandfather, lived
from the late 1920s until his death in 1959
under a completely new identity. Both of
them had much to conceal – bad behaviour,
criminal activity, and in my grandfather’s
case, multiple bigamy. What had great aunt
Edith done?

My next task is to scour a variety of US
newspapers to see if I can find anything
dodgy, doubtful or downright disgraceful 
about her. Here’s hoping! 
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Why did Edith falsify her name twice? 
It seems that it ran in the family
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FOLLOW YOUR FAMILY HISTORY
AROUND THE GLOBE

WHO WILL YOU DISCOVER?

Our immigration & travel records reveal 200 years of history

across the globe. Discover the journeys that shaped your family

through our UK Passenger Lists – Incoming and Outgoing, plus 

millions of records from the USA, Australia and more.
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FAMILY TREE
BUILDERS

Which family history management tool is the 
best for your PC or Mac? Nick Peers reveals how 

to make the smartest choice for you

The best

FAMILY TREE 
BUILDERS
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C
omputers and family history 
make superb bedfellows, and 
one of the most effective uses of 
your PC or Mac is as a central 
repository for all your research. 

Part of this involves choosing a program to 
record, manage and even share your family’s 
story – not just the basic tree itself, but 
detailed information about individuals, 
including old family photos, certificates  
and other memorabilia.

There’s a wide range of choice out there, 
and while the software landscape appears  
to have changed only slightly since our last 
round-up three years ago, there have been 
some major developments and even the 
introduction of a brand-new program to 
challenge the current hegemony.

We’ve picked out eight programs to 
compare – seven of these featured in our  
last round-up, but all have evolved quite
radically since, mostly for the better.

The new program is S&N Genealogy’s
TreeView, and it’s one of four that run on
both Windows and Mac – the other three
are Heredis, Family Tree Maker and
RootsMagic. Family Historian and Legacy
both run on Windows only, while both
MacFamilyTree and Reunion are only
available on the Mac.

Core functionality
Let’s start with the raw basics. All family tree
builders work in a similar way: you create

individuals, link them together and then
attach everything you know about them as
facts or events. In this regard, there’s not
much to choose between our eight programs,
but there are subtle differences to look out
for. First, while most programs treat facts
and events as the same thing, both Family
Historian and Reunion treat them as
separate entities, so a person’s characteristics
are displayed separately to the events that
made up their life.

All programs also support the notion of 
‘shared facts’, which allow you to link facts 
to more than one individual or a family
group. How this is implemented varies –
some programs simply link one fact to
multiple individuals, while others allow you 
to link a single fact to a family unit (which 
consists of parents and children). Family
Historian lets you assign specific roles to
individuals linked to facts under its new
Witnesses feature, so you can pick out the

Heredis boasts superb image management tools and is one of the best programs on test

Mapping your ancestors
The geography of your family tree is often as important as 
its history, and support for attaching place data to people 
and facts is embedded in all eight of the applications tested 
here. In recent times, family history programs have built in 
support for displaying places on a map, and it’s now 
considered a standard feature. Nevertheless, neither 
Reunion nor RootsMagic have this built in – instead, you’re 
redirected to an online mapping service through your web 
browser when you want to check a place on the map.

The rise of maps has made it important for places to be 
recorded accurately and also point to the correct point on 
the map, particularly now all those apps with mapping 
facilities can take you down to street level. All but TreeView 
allow you to record a place’s exact latitude and longitude to 
help pinpoint even the most obscure places – a key 
requirement where historic locations have long since 
vanished, for example.

Some applications come with built-in tools for resolving 
unknown place names – Family Tree Maker leads the way 
here with its superb place resolution tool. The action is made 
easier when a program allows you to record the basic place 
data – say to town level – in the main Places field while 
providing a secondary field where you can record the key 

information like a house name or street. Programs that
support this feature include FTM, Family Historian, 
RootsMagic and Heredis, although the latter has a slight 
quirk in that the information (referred to as subdivision)  
is recorded as part of a fact rather than attached to the  
place itself.

Family Tree Maker leads the way with its excellent mapping tools

Who Do You Think You Are?  July 201618



THE BEST FREE APPS

If you’re just starting out using your computer to record your family history, you may not
wish to commit to an expensive purchase. The good news is that you’ll find plenty of free
programs for recording your family history – they’re not as powerful as the tools in this
round-up, but they handle the core functionality with ease.

The first thing to consider is free, cut-down versions of the programs we’ve reviewed
– both Legacy Standard Edition and RootsMagic Essentials are basically the same as the
paid-for versions with certain features disabled. You can then get to grips with the free
versions and unlock the full ones should you want the extra features.

Alternatively, pick a program that’s completely free. Windows users should try either
ScionPC (bit.ly/scionpc) or My Family Tree (chronoplexsoftware.com). The former is
easier to use, but the latter offers more advanced features including mapping support –
we featured My Family Tree back in issue 111. Mac users have less choice, but PA Writer II
(www.lanopalera.net) offers similar functionality to ScionPC.

If you’re looking to record your family tree using your iPad or iPhone, then Heredis
provides its mobile app completely free – it boasts full editing capabilities.

bride, groom and other key players at a 
wedding, for example. This use of ‘witnesses’ 
is also found in Heredis, which is the 
program’s only mechanism for linking  
one fact to multiple people.

The programs allow you to create your 
own custom fact types, but what information 
you record varies – they all support the core 
material such as place, date and description, 
but then diverge. 

Most offer a notes section for recording 
miscellaneous detail, while Family Historian 
and RootsMagic also offer an additional  
field for recording specific details about the 
fact’s location, for example, a street address 
or flat number.

Many also score points for allowing  
you to record the degree of proof behind  
a specific fact – Family Historian and 
TreeView place this with the source, while 
RootsMagic attaches this to the actual fact.  
It’s a subtle difference, but the latter
approach is more visible. MacFamilyTree
offers cause and authority fields for facts
along with a handy to-do list. All featured
programs – except for Reunion and
RootsMagic – also allow you to link
photos to facts as well as individuals.

Manage your sources
Everything you record in your tree needs
corroboration, which is where sources,
repositories and citations come into play.
All eight of the programs featured here have
full support, although once again they differ
in implementation. Certain tools are more
successful than others in providing a central
location for managing and editing your
sources; these include MacFamilyTree and
Family Tree Maker.

There are also differences in what you
can attach sources to – all eight apps support
linking them to facts, while the vast majority
allow you to attach sources directly to
people, too. Family Historian, RootsMagic

and MacFamilyTree go further by allowing
you to attach sources to media, while
MacFamilyTree also supports adding
sources directly to places.

When it comes to attaching information
to your sources, MacFamilyTree leads the
way with its ability to link to-do lists, notes
and labels to sources, while Reunion scores
points with its support for custom fields,
although a lot of manual effort is required
setting these up.

All of our apps – with the notable
exception of TreeView – also allow you to

attach media to the source, which is perfect
for providing an electronic scan or copy
of the original material, such as a birth
certificate or census return, for example.

The perfect view
A program can have all the functionality you
crave, but if it’s a nightmare to navigate then

you’ll have given up using it a long time
before you start to find all those useful
nuggets. These days, most programs worth
their salt provide you with a large number
of different ways to view and navigate your
tree – the best ones combine these tools with
side panels where you can quickly review and
edit selected family member details, too.

All the programs in this round-up support
the basic Pedigree and Ancestor views, which
provide a bottom-up view of your tree from
the perspective of the currently selected
person. They also give you a Family view,
which focusses on the current person and
their immediate family. That’s as much as
you get with Family Tree Maker, Heredis
and Reunion. Family Historian lets you
create your own customised charts and use
them as part of your workflow – it’s a bit
clunky, but it works. Family Historian also
helps you easily pin pop-up dialog boxes to
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All of the programs in this
round-up allow you to export

your research in GEDCOM format.
This universal file type makes it
possible to transfer all your data
(and in many cases, your media,
too) between programs, so you
can easily switch between them.

FAMILY TREE
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My Family Tree boasts useful advanced features such as mapping support



the main view, effectively letting you 
build your own view. Finally, TreeView 
provides hourglass, relationship, fan and 
circle chart workflow views in addition to  
the common options.

Special commendation has to be reserved 
for MacFamilyTree 8. It boasts the widest 
number of views available, from its default 
Interactive Family Tree view (refreshed and 
revamped in version 8) to the slightly 
gimmicky 3D view, with hourglass, fan, 
fractal and other views also on offer. 

Version 8 also finally places editing tools 
on the Interactive Family Tree view to make 
the main view practical as well as attractive 
to browse.

Media management
Nothing brings family history alive as much 
as seeing your ancestors’ faces. Photos play a
key role in genealogy, but this is one
of the areas where our eight programs deviate
sharply from each other.

They all support importing photos and
linking them to individuals, and the vast
majority allow you to link a single image –
such as a family group shot – to more than
one person, too (the exceptions here are
Legacy and Reunion).

But here’s where things splinter – first,
what you can link photos to depends on the
application. Family Historian,
Heredis, Legacy and
MacFamilyTree allow you
to attach them to just about
anything – people, families,
places, facts and even
sources, while Family Tree
Maker supports people, facts and sources.
Reunion and RootsMagic only support
media attachments with people and sources,
while TreeView lets you link photos to
people and facts.

What information can you record about
the photos you attach? Titles, captions,
descriptive fields and notes all vary from
program to program, while one standard

option – the date of a photo – is surprisingly
missing from both MacFamilyTree and
Reunion. Family Historian scores an extra
point for having a keyword field, making
your photos easier to search going forward.

When it comes to editing your photos,
all but Family Historian provide some
rudimentary editing tools – the best can
be found in Legacy (and to a lesser degree

Heredis), which offers various filters in
addition to the more commonly found crop
and rotate options. Heredis also deserves
special praise for its slideshow capabilities,
providing you with the opportunity to
create something worth sharing.

Family Historian’s overall media
management tools have long set the
benchmark for others to reach – it allows you
to frame a person’s head in a photo, and that
thumbnail is then used on the person’s
homepage. It’s a great way to identify people
in a group shot, too, and what was once a
unique selling point is now also found in
other programs – specifically Heredis and
MacFamilyTree – in our round-up.

Other programs offer crop tools, but
it’s not the same as you have to sacrifice
the whole image in order to get a string
of headshots for a person.

Family Historian also allows you to view
up to 10 photos of the currently selected
individual on its main page, allowing you

to rearrange them in such a way as to show
how a person has aged over the years.

Publishing capabilities
When you come to pick a family history
program, one question to ask yourself is how
you want to present your research to others.
The box on online features (p21) reveals the
most convenient way to do this in the modern

era, but if you’re looking for
more traditional ways of
publishing your research
– such as charts, reports or a
combination thereof – then
this section is crucial.

All eight of our programs
offer a wide array of charting and reporting
tools, and only a few disappoint in relative
terms. If you want maximum choice, then
Family Historian is the way to go – one
benefit of its charting tools is that it treats
them like a workspace, so you can edit your
tree while tweaking the chart. It has more

RootsMagic makes it easy to assign the 
burden of proof to your research

MacFamilyTree 8 has revamped its main view to make editing tools more accessible

Keep an eye out for program 
updates – even relatively minor 

ones. These don’t simply fix bugs, 
but often introduce new features, 
too. For example, MacFamilyTree 

revamped its mapping tools 
between the releases of  

versions 7 and 8.

Family Historian’s overall media 
management has long set the 

benchmark for others to follow 
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Online features

than 20 different types of chart, plus a  
blank option for the adventurous. It’s a 
similar story with its reports, too, and  
there’s a rudimentary book creation tool  
for combining a selection together.

Family Tree Maker is another excellent 
choice, particularly if you find Family 
Historian too complex. It’s got a reasonable 
number of charts, plenty of reports and a 
clever Smart Stories tool for helping you 
write your own histories. You can also  
tweak your charts after generating them  
with a veritable smorgasbord of options. 

RootsMagic comes with its own 
standalone editor, offering lots of post-
generation tweaks, too. It only appears to 
offer eight charts, but when you see the 
various options each type provides, such as 
horizontal and vertical views for pedigree 
charts, you realise it actually has as many 
options as the best on test. 

RootsMagic also has some interesting 
reports, including scrapbook and calendar. 
And like the others, these can all be 

combined into a book using its own rather
basic tool. Legacy offers lots of customisation
tweaks, but the fact that you can’t preview
these in real-time is a turn-off, along with
the lack of charts (just seven) it offers in
relation to the competition.

On the Mac side, we also like
MacFamilyTree’s tools – it offers a decent
array of charts and reports, allows you to
preview before you create a chart and makes

it easy to edit them afterwards. It also offers
a tool for creating PDF books from your
reports, something that Reunion also has.
Sadly, Reunion falls short in other areas, as
does TreeView, where its tools all feel a little
undercooked – there is room for future
improvement, we think.

Which program should I choose?
All eight programs in this test have positive
and negative points, so it’s always a good idea 
to take each one on a roadtest by trying the
demo or evaluation version of each before
making a final decision. They all support
the GEDCOM format, so if you’re thinking
about switching, you can try them by
importing your own family research.

The newest tool in this comparison test
is TreeView. It’s a reasonable first effort,
but the other programs have a much longer
history and unfortunately it shows.
TreeView’s dated user interface and lack
of standout features make it a hard sell,
although its integration with

The internet plays a crucial role in family history these days, 
so it’s no surprise that the eight programs on test do their 
bit to link your family tree to the net. 

Online features fall into a number of broad categories: 
web-building, syncing with the web and other devices, and 
accessing records (and merging them into your research 
where possible).

There are two ways to generate a website – first, by 
manually creating the web pages you subsequently upload 
to your web hosting provider. All packages except Family 
Tree Maker offer this option. However, for most people, 
being able to publish their tree direct to an online provider 
with one click is the preferred option, and you’ll find this is 
supported in FTM, Heredis (its online service is the best of
the bunch), MacFamilyTree, RootsMagic and TreeView.

These online services can also be used to sync your tree
to other computers (Heredis, TreeView and – using iCloud –
MacFamilyTree) as well as mobile devices. In the latter case,
all but Family Historian offer this feature, although Legacy,
MacFamilyTree and Reunion users will have to pay extra for
the privilege. In the case of Legacy users, visit telgen.co.uk/
families for details of the £10.99 app required; ReunionTouch
costs £7.99, while MobileFamilyTree is currently on sale for
the same price (normal price £15.99). The other three all
provide their apps for free.

When it comes to finding new records online, all but
Reunion provide a built-in web browser and search engine,
but only Family Historian and Family Tree Maker allow you
to easily “clip” information from these sites into your
research in the form of facts. In the case of Family Historian,
it can automatically generate source citations when you do
so, too. Reunion may not support online searches, but you

can drag web links as source citations from the web browser
Safari back into your research.

Merging records directly from online databases –
assuming that you have an account and valid subscription,
of course – used to be the sole preserve of Family Tree Maker
with Ancestry. Now it’s become a popular add-on for other
tools. RootsMagic supports MyHeritage and FamilySearch,
with both Ancestry and Findmypast support coming later
this year. MacFamilyTree supports FamilySearch, while
TreeView exclusively supports TheGenealogist. Finally,
Family Historian recently added Findmypast support to
accompany MyHeritage, meaning most subscription
websites are now catered for by at least one program. As an
aside, MyHeritage users can also use the free Family Tree
Builder program to link into their MyHeritage account, too.

FAMILY TREE
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Family Historian remains our favourite program for Windows users 
– it’s powerful and flexible piece of software

Legacy’s publishing tools are powerful, but 
can be fiddly to set up



DIGITAL FAMILY TREE BUILDERS
Family 

Historian 

6.2

Family Tree 

Maker 2014

Heredis  

2015
Legacy 8.0

MacFamily 

Tree 8.0
Reunion

Roots 

Magic

TreeView 

1.3.9

Price

(upgrade),

web

£35.99

(£24.99-

£29.99),

family-
historian.
co.uk

£44.95-

£59.95,

mackiev.
com/ftm/

£28.79

(£19.19),

heredis.
com

US$29.95

($21.95),

legacy
familytree.
com

£39.99,

synium
software.
com

US$99

($49.95),

leisterpro.
com

£18.40-

£49.95,

roots
magic.
co.uk

£24.95-

£39.95,

treeview.
co.uk

User

interface

Made great

strides to

be more

beginner-

friendly, but

can still be

difficult to

get around.

Despite

its age,

continues

to be a user-

friendly,

navigable

affair.

Keeps

everything

compact

and within

easy reach.

Looks dated

now, and

despite

the ribbon

interface

can still be

tricky to

navigate.

Wide variety

of views,

plenty of

navigation

options.

Three-

pane user

interface

ensures

most tools

aren’t too

far away.

Another

dated

effort, and

hides many

features

behind

multiple

layers.

Too basic

in places,

but a good

first effort. 

Mapping  

tools

Hits the spot

perfectly –

best blend

of mapping

tools out

there.

Its tool for

resolving

placenames

remains

unsurpassed.

Strong set

of tools that

offers best

of all worlds.

A decent

set of tools,

but needs

central

places

database.

Much

improved

over version

7.0, with

street-level

map support

now finally

in place.

Basic

support

only.

Weakest by

far on test.

Some

decent place

manage-

ment tools,

but lack of

mapping is a

letdown.

Built-in map

would work

better with

geocode

support. 

Photo 

management

Sets the

benchmark

for others to

reach, and

they’re all

still playing

catch-up.

One of

FTM’s

weakest

points –

falls far

short of

other tools

on test.

Good

range of

tools, facial

thumbnails

a bonus

feature, too.

Reasonable

editing

tools, but

inability

to link to

multiple

items is a

turn-off.

A mix of

the great

and not so

great – can’t

believe it

doesn’t

support

dates!

Basic

support

only, which

pales in

comparison

to the

others.

Solid

tools and

execution,

let down

by lack of

editing tools.

Like

Reunion,

offers basic

support

only. Needs

some

standout

features. 

Charts and

reports

Offers

the most

custom-

built charts

out there,

but requires

some effort

to master.

Large range

and plenty

of custom

choices

makes this

one of FTM’s

strongest

points.

Offers a

choice of

books, but

lacks any

standout

features.

Plenty of

tweaks on

offer, but

fiddly to use

and lacks

a real-time

preview.

Lots of

choice and

options,

helped by

real-time

preview

and update

features.

Great

PDF book

creation

tool,

otherwise

let down

by lack of

choice.

Some

unique

reports and

wide range

of editing

tools ensure

it stands

out.

Basic

choices,

poor

execution.

Lots to

improve

on going

forward. 

Online 

integration

Merges

records from

Findmypast,

great web

clipping tool,

no mobile

access or

tree sync.

Merge from

Ancestry,

pioneering

web-clipping

tool, syncs

tree and

access via

mobile app.

Syncs tree

with brilliant

free online

service and

mobile apps.

Merges from

Family

Search,

web search,

access via

mobile app

(separate

purchase).

Same

feature set

as Legacy.

Web search,

sync with

Reunion

Touch app

(separate

purchase).

Merges

records from

FamilySearch

andMyHeritage

(Ancestry/

Findmypast

support to

follow).

Merges

records

from The

Genealogist,

syncs tree

online and

with mobile 

app. 

VERDICT Best

all-round

package

for more

experienced

PC users.

Best for

charting and

mapping

tools, will

appeal to

beginners.

Best for

sharing your

tree online

with others. 

Best for

providing

space to

record lots

of detail. 

Best

all-round

package for

Mac users

– almost

perfect!

Best for

those Mac

users who

don’t want

or need

online

features. 

Best for

those

wanting

to merge

records

from online

sources.

Best choice

for The

Genealogist

subscribers.
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TreeView is somewhat of a hard sell as it  
suffers from a rather dated user interface

Reunion is a capable tool, but hasn’t kept pace with the rate of development elsewhere

TheGenealogist website does at least give 
it one unique selling point, and we like the 
fact you can install one licensed copy on 
both PC and Mac.

Reunion is a heavyweight app for the 
Mac that fails to excite on a number of  
levels, particularly given its high asking 
price. There are some innovative features 
lurking in there – the islands feature for 
reconnecting cut-off branches of your tree, 
for example – but ultimately its sub-par 
media management and source tools reveal  
a program still living on past glories while 
the competition moves forward.

Legacy is another tool that’s falling 
behind its peers. Half of its problem is the 
fussy and dated user interface – there’s a lot 
of raw power behind the scenes, but finding 
it can be a tricky and frustrating task. Its 
media tools hark back to an earlier age – the 
excellent editing options are undone by the 
lack of other features, and its charting and 
reporting capabilities, while packed with 
customisable features, need overhauling, too. 

Positives and negatives
RootsMagic goes toe to toe with Legacy and 
noses in front thanks largely to its online 
capabilities. It’s a good choice for those 
wanting to pull in data from a variety of 
online repositories, particularly once support 
for Ancestry and Findmypast arrives. That 
said, elsewhere there’s not much between the
two, with Legacy’s 
mapping tools 
proving superior, 
while RootsMagic 
has the more 
user-friendly user 
interface and better 
charting and reporting tools.

Heredis 2015 is one of those frustrating 
programs where there are some absolute 
standout features that are ultimately let 
down by the sum of its parts. Its integration 
with the Heredis Online website mean it’s a 
good choice for someone wanting to research 
their tree and share it online through a site 

that’s attractive and easy to navigate for  
your friends and family. 

Its media management tools are up there 
with the best, too, and we love its sync 
capabilities, particularly given the fact its 
excellent mobile app is completely free and 
offers full editing tools for updating your 
tree from your mobile. Sadly, it falls down  
in other areas, despite the accessible and  
well laid-out user interface.

Once upon a time, Family Tree Maker

would have headed this list. It’s still an
incredibly strong contender – it has the  
most comprehensive online tools of all, and 
pioneered the clever web clipping tool that 
effectively allows you to grab data from any 
website. We also like its powerful charting 
and mapping tools, and the user interface 
remains accessible and user-friendly. 

That said, its media management tools 
are basic and its core functionality isn’t as 
comprehensive as other tools on test. We 
look forward to seeing what MacKiev does 
with it when it releases the next major 
update – it’s been too long since it was  
given an overhaul.

And then there were two. If you’re a  
Mac user, then our program of choice is 
MacFamilyTree 8. This is almost the perfect 
update. It boasts a radically overhauled  
user interface that finally makes it easy to 
navigate the program’s various parts – 

providing quick-edit tools on the main 
screen helps immeasurably. The mapping 
tools – so long a weak point – are now the 
equal of its peers, and its media management 
tools would be almost perfect if it wasn’t for 
the fact it still doesn’t allow you to tag 
photos with dates. 

Elsewhere, the app excels where it matters 
– core functionality for one – and does 
enough to see off the opposition in others, 
such as with its online features, which 

include integration 
with FamilySearch 
and online backup  
via iCloud.

That leaves 
Family Historian 
6.2. The latest 

update has just added support for integrating 
records from the Findmypast website – a 
smart move after RootsMagic secured access 
to Ancestry. Family Historian can be a little 
off-putting for beginners, but it’s packed full 
of powerful and clever features, many of 
which we haven’t had space to mention. 
There’s the customisable queries for 
interrogating your research for all kinds  
of details, a well-supported plug-in engine 
for expanding the program in other areas 
and the ability to build your own custom 
workspace using any kind of view you like. 
It does fall down in one crucial area – the 
complete lack of support for syncing to  
a mobile or online service, but if you’re 
looking for the most flexible and versatile 
tool for Windows users, this is it. ■

Nick Peers is a journalist and family 
history software expert
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Family Tree Maker has powerful charting 
and mapping tools, and the user interface 
remains accessible and user-friendly  





 Women  
of the night

Julie Peakman takes a look at the illicit 
world of prostitution in the Georgian era

GEORGIAN 
PROSTITUTES
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W
hile prostitution itself
was not illegal in the
18th century, keeping a
lewd and disorderly
house most certainly was.

Most of the prostitution trade in London 
during those times was controlled by
women; they ran the brothels, chose the
women who worked there and supplied
them with their attire to attract customers
– although this was paid for out of their
wages. Sometimes bully boys protected the
house, but they were in the employ of the
‘bawd’ who took a share of the prostitutes’
earnings. As a sideline, they often operated
as fences for stolen goods and also might
provide entertainment, such as gambling,
and made money on sales of liquor.

Streetwalkers were even more evident in
the common areas used by everyone. They
often worked in pairs, which gave them
some protection, although frequently it was
the women themselves who caused trouble.
They were known to beat men up if refused
a drink and steal from customers who were
too drunk to notice.

On 31 May 1693, Elizabeth Elye was
indicted for keeping a ‘House of Evil Repute’.
A witness testified that often: “There was
swearing, roaring and damning all the night
long, drinking to such a pitch. They would
fall out, and cry out murder.” Her house was
situated in Flower-de-luce Court in Fetter
Lane, London, and “several lewd women”
were seen to reside there. Not only was there
sex for sale, but petty pilfering was seen to be
taking place – at least one apprentice had

groups campaigned for the suppression of
vice, they targeted prostitutes for their “lewd
and disorderly practices”. In law, prostitutes
were lumped together with drunks,
unemployed servants, vagrants and paupers.
They were then prosecuted for being “loose,
idle and disorderly” and committed to
houses of correction. Members of the SRM
used common law to arrest prostitutes and
their clients for breach of the peace and
dragged them before the magistrates’ courts.

taken the opportunity of stealing from his
master in order to offer the goods to the
“lewd and wicked women” working in the
house. Elye was found guilty and fined 20
shillings, before being let off with a surety
for good behaviour for 12 months.

In 1689, the accession to the throne of
William III and Mary brought with it a
moral reform seen in the establishment of
Societies for the Reformation of Manners
(SRM) two years later. Although these
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Houses of correction
Houses of correction were places of 
confinement and punishment, where
prostitutes and those convicted of 
petty offences were subjected to 
hard labour. Bridewell was the first of
its type, set in a former royal palace in
1553 on the banks of the Fleet River  
in the City. 

It was initially an open prison, 
where men and women were kept 
separately, but different categories of
offenders could intermingle. Visitors 
could bring in money, food, gin and other gifts. However,
these places were overcrowded and riddled with disease. 
Many of those incarcerated were from the poorest sectors  
of the community; one keeper in 1741 declared: “The persons 
in his custody are even lower in life and poorer than those 
committed to New Prison and often have not one friend  
come near them during the whole time they are confined.” 

These prisons were seen as ‘Schools of Vice, Seminaries of 
Idleness, and Common-shores of Nastiness and Disease’ and 

men were known to visit in order to 
seek out prostitutes.

Constables and magistrates had  
the power to commit prostitutes to 
Bridewell. Beadles were employed to 
search their areas every day and bring 
any vagrants or disorderly people to 
prison. However, from 1785 only 
magistrates were allowed to make 
commitments to Bridewell. From the 
1770s, increasing criticism from 

reformers suggested that prison life 
was less reformative than corruptive and in the last two 
decades of the century, prison life was dramatically altered. 

Some prison conditions improved. When reformer John 
Howard visited Bridewell in 1789, he praised the prison 
facilities: “Each sex has a workroom and a night-room. They lie 
in boxes, with a little straw, on the floor... There are many 
excellent regulations in this establishment.” In 1792, the 
whipping of female prisoners was abolished (although public 
whipping of women would continue until 1817).

Plate 3 of William Hogarth’s  
The Harlot’s Progress shows  
a prostitute in a Drury Lane 
lodging house, 1753

Women at the House of Correction, Tothill Fields, 1860 
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Members even produced a guide book in
1698 explaining how to prosecute those
running and frequenting bawdy houses and
how a person might arrest a prostitute or her
clients: “He may take help with him, and if
he find them so, he may carry them to
prison, or to a Justice, to be bound over,
and prosecuted.”

With some delight, members listed all
the names of those they had managed to
prosecute. A few debauched men were
named but the vast majority of those
prosecuted were women.

Reporting its success in 1720, the SRM
attested to having prosecuted 1,189 persons
for “lewd and disorderly practices” stating:
“Great numbers of baudy-houses, and other
disorderly houses, have been suppressed and
shut up, and the streets were very much
purged from the wretched tribe of night-
walking prostitutes, and the most detestable
sodomites. Many young men, taken with
lewd women, have, by their being brought
to timely shame and punishment, been
discouraged and turned… from following 
such sinful courses.”

Challenging the courts
Although women were frequently arrested
on suspicion of prostitution, they often
challenged these actions. When Elizabeth
Claxton was committed to New Prison by
Justice John Perry after being “taken in a
disorderly house” in 1701, she obtained a
lawyer to defend her and the case was
thrown out – simply being present in a 

brothel at a ‘seasonable’ hour was
insufficient evidence. Little had changed
by 1770, when Frances York and Jane
Fielding hired a lawye
imprisonment at West
Correction at Tothill F
idle and disorderly per
and common nightwa
Covent Garden”. They
suggested that the term
‘loose idle and disorde
inadequate, which wo
opened up a whole bar
complications for the
process. Chief Justice
Mansfield therefore qu
quashed their sentence

As a consequence,
watchmen, constables
and magistrates
became increasingly
wary of prosecuting
the women.

Playing up to the
Societies for the Refor
of Manners, English
stationer and bookseller John Dunton
published Proposals for a National
Reformation of Manners (1694), with ans
appendix that carried a list of all the bawds
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and prostitutes, (which may well have
unwittingly acted as an advertisement).

Realising the commercial value of such
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Many of the women
ended up before the magistrates for crimes
associated with prostitution such as
pickpocketing or pilfering. Court records
give us an idea of who these women were, 
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Jonas Hanway (1712 -1786)
Jonas Hanway was an English traveller, merchant and philanthropist who was instrumental
in helping to establish the Magdalen Hospital. Hanway gave enthusiastic support when his
business partner, Robert Dingley, a merchant in St Peterburg, proposed setting up a charity
to help young girls who had fallen into prostitution. The Magdalen Hospital for Penitent 
Prostitutes opened its doors in Prescot Street, London, in 1758.

Hanway supported many other charities and wrote their rules, advised potential
recipients and appealed to prospective donors. He was especially prolific in his writings
for the Marine Society and the Magdalen Hospital.

His account of his travels in Russia and Persia, Historical Account of the British Trade over 
the Caspian Sea (1753), had made him famous. He put his riches towards good causes
becoming governor of the Foundling Hospital on 12 May 1756, donating £50. The

Mi i dia, his new hospital for the treatment of venereal
e opened in 1747, and was intended to supplement
work of the main London Lock Hospital, but was a
lure and closed in about 1780. On his regular walks to
ohn’s Coffee House in the City, he could be seen
carrying an umbrella, said to be the first man to do so,
and a sword (then less unfashionable). In order to
ward off ill health, he wore flannel underwear, and 
multiple pairs of stockings.

Hanway died at his home on 5 September
1786. Contemporary opinion ascribed his death to
omplications arising from an enlarged prostate and
odern medical opinion suggests that the enlargement
y have resulted in uraemia, a condition which, in turn, 
account for his failing judgement in his last years.
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A courtesan from London c1688
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where they operated and why they had
taken up prostitution. Most of them were
poor and uneducated. Many ended up in a 
workhouse. Others drifted between
laborious menial jobs like sewing and
laundering, using prostitution as a sideline
for when times were hard. However, there
were plenty of full-time prostitutes vying 
for trade.

Cover stories
The occupation of millinery or ‘mantua-
making’ was widely regarded as a cover for
prostitution. As R Campbell, author of The
London Tradesman (1747), observed: “Those

[prostitutes] who pretend to deal only with
select customers… take the title of milliner,
a more polite name for bawd.”

The fashion industry was thought to lead
women astray: Charles Horne in Serious
Thoughts on the Miseries of Seduction and
Prostitution (1783) warned parents not to
allow their daughters to become milliners,
mantua-makers, or workers in the various
clothes trades because they were “actually
seminaries of prostitution”.

Why a young woman might be enticed
into prostitution is easy to see. When Mary
Brown was indicted on 15 January 1783 for
stealing various items of clothing by her
previous mistress, it turned out that her
mistress was actually a bawd and had
procured her. Defending herself, Brown

got her a great deal of money, and there are
young creatures that she kept to go on the
town; and there is her next door neighbour
is the same sort of person as herself. If the
truth was known, she has girls at home now,
and she gives them a shilling a night and a
pint of beer, and every farthing that we take
she gets.” Wearing pretty clothes was
obviously an attraction. When asked how
she ended up in her situation, she admitted:
“I was drawn into snares, seeing other girls
wore fine clothes; she cut my hair down
before, and put me a pair of false curls; she
bought me a Portsmouth hat, and a pair of
coloured shoes; the first night I went out,

I got her half a guinea, and she made me
give it to her.”

Changing attitudes
At the beginning of the century, the
prostitute had been seen as making her
living from sex as a matter of choice through
her own lascivious leanings. She was seen as
a lewd strumpet as Rochester remarked in
his poem, Poems on Affairs of State (1697):e
“Lewd Messalines was but a type of thee:
thou highest, last degree of lechery.” She was
to be reviled, often despised because of her
choice of profession. However, this view had
changed by the end of the century to seeing
the prostitute as a victim of circumstance
and poverty.

Part of this realisation came with the

a growing awareness and concern that the
majority of Magdalenes were young girls.
Most of those applying to the houses were
between 17 and 18 years old, one in seven
was under 15.

Slowly, people came to understand that
ll into prostitution because of
eing orphaned, or after falling
with a failed promise of marriage.
onymous history of the institution
“Tho’ the profession of a prostitute
t despicable and hateful that the
on can form, the individuals are
y worthy objects of compassion.”
s title, it was by no means a
ic hospital. Once inside the
n, the women were subjected to a
prayers, drab uniforms, hard labour
discipline.
prostitution was seen as a notable
blem from 1757 onwards, but
es felt that the law was inadequate
t. In April 1770, John Fielding

ned of “the great difficulty, as the
stands, to punish these offenders, 
ey being common prostitutes,
arce, if at all, within the
cription of any statute now in

g”. However, he had his opponents. 
1773, Robert Holloway railed 

Slowly people came to understand that
women fell into prostitution due to poverty

pointed at her accuser and declared: “I have establishment of the Magdalen Hospital for
the Reception of Penitent Prostitutes in
London in 1758, a home to help distressed
women escape prostitution. Jonas Hanway
was its first chairman. His Thoughts on the
Plan for a Magdalen House (1758) had an
impact on social reform, and there was now
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William Hogarth’s Industry and Idleness (1747) 
depicts a man in bed with a prostitute
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against the justices committing poor
prostitutes to houses of correction declaring:
“How could you... commit such an atrocious
outrage against natural liberty, and without
compunction cast your fellow creatures into
the very bowels of wretchedness. What!
Send 50 poor women to a loathsome prison, 
without regard to age, condition, or
situation, on a presumption, or mere
suspicion, that they might commit an
offence, which if committed, is not
recognisable by law?”

By the end of the century, the law had
had little success in preventing habitual
offending, as seen in the final case of
Liverpudlian Charlotte Walker, a prostitute
and pickpocket. She had a long and eventful
career in the St Giles area over 24 years.
She appeared before the Old Bailey at least
12 times for either simple grand larceny
or pickpocketing.

Her first appearance, for theft, was on
3 December 1777, when she was 23 years
old. She continued to be arrested for assault,
being ‘disorderly’ and vagrancy. She worked
the areas between High Holborn and
Parkers Lane to the east of London and Fleet
Street to the west, rarely straying beyond.
She accosted men in the street, put her hands
in their breeches pockets, picked their

pockets while drinking with them, or took
men to lodgings and stole money and
watches as they slept.

Yet Charlotte was a smart and spirited
woman, using her diminutive size as her
defence. Her last trick was on 7 December
1799 when she accosted John Taylor as he
left the White Bear in Bride Lane, between
midnight and 1am. She asked him for a
drink but he said he had no money. She felt
around his breeches, saying she was sure he
had some money. He immediately missed his
silver watch and called a watchman, who
searched Charlotte and found the watch
concealed in her bosom.

At her trial in January 1800, Charlotte
gave a characteristically robust defence, but
the jury were not convinced by her story and
she was found guilty and sentenced to death.

Her sentence was commuted to
transportation for life. She boarded the ship
the Nile in June 1801 bound for Sydney,e
New South Wales. A typical end for a
Georgian prostitute, it closed the chapter on
a remarkably long criminal career. 

¨ Old Bailey Online
Transcripts of all trials held at the Old 
Bailey can be accessed free online at 
oldbaileyonline.org. 

¨ London Metropolitan  
Archives (LMA)
Found online at www.cityoflondon.
gov.uk, the LMA is a good archive for 
researching Greater London in the  
18th century including parish registers, 
electoral registers, land tax, parish poor 
relief and Board of Guardians registered, 
which include workhouse records (ie 
London, England, Poor Law and Board of 
Guardians Records, 1430-1930, London)

¨ Ancestry
See the website’s collection ‘London, 
England, Workhouse Admission and 
Discharge Records, 1659-1930’ at 
ancestry.co.uk.

¨ Newspapers
The British Library holds copies of many 
18th-century British newspapers. 
Another useful resource is www.
britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk. Local 
newspapers can be accessed at regional 
archives and many offer access to the 
Times Digital Archive.

BOOKS
¨ Amatory Pleasures: An Exploration  
in 18th-century Sexual Culture
by Julie Peakman (Bloomsbury, 2016). 

¨ Infamous Commerce: Prostitution in 
Eighteenth-Century British Literature  
and Culture
by Laura J Rosenthal (Cornell University 
Press, 2006).

¨ Purchasing Power: Representing 
Prostitution in Eighteenth-Century 
Popular Print Culture
by Sophie Carter (Ashgate Publishing 
Limited, 2004).

¨ Disorderly Women in C18th London  
by Tony Henderson (Routledge, 1999).

KEY SOURCES

GEORGIAN
PROSTITUTES

Julie Peakman is a Fellow of the Royal
Historical Society. Her recent book Peg
Plunkett, Memoirs of a Whore, was about
an 18th-century Dublin brothel-keeper.

Bridewell Prison, as depicted in 
plate 4 of The Harlot’s Progress 

by William Hogarth, 1732
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A new book explores the dynamic and diverse  

scenes of the UK’s capital city in the years

after the Second World War – from political

rallies to people enjoying the latest entertainment

R
A newspaper seller does brisk business in Duncannon Street, by St Martin-in-the-Fields Church, 24 September 1960. Now a rare sight on London’s
streets, they were common at the time this photo was taken – the same day as the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament rally, pictured opposite.
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b
mpaign for Nuclear Disarmament

(C ) meet in Trafalgar Square, 1960. The CND had
formed two years before and held frequent rallies.

s
London’s theatres and cinemas illuminated at night in November 1955. This street, on the north side of Leicester Square, is crowded with people
out to enjoy a Saturday night show. The area is now pedestrianised and the Monseigneur Theatre, in the centre of this image, no longer exists.

U racie poses for photographs in
London s est End, ugust 1957. The musician was
headlining at the London Hippodrome at the time.

C
F
Street looking towards Oxford
Street, November 1957. 



‘I’ve discovered
generations of

Victorian painters’
Iain Taylor was thrilled to find connections to successful

fine artists on his grandson’s family tree. Their work sells

for thousands in auctions today, as Gail Dixon discovers
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Queen Victoria fell in love with the
people and scenery of the Scottish
Highlands in the 1840s. Prince

Albert purchased Balmoral estate for her and
they commissioned artworks that reminded
them of its rugged upland scenery and
captivating wildlife. Sir Edwin Landseer’s
iconic Monarch of the Glen, with a lonely stag
standing on a misty hillside, encapsulated
the romance of Victoria’s Scottish idyll.

Where the royals led, nobility and gentry
followed, and this love affair with Scotland
triggered an explosion in the popularity of
artworks that idealised Highland life.

The reality was very different and one
of great hardship,
but the dream of
pastoral life held an
irresistible appeal in
Victorian culture.

WDYTYA?
Magazine reader Iain Taylor has beene
astonished to discover a link to a family of
painters who were masters of this style and
whose work continues to be highly sought-
after today. “The search started with the
birth of my new grandson, Henry, in 2015,”
Iain explains. “His dad is my son-in-law and
that side of the family didn’t know anything
about their history.

“They knew that I’m very keen on
genealogy and asked me to take a look. I
began researching and discovered that they
were descendants of a William Watson, who
was born in Romsey, Hampshire, in around
1809. I found William on the 1851 census,
living at Gothic Cottages in Lewisham,
Kent. I was intrigued when I noticed his
occupation was “artist, portrait and animal
painter”. I’m a retired graphic designer so
this really captured my attention. The more
I delved into his life, the more engrossed I

became. I Googled William Watson and was
astonished to find images of his artworks
online. He must have been a successful
painter to still have recognition today. I
discovered that he worked with oils and
painted farm animals close up and in very
fine detail. In one painting from 1859, called
Inquisitive Calves, the brushwork is so
intricate that you can see the strands of hair
and tufts of wool on the animals’ coats.

“They are beautiful, restful images of a
bucolic world and quite a departure from the
paintings of earlier eras, that focused on
grand, sweeping estates.”

William and his wife Caroline had five

children – Valentine, Charles, Frances,
William Junior and Robert. The family
moved around from Lewisham to Brighton,
Worcester and Birkenhead. William must
have been able to earn his living from
painting because he continues to give his
occupation as an artist of animals/
landscapes in each census.

“He passed on his gift to his children
because I was thrilled to discover that several
of them became artists, too. Some enjoyed
great success in their lifetimes.”

A jaw-dropping moment
Iain began researching the life of William
Watson Junior, who was born in around
1848 in Islington, London, and found gems
of information on art auction websites. One
states that: “William flourished in the
mid- to late-19th century and came from a
family of painters originating in Liverpool.”

The next
sentence providedd
a jaw-dropping
moment. He was
“a pupil of the iconic Sir Edwin
Landseer and French artist Rosa Bonheur”.

Landseer is one of the most prominent
artists in British history and famously
sculpted the four bronze lions that stand
guard at the base of Nelson’s Column in
Trafalgar Square. His reputation as an
animal painter was unrivalled and he was
commissioned by Queen Victoria to paint
her portrait and teach her children to draw.
His appeal crossed the class boundaries and

many middle-class
households had replicas
of his paintings.
Landseer’s much-loved
artworks featured
Newfoundland dogs,

Arab horses, wild cattle and deer as well as
birds of prey.

Rosa Bonheur was also celebrated for her
artistic realism and beautifully detailed
paintings of animals. She is widely
recognised as being the most famous female
artist of the 19th century. “To be tutored in
his craft by such masters must have been an
incredible experience for a budding artist.”

Like Landseer, William Junior was
very inspired by the scenery and wildlife
of the Scottish Highlands, in particular
Argyllshire. He painted between 1866 and
1921 and created pastoral artworks where
animals take centre stage. Highland cattle
were a favourite of William Junior, perhaps
because their thick red coats contrasted so
beautifully against the moody colour palette
of the lochs and glens.

“William expertly captured the majesty
of these animals. The detail of their

William’s paintings are beautiful,
restful images of a bucolic world and
quite a departure from earlier eras

READER
STORY
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Williamson Art Gallery 

& Museum, Birkenhead, 
with examples of 
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Highland cattle and sheep, picturing them
huddling together for warmth on precipitous
hillsides amid violent weather. Robert died
in 1920 in Ramsey on the Isle of Man and
Iain has found an obituary for him from the
Isle of Man Examiner which describes him asr
“the famous painter of Highland cattle”.
Robert’s work sells well today at auctions of
fine art, where experts appreciate his
“delicate and sensitive palette”.

However, life was turbulent for some of

coats and the shine in their eyes are so
vivid that it’s as though they’re standing
right before me. I could almost reach out
and touch them. I wonder how close he got
to these beautiful creatures and how he
painted them when they were in the wild
and would have been moving all the time.

“I’m originally from Scotland and I
would love to travel back in time and look
over William’s shoulder. I enjoy oil painting
in my spare time and like to focus on old and
derelict buildings. I don’t know what that
says about me!”

William was prolific and found his niche
in a hugely popular market. Rich Victorian
patrons commissioned artists to paint idyllic
scenes to adorn their newly built villas and
country houses over the border. William’s
work was exhibited at the Royal Academy in
London from 1866 to 1872.

They can be enjoyed today at the Walker
Gallery in Liverpool, the Williamson
Gallery in Birkenhead and at the
Manchester Art Gallery.

A comfortable life
“William must have enjoyed lifelong success
because he lived in a large, comfortable
home in Birkenhead and could afford to
employ a domestic servant. He and his wife
Eleanor had seven children,” adds Iain.

William’s artworks sell at auction today
for between £3,000 and £4,000 and are
particularly popular in the North American
market. “Collectors seem drawn to the
romantic vision of the past that Watson’s
paintings evoke.”

William Senior’s artistic flair was
inherited by two more of his sons – Robert
and Charles. Robert was a prolific painter of

VICTORIAN LANDSCAPE
PAINTERS

BACKGROUND

The Victorian passion for landscape
painting was a paradox, in that it was
fuelled by the industry that destroyed the
British countryside.

The market for landscape paintings
was generated among the ranks of the
nouveau riches, the newly wealthy middle
class who liked to see themselves as
patrons of the arts. Their money came
from cotton, iron, coal and myriad other
industries that had been developed during
the Industrial Revolution. These industries
had turned Britain’s pastoral landscape
into a dirty, mechanised one and small
towns into overcrowded cities.

Middle-class people had largely been
brought up in the country, before the
exponential growth of the towns due to
industrialisation and the coming of the
railways. These paintings gave them a
return to an idealised, pastoral childhood.

Among the most successful landscape
painters was the Scottish artist Joseph
Farquharson, sometimes called ‘Frozen
Mutton Farquharson’ because of his love
of painting sheep in snowy landscapes.

For Iain’s forebears to have a family
business painting pictures was not
unusual. Alfred de Breanski and his son,
identically named, became famed for
Scottish and Welsh landscapes.

The most prolific were the Williams
family of more than 15 artists. They were
descendants of Edward Williams who was
often called ‘Old Williams’ to distinguish
him. Three of his sons changed their
names so their work would not be
confused. Among them was Henry John
Williams who, unusually for the Victorians,
adopted his wife Clara Boddington’s
name on marriage. He painted landscapes
in Wales, Scotland and Yorkshire.

Jad Adams is a writer and a Fellow of
the Royal Historical Society

The Winter’s Glow by Joseph
Farquharson, 1913
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Scottish Landscape, Highland Cattle painted by Iain’s ancestor William Watson



THE WATSONS’ ART

Iain has created a beautiful
website showcasing the artworks
of the Watson family. It also gives
genealogical details and
information on galleries,
exhibitions and inspiration. You

can find out more by visiting the
site at www.watsonfamilyof
artists.co.uk.

ART ONLINE

Auction websites such as
christies.com and invaluable.

co.uk provided Iain with essentialk
information about the Watson
artists, including names, dates
and values for their works. They
also helped him build a picture of
their lives – where they studied,
exhibited and travelled.

HIGHLAND ROMANCE

You can discover how the myth of
idyllic Highland life was created
during the 19th century and who
the main players were by visiting
the iWonder section of the BBC
site at bbc.co.uk/guides/zgcq6fr.

KEY SOURCES

the Watson painters. Robert’s brother
Charles joined the Royal Navy and became
an orderly on the vessel Algiers. He next
appears in the 1871 census, where he is listed
at Hastings workhouse as a pauper and
blind, possibly from a Naval injury. Charles’s
visual impairment didn’t prevent him from

pursuing art because in the 1891 census, he
is recorded as a sculptor and painter, “blind
for 30 years”.

Iain’s favourite painter among the
Watson tribe is Caroline, one of William
Junior’s children. She was born in 1871 in
Birkenhead. “I love Caroline’s simpler more
impressionistic style of painting. They’re
very romantic and feminine artworks. She’s

an unsung heroine because, ironically, I’ve
found a number of her works have been
attributed to other male artists. I really
want to correct this and give her the credit
she deserved.”

Caroline’s brother Walter J Watson was a
big success story and his work can fetch up

to £7,000 at auctions today. Walter loved to
paint Hampstead Heath and the valleys and
mountains of North Wales, as well as the
Scottish Highlands.

Like many family historians, Iain has
found a mysterious figure in his research
whose life took a darker turn. “William
Junior had a son called William Robert
Charles Watson, who was born in 1873 and

lived in Cornwall during the 1901 census,
where he, too, was a painter. He married
Lucy Mary Hopps, the daughter of Alfred
Chantell Hopps, a wealthy petroleum
merchant who lived in style at Poulton Hall
on the Wirral.

“Tracing William Robert Charles forward,
I found a disturbing probate record for him.
It stated he was last seen alive on 30 January
1928 and his dead body was found three
days later on Princess Jetty, Liverpool. He
left only £20 to his widow, Lucy.

A death by drowning
“I was intrigued by this odd and tragic turn
of events, so I ordered his death certificate. It
stated that he died by drowning but it didn’t
reveal how he got into the water. Instincts
tell me that he may have had money or
drinking problems and committed suicide.
It’s all the more mysterious given that he
married into such a wealthy family.”

The Watson legacy is mainly a positive
one, however, with eight of William Watson
Senior’s descendants becoming artists. Iain
has been intrigued that the family has not
garnered greater acclaim but there may be a
reason for this. “None of the main artists in
the Watson family after William Junior had
children, so some branches of the tree came
to an end.

“I thought it was sad that
their legacy might be lost so
I decided to help keep their
memory alive by creating a
website about them (see Key
Sources). My hope is that
other descendants of the
Watsons will see it and get
in touch. They might know
of artworks that we haven’t
seen before.

“I’d love to see a portrait
of any of the Watson painters – there must
be one out there somewhere. It has been a
pleasure to discover them and to celebrate
their achievements.”

Perhaps Iain’s young grandson, whose
arrival sparked off the search, might inherit
their talent and become a painter himself.

Eight of William Watson Senior’s
descendants went on to become artists
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My great great grandfather committed suicide 
but can you help me find where he is buried?

QMy great great grandfather Joseph
Woodbridge was born in Feckenham,

Worcestershire, in 1837, and moved to
Birmingham to be trained as an apprentice
butcher. He went on to become a master
butcher and is featured in the census
returns until 1881, based in Sherlock
Street, Birmingham.

I discovered via Birmingham Library’s
newspapers collection that Joseph
Woodbridge ended his life in 1883 and
I obtained his death certificate and a
copy of his inquest.

The missing piece of the jigsaw is where
Joseph was laid to rest. I’ve contacted all
of the council-owned cemeteries and there
isn’t a record for Joseph. Based on his death
certificate, Sherlock Street is located in the
St Martin’s ward and I searched the burial
register of St Martin’s church in the Bull
Ring for an entry, but with no luck.

I’ve hit a brick wall on this one and I
would very much like some help on locating
Joseph’s final resting place.
Stuart Somerville, by email

AThe days of suicides being buried at
crossroads at night were past when poor

Joseph took his own life in 1883. However, there
was still strong Church feeling against suicide,
reflected in the attitude of society at large. Suicide
was still a criminal offence until 1961.

From 1882, the Church’s rules on burying
suicides relaxed slightly but the funeral service
wasn’t used and it’s possible Joseph wasn’t
registered; it’s been suggested that many church
registers record funerals, not burials. In any
case, by 1883 most churchyards in Birmingham
only accepted additions to family graves. The
remaining two open in St Martin’s ancient
parish – St Thomas and Christ Church – show
little activity in 1883, and no sign of Joseph.

You’ve rightly contacted Birmingham’s 

main civic cemeteries. There’s a free name
index to four of them at bmsgh-shop.org.uk/
pdf/indexes/BhamCemsIndex.pdf, so try
following up any surname variants in case of
mishearing or mistakes in the entries. There’s
a list of little-known burial grounds in
Birmingham, with dates, at bmsgh.org/
TYAIB/BurialGrounds.pdf.

Use a good map to widen your search to
the edges of Warwickshire and Worcestershire,
checking out any family graves. Yardley Cemetery
and Crematorium was outside Birmingham when
it opened in 1883, four miles from Sherlock
Street (yardleycem&crem@birmingham.gov.
uk). Also try Joseph’s birthplace, Redditch in
Worcestershire, in case he’s on a family headstone.

You might consider being flexible with dates.
Suicides and the destitute were among the people
who traditionally provided subjects for medical
research, in which case a burial might have taken
place more than a few days after the inquest.
Pam Ross
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and history researcher.
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PICTURE ANALYSIS

When and where was this class photo taken?

Q This old photograph is thought to include a family
member, but I have no idea where or even when it

was taken. Can anybody shed any light on these issues?
Joanne Holmes, by email

AThis would appear to be a photograph of a school class
of some kind, with their two teachers. The date can be

established from the dress of the woman standing on the right. 

The fitted jacket, with large puffed, ‘leg o’ mutton’, sleeves dates
the photograph to about 1895-7, the shape of the sleeves is also
echoed in the dresses of some of the girls. The photograph has
some damage, but the presence of a drainpipe would suggest that
it was taken outside the classroom, rather than in a studio, which
tended to be normal for school and other groups, as it continues
to be today. The girls display the wide variety of dresses available, 
as a uniform was not worn here. Alison Toplis
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Collars
Various lace collars are on show, the 
pointed ones echoing styles of the  
17th century and therefore called ‘Van 
Dyked’, after the artist of that period.

Dresses
Several of the girls wear smock-type dresses, material falling from 
a yoke at the chest, popular since the 1880s. This style of dress 
was seen as allowing ease of movement, rather than copying 
restrictive women’s styles, which would hamper children’s play.

Hair
The girls’ hair is generally pulled back from 
the face and left to hang loose over the 
shoulders, a style they would keep until 
reaching young adulthood, around 15.



Does this Irish land sale suggest that William Thornton was dead?

QMy maternal great
grandfather, Charles

David Stroud, was born in
Kent around 1863 and died
in London in 1937. He spent
his working life as a baker.
He married Elizabeth Lynes
(sometimes spelt Lines) from
Wolvercote, Oxford, on
3 August 1890 and they
had eight children, two of
whom had died by the time
of the 1911 census. Letitia,
the oldest of the surviving
children, was my grandmother.

I have found him in censuses
for 1891 (mistranscribed
as Shaud, but found using
the excellent advice in the
April edition of WDYTYA?
Magazine), 1901 and 1911,
all with considerable certainty.

I have traced him with
rather less certainty in the
1881 census where a Charles
Stroud is described as an
18-year-old baker’s assistant
in King’s Road, London, having
been born in Fenham, Kent.

I have no idea where
Fenham is as it’s not on any
of my maps! I like to think
that this is the right person.

But we can find no trace of
him in the 1871 census, where
he would be eight years old
or so, and maybe still at home
with his
parents.
I know from
his wedding
certificate
that his father’s
Thomas (a labourer). I am
hoping that if I could find
them in 1871 it might open the
door to finding his mother’s
name, his whereabouts in
Kent, where he was actually
born etc, and so help me
go even earlier.
Mike Gosling, by email

A A Charles Stroud, living in
Ramsgate in 1871 as a nurse

child, was ruled out as, in 1881,
he is listed as Charles Holman,
an adopted child of the couple
who were caring for him in 1871.

There is also a Charles Stroud
in Walthamstow in 1871, aged
eight, the son of Thomas, a
labourer of Egerton, Kent.
Charles’s birthplace is given as
Newington, Surrey. A brother
was born in 1861 in Sutton at

Why can’t I find my Kent-born great grandfather before the 1881 census?

Q I am trying to find out what
happened to William Nixon

Thornton. He was baptised on
22 November 1822 in the parish of
Anna, County Cavan, Ireland – the son
of Marshall Burrowes Thornton and
Elizabeth Nixon. He had siblings Emily,
Jane and Marshall Stewart Thornton.
Jane died in 1842.

William left Ireland and lived in
Liverpool, Glasgow and Manchester
but I can find no record of his death.
The last mention of him I have found
is when he was dismissed from the
Manchester police on 20 July 1859.

William’s father died on 1 January
1861 at Greenville, Belturbet, County
Cavan, Ireland. On 8 March 1862, a Cavan
Observer newspaper advertisementr
shows the sale of land belonging to
William’s mother and his two surviving
siblings. Do you think that the fact  

that William is not included in this
suggests that he was dead?
Kate Brial, by email

AYour letter (too long to print in full)
notes your ancestor William Nixon

Thornton’s police career as rather chequered,
having served with at least three forces
across the then United Kingdom. You also
suggest that, having married Adelaide Lees
in 1854 in Liverpool, he then bigamously
married Alexandrina Fletcher in Glasgow
in 1857. You might well be right because
my own research on Ancestry found that
Adelaide Lees married again to Samuel
Mann in 1859 in Clitheroe, Lancashire
(JQ 1959, vol 8e, page 303).

No grant of representation appears to
have been extracted in the estate of either
Marshall (died 1861) or Elizabeth (died
1866) Thornton, which seems odd. All
grants issued in Ireland 1858-1922 can

be found at bit.ly/1Sv3gzu. A grant might
have helped establish if William Nixon
Marshall was then living or dead. While
his name being missing from the 1862
Landed Estate Court newspaper notice
would suggest that he might then have
been deceased, that is no guarantee.

Have you carefully combed the English,
Scottish and Welsh census returns and the
1901 and 1911 Irish census? Also, you should
search the civil death indexes across the
UK. William seemed continuously to be
moving. Have you checked migration and
census records in North America and the
Antipodes? He looks a likely candidate to
have begun again in a distant land.

Finally, I would encourage you to establish
the fate of William’s daughter Alexandrina,
born in 1857 to his second marriage, as this
might well give you a vital lead as to what
eventually befell her father.
Steven Smyrl
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Hone, Kent, and this was where
the family were found in 1861 –
but recorded under the surname
Duke. Searches for a Charles
Duke with a birth around 1863
in the GRO indexes resulted in a
Charles Benjamin Duke born
in Newington but he was ruled
out as he is in the census with his
parents. There is a Charles Duke
born in the Sevenoaks district
in 1863. This district is only a
few miles from Farningham and
Sutton at Hone. However, the
right candidate could be David
Charles Duke whose birth is

registered in Newington in the
June quarter of 1863.

This Charles’s mother, Emma
Duke, has her death recorded as
Emma Stroud in early 1871.
There is no sign of this Charles/
David living under the surname
Duke later on or another
Charles/David Stroud with
Newington as a birthplace.

I would suggest investigating
this Charles in more detail by
buying the Newington birth
certificate, as it is a strong
candidate for the man you seek.
Elizabeth Peters
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Mike is looking for his ancestor in the 1871 census. This entry shows
a Charles Stroud living in Ramsgate. There is another in Walthamstow
Mik i l ki f hi t i th 1871 Thi t h

s name was
) I
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QI want to know about
my grandfather Joseph’s

background. He was born in
St Kitts (possibly 23 December,
1931) and died in Luton in 2010.
His name was Joseph Norman 
Thomas Matthews.

My father Esmond, his son, 
was born in 1974, but it is
believed Joseph had four sons
in the Caribbean, one that I
know of called Joe Matthews.
We know Joseph was orphaned,
but we’re not sure if he was
adopted and we’ve had no luck
trying to find his birth
certificate. Can you help?
Sharna A Matthews, by email

AThe place I would start is the
death certificate of Joseph

Norman in Luton. There may
be some information of interest,
or of use on it. Ideally, a family
member has it. However, if not,
then this has to be obtained directly.
If you know the registration office
where the event was recorded, apply
directly to it for a copy certificate.
You can order from Luton online
via bit.ly/1T5BVRp. If not,
microfiche research of post-2006 

to 2012 death indexes is possible at
seven large libraries, including the
British Library and Westminster
Archives. Once the registration
reference for the correct death is
obtained, the certificate can be
ordered from the General Register
Office (GRO) online for £9.25:
www.gro.gov.uk/gro/content/
certificates. Alternatively, you can
state on the GRO site that you do
not know the reference but it will
take longer to receive the certificate.

Armed with any information
that the death certificate provides,
the next step would be to seek the
birth record of Joseph, in St Kitts.
The tricky thing here is whether his
parents were married. If not, and his
mother’s name is not Matthews,
it will be harder to track down his
birth in St Kitts. He, like others,
may have taken on his father’s
name some time after birth –
becoming a Matthews.

If the birth is, in fact, in 1931 or
later, this will mean requesting a
search and ordering the certificate
directly from St Kitts as outlined
here: stkittsnevisuk.com/down
load/2544_0001.pdf. Ideally, you
should know the parish of birth 

but the island is small enough for
this not to be prohibitive.

Unfortunately, as things stand, a
search will not be done without, at
least, the child’s mother’s surname
being known and included. There
currently seems to be no other
access to search these records
outside of these requirements. So
in this instance these conditions
could prevent location of the birth
if you do not have any inkling of
the mother’s or father’s surname
– if not Matthews. Without access
to the records it is not possible to
try other methods of finding his
birth – for example, searching for
children born with his first name.

If the birth is actually before
1931 then birth, marriage and
death certificates for St Kitts and a
number of islands of the Caribbean
have been microfilmed by Family
Search and are available to order
and view within the church’s family
history centres.

But, increasingly, these
microfilms are being digitised and
subsequently indexed for search
and viewing online, but this has
not yet happened for St Kitts –
although it is due to shortly. To 

see which Caribbean records are
currently available to view online,
go to familysearch.org/search,
click on the area of the Caribbean
between the two American
continents to see a dialog box with
all the Caribbean islands on offer.

Within the UK, a permanently
held microfilm collection of the
St Kitts, Nevis (and Anguillan)
records created by the LDS
Church is at the London Family
History Centre (currently based
within The National Archives at
Kew) or within Solihull Public
Library in the West Midlands.
For the latter, emailing the
Caribbean Family History Group
that makes use of, and is growing,
this record collection may be of
help – cfhg.sol.birm@gmail.com.

If Joseph arrived here by boat
before 1960, then the incoming
passenger lists (available on
Ancestry) would be worth a try.
For example, there is a Joseph
Matthew, a clerk by profession –
from St Kitts – arriving at
Plymouth on the Auriga, on
24 March 1955, which may be 
worth pursuing.
Carlston Walters
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How can I trace my grandfather, born in St Kitts?

St Kitts, in the Leeward
Islands, (also called

St Christopher), 1920



Can you solve the confusion  
over my ancestor’s name and   
military connection?
We help Peter unravel a riddle about

a lost Jones and a mystery captain...

QAnn Sarah Jones married
twice – her first husband

was Francis Heslewood. They
married on 8 July 1821 at Holy
Trinity, Kingston upon Hull.
She calls herself Sarah and the
witnesses seem to have no
connection to the bride or
groom. Francis died in 1849.

Ann then remarried to
Thomas Flint at the Parish
Church, Sculcoates, East
Yorkshire, on 31 May 1849.
The marriage certificate has
her father as “Hugh Frederick,
Captain in the Army”. One of
the witnesses is Hannah Jones,
whom I assume is her sister.
This does at least confirm the 
maiden name as Jones.

So why is her father’s
surname not Jones? An
omission by the Vicar? A
stepfather? I thought “Captain
in the Army” would help, but I
could find nothing in Ancestry
or Findmypast under Frederick
or Jones. It’s tricky checking
Army Lists without knowing
a regiment, but I have tried
without luck.

Ann is 30 on the 1841
census, 39 in 1851, 49 in 1861,
59 in 1871 but dies in 1879
aged 71! She was born in
Whitehaven, Cumberland,
according to the censuses.
There is a baptism of a Sarah on
4 August 1806 at St Nicholas,
Whitehaven, to Hugh Jones
and Ann with a birth of 4 July
1806 on familysearch.org.
There is also a marriage of
Ann Pearson to Hugh Jones at
Holy Trinity, Whitehaven, on
27 November 1800 on Ancestry.

All of this is possible but
not conclusive. My thought
was to try to evidence it by
proving who her father was ,
but I’m baffled by the
surname and my failure to
find a captain.
Peter Stevens, by email

A Thegenealogist.co.uk andk
archive.org/details/

nlsarmylists has Army Lists (of
officers) from 1784-1797, 1806,
1814, 1821, 1838, 1842, 1847
and beyond, but the only Hugh
Jones that I found in that period
was a chaplain in the Royal Navy,
rather than a captain in the
Army. There was no one called
Hugh Frederick. I also checked
the British India records at
findmypast.co.uk in case Hugh
had been an officer in the East
India Company’s Army, but
without success.

The Cumberland parish
registers have not yet been put
online, but familysearch.org
includes many of the county’s
records in its ‘England, Births
and Christenings, 1538-1975’
collection. The Sarah Jones
who was born in Whitehaven in
1806 appears to have a brother, 
Thomas, and a sister, Jane,
baptised there in 1801 and
1803 respectively, with parents
Hugh and Ann Jones.

Familysearch.org’s collection
is an index, so you may wish to
look at all three actual baptism
records for any possible additional
information on Hugh Jones, as
well as the 1800 marriage record.

To do this, you would have
to either visit Whitehaven
Archive and Local Studies Centre
(cumbria.gov.uk/archives/
archivecentres/whalsc.asp)
in person, or commission a
professional genealogist to search
the parish registers for you.
Unfortunately, Cumbria Archives’
own Historical Research Service
is currently suspended.

Sarah seems to have gone up
in the world on her marriage in
1849 to Thomas Walker Flint.
At that time, Thomas was a
“share broker”. However, by the
1871 census, he had become a
“merchant and broker, chairman 
of the Hull Exchange, and 

landowner”, and the family of
four adults had three servants.

According to the National
Probate Index (NPI), Thomas
died in 1880 in Fitzroy Square,
London, leaving nearly £6,000
in his will. Although Sarah had
died by this time – her son
Edward Ernest Heslewood
is one of the executors. At the
Probate Search Service website
(probatesearch.service.gov.uk)
you can order the will with email
delivery for £10.

It was at the time of her
second marriage that Sarah
became ‘Ann Sarah’. I suspect
that she was further improving
her own social standing by
adding ‘Frederick’ to her
father’s name and making him
an army officer, but without
specifying a regiment.

I could find no trace of
Sarah’s brother, Thomas, beyond
his baptism, but there is a Jane
Jones living in Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire, in the 1851
census, born in Whitehaven
and aged 47. By 1861, she too
had added a forename to become
Eliza Jane and now lived in
Leckhampton, near Cheltenham.
In the ‘Gloucestershire Burials
1813-1988’ collection on
ancestry.co.uk, I found a Jane

Jones, aged 63, who was buried
in nearby Bishop’s Cleeve in
1866. This may be Sarah’s sister.

On Findmypast, I found
the burials of a Hugh Jones
(aged 35) and Ann Jones (aged
40) in the Hull area in 1813
and 1814 respectively. Both
had lived in the parish of
Sutton and were buried in the
neighbouring parish of Drypool,
on the other side of the River
Hull from Hull Old Town.

These two could be Sarah’s
parents, leaving her orphaned
at the age of six. She seems to
have been only 15 when she
married Francis Heslewood.
Unfortunately, most of the
early 19th-century parish
records contain little or no
identifying information.

Regarding the Hannah
Jones you mention, there was
a Hannah (aged 29) in Hull in
the 1841 census, with a William
(aged 53) and Susannah (aged
50). This could be Sarah’s sister
or perhaps a cousin.

This Hannah was born in
Yorkshire, while William and
Susannah were not. A Hannah
Jones was buried in Hull in
1849 (aged 37), just six weeks
after Sarah’s second marriage.
Alan Stewart

The BIG
question
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The marriage certificate of Ann Sarah Heslewood, from 1849
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I can’t find a birth record for my grandfather that matches the
date he gave on the 1939 Register – where else should I look?

QMy maternal great grandfather,
William Smith, was born in about 1864

but I don’t know where. I have a copy of
the certificate showing his marriage to
Marion Rose Gloster in Tralee, Ireland, in
1891 and that indicates that he was with
the East Essex Regiment.

William and Marion had four girls and
two sons and in the 1901 census I can not
find William, but Marion is in Colchester
with the children. In the 1911 census all
the children are shipped out around the
country. I would love to know where he
was born and what happened to him.
Sandra Barber, by email

AWilliam Smith joined the 44th ‘Brigade’ in
March 1880 aged 18 years and two months.

This may, in fact, be the 44th Regiment of

Infantry, or East Essex Regiment, which merged
with the West Essex Regiment to form the Essex
Regiment in 1882. His service record, which is
on findmypast.co.uk, reveals he enlisted for six
years. William was born at Warley near Pitsea in
January 1862. During his time in the Army he
served in Gibraltar and during the British
invasion of Egypt in 1884. He only remained a
Private. There is no mention of any family.
When he was discharged on 24 April 1886, his
commanding officer wrote that his conduct was
very good and his habits were “temperate”.

Looking at his marriage certificate, it seems
that William reenlisted at some point between
1886 and 1891. Although the East Essext
Regiment no longer existed, he may have seen it
as the same regiment he initially joined in 1880.
Unfortunately, his later service records seem to
have been lost. The usual cause of missing

records is that he died while in the Army
(generally of disease) and because he was not
going to be paid a pension, the records were
subsequently destroyed. If Marion describes
herself as a widow in the 1901 or 1911 census,
then that may help pinpoint a death.
Simon Fowler

Where was my great grandfather born, and what happened to him?

QMy grandfather, Frederick Thomas Esau Smith, (referred
to as ‘Thomas’ by his family to avoid confusion with his

stepbrother Frederick) was born on 22 October 1898, according
to his 1939 Register entry, but I can’t find a birth record for him.

I have a birth certificate for a Frederick Smith who was born
in Rowde, Wiltshire, on 22 October 1896 and was christened
Frederick Thomas Smith with parents Albert and Bertha, but
this is two years earlier than the 1939 Register entry. He married
Sarah Ann Hitchcock in the Parish Church of Wilne in Derbyshire
on 15 October 1938. The marriage certificate indicates my great
grandad was an Albert Smith, “farm labourer”.

My aunt thinks (though is not certain) that grandad ‘Thomas’
may have originated from either the counties of Gloucestershire
or Wiltshire, perhaps even from Devizes, South Cerney or the
Swindon areas and recalls visits to the region as a child. She
thinks grandad ‘Thomas’ died in Shardlow Hospital, Derbyshire,
around February 1967.

I would love to find a birth record so that I can go back a
generation and smash through this Smith brick wall!
Robin Payne, by email

ALooking back on the data we collect concerning our ancestors,
we sometimes forget that history is made going forward in time

as a result of decisions made by individuals and not in hindsight. From
the present it may seem that the Frederick Smith you have located may
not be your man but that is to undervalue your excellent research.

When marrying a younger woman, men frequently understated
their age, and in this case Frederick would have passed his 41st birthday
when he married in 1938 and he may have wished to conceal this fact.
Crucially, in both the 1939 Register and the birth certificate, the
birthday, 22 October, is the same. A birthday may be well known to his
fiance and her family, and usually is not altered in these circumstances,
whereas it is the year of birth that is changed. In addition, you should
consider that there are 364 other days in the year to choose from and
yet the day of the year remains the same in both cases.

Importantly, the name Thomas was added by the parents on the
occasion of Frederick’s baptism in Rowde, Wiltshire, on 28 December
1896. Perhaps they decided to add the Esau at a later date, perhaps
Frederick himself decided to add it but, by 1928, the Shrivenham
Electoral Roll (available on findmypast.co.uk) shows Albert, Bertha
and Frederick Thomas Esau Smith in the same household. These are
the parents shown on the birth and baptismal entries you have and
the father’s name matches his marriage certificate. I think you have
done well to gather all these facts together and that you have indeed
located the correct person.

We look back from our viewpoint in the future and fear that an
administrative error has been made, or that so many people have been
born married and died that it must be somebody else. Yet without
going too far and fictionalising the past we should recognise that our
ancestors were confronted with the same decisions as we are and that
often this results in an inconsistency in the facts as we see them.
Stephen Thomas

The Shrivenham
Electoral Roll,
showing the Smith
family in the same
household, 1928

The marriage certificate of William Smith 
and Marion Rose Gloster in 1891
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ADOPTION RECORDS

TIPS FROM THE SHOW
by Sara Khan, lead genealogist on

Who Do You Think You Are?

whose adoption was granted
by courts in England and Wales
but the list does not give the
child’s birth name. The court
granting the adoption may
have surviving records in local
archives but they may be closed
to the general public. The GRO
will provide birth details if you
are searching for your own
adoption as David was. Hence
David was able to find his birth
certificate and also the court
papers relating to his adoption.

David Dickinson found out he was 
adopted when he was 11 years old, 
although he had “always felt 
different”. He only discovered that 
he was adopted by chance when he 
found the relevant paperwork in his 
Granny’s house. David’s episode 
focused on the story of his birth 
mother and her Armenian heritage. 

If you are researching an 
adoption you may be able to find 
out more depending on when it 
occurred. David was adopted after 
the passing of the Adoption of

QWilliam Charles Elen was
born in London on 16 July

1880. He has always been
known under this name as far
as my family had been aware,
but his birth certificate says he
was born with the surname
‘Stephens’. The certificate
contains a ‘statutory
declaration’, made 24 years
after William’s birth, which
removes William Stephens as
the father. Interestingly there is
an error in the amendment
because the declaration would
have been made by Christopher
and Rosina Sloper, not Hoper.
I’m trying to understand what
such a declaration is, whether a
copy of it can be obtained and
why it was made so long after
William’s birth.
Robert Elen, Coventry

ASome people have all the
luck! This unusual birthA

entry contains three
interesting elements.

1 You have a ‘Class 1’ (ie,
minor) alteration by the local
Superintendent Registrar,
possibly when the register was
transferred to him. The
duplicate word ‘street’ is
struck through in the entry.

2 The ‘Class 2’ error (ie, a
factual error at the time of
entry in a birth or death
certificate only) needed a
statutory declaration (SD)
form submitted to the GRO
Corrections Section by two
witnesses (until 2002, when
blood or DNA test results
were allowed as evidence). 

What is a statutory declaration and 
is it possible for me to obtain a copy?

Birth certificate of William Charles Stephens, 1880, showing the
details changed following the statutory declaration

Children Act in 1926. Before this 
date adoptions were mostlydate adoptions were mostly
done informally without the
involvement of the state, so
there would not necessarily
be any surviving records.
However, after 1926 an
Adopted Children’s Register 
was created and is still
maintained by the GRO.

This register lists all children 

Once approved, local and GRO
copies were amended, original
errors underlined, and
replacement wording entered in a
marginal note as shown below.
The indexes were also altered, if 
appropriate.

3 It generates considerable
speculation. Why was the SD
submitted after 24 years, three
years after the boy’s marriage?
(There is no time limit for SDs.)
Why the name ‘Stephens’, when
the mother’s earlier illegitimate
births named no father? Why was
the child still ‘Stephens’ in the
1881 census but not thereafter?
‘Present at the Birth’, and the
witnesses’ surname, are errors –
you could submit an SD form
yourself! SD forms are held for
only five years, then destroyed.
Colin Rogers

StS h 1880 h i th



YOU’RE THE EXPERT!
Help others with their research. Send your reply to the address
on page 3 or email�WDYTYAquestions@immediate.co.uk
with ‘You’re the Expert’ as the subject – answers will be forwarded
to the reader, please state if you are happy to share contact details.

This month’s brick walls

In this section we print a selection of

reader queries for you to answer. We’ll

run the best responses in a later issue

QUESTIONS 
& ANSWERS
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Your solutions
EASTON/Bexhill, Sussex

QLast month, we published a request from BR Easton who
was searching for records relating to Stanley Charles

William Easton, born in Bexhill in 1910.

AThe WDYTYA? community were on the case with this one,
but top marks go to Jane Harris who not only found his death

(registered in the Jan quarter 1964 in the Eton district) and a
record from 1940 in the Royal Artillery attestations on Findmypast,
but also a reference to him in the calendars of prisoners, on
Findmypast, where he was named as having had a suit stolen
from him in 1929.

Interestingly, nobody could find him in the 1939 Register but
Wendy Shepherd suggests looking at a Stanley ‘Easdon’ in Eton. He
is staying in a hotel and his year of birth is out by two years but he

would definitely be worth exploring. Thank you also to Jackie and
Catharine Stevens for their contributions.

JUPP/London

QAlso last month Catherine Hiscox was trying to locate the
graves of her paternal great grandparents: Mary Ann

Elizabeth Jupp (d1913) and George William Jupp (d1935).

AWendy Shepherd suggested that Catherine investigate The City
of London and Tower Hamlets Cemetery, which opened its

ground to the south of Mile End Road, Stepney, in 1841 with the
last burial in 1966. Registers and day books of burials, 1841-1952,
showing name, abode, when buried, age, place of burial, when and
by whom buried, private vault or grave, purchased monuments and
where placed, can all be found at the London Metropolitan Archives.

LADIES FLORAL BAND/Ilford
I enclose a photo of the Ilford spice girls, 
right. How popular the Ilford Ladies
Floral Band were I don’t know, but
obvious questions arise. Firstly, which of
the ‘artistes’ is Madame Nellie Baker?
Probably the violinist or cellist in the
front row. Secondly, can anyone
recognise any of the women?

In the back row standing, centre, is a

lady who looks like a young Ethel Haslam
who was a local suffragette, but this is  
only a possibility. Can anyone help?
Jef Page, President, Ilford  
Historical Society

PHILPOTT/Liverpool
I have for several years been trying to
track down details of my father. His name
was James Philpott and he was dating my

mother in Liverpool
in 1940. He came
from York, was
fair-haired and
blue-eyed and was
a despatch rider.
My mother became
pregnant while he
was on leave but
unfortunately he
was missing
presumed dead
before I was born.
My mother was
devastated by the 
news.

I now live in
New Zealand but
would love to find
out more about my

father. Do any readers have this James
Philpott on their tree?
Beth Ivison, by email

O’SHAUGHNESSY/Munster
My great grandfather, James
O’Shaughnessy, was born in 1847 in
Munster, Ireland. His father was Patrick
O’Shaughnessy who I believe was born in
1816. James married Emma Bell in 1873 at
St Mary, Spital Square, London, and died
in 1888 at home in Bethnal Green. His
father Patrick died in 1873 in New Street,
Bishopsgate. I have a marriage certificate
for James and death certficates for both
of them. On the death certificates they
had dropped the ‘O’ and my Gran knew
them as Shaughnessy. There have also
been different spellings for Shaughnessy
which I have checked.

My question is how can I track them
back to Ireland, as I know Munster is a
province with several counties in it. I have
tried a lot of online searches in them all
but cannot find a registered birth for
James or Patrick.

As far as I know they were not
Catholics – we have all been brought up
as Church of England.
Maureen Moran, by email

g p

Can anyone help Jef shed some light on this picture of the  
Ilford Ladies Floral Band? 



ver the centuries, scores
of people have travelled
to Britain to begin new

lives. Then, as now, many have
been refugees fleeing persecution
in their home countries.

One of the biggest single
movements of refugees to arrive
were the thousands of Jewish
children who left Nazi-occupied
Europe shortly before the
Second World War. Although
copies of their immigration
papers can now be requested
from charity World Jewish Relief
(bit.ly/1XllmGu), a diary held
by Manchester Jewish Museum
offers an intensely personal
perspective, as Alexandra 
Cropper explains.

GEM FROM
THE ARCHIVE
Archivists from around the country reveal how 
their favourite record could help your research

Which document have
you chosen?
The Harris House Diary was
found in a jumble sale in the
1980s. In February 1940, the
diary, entitled ‘Our First Year in
Harris House’, was penned in a
hostel in Southport by 15 young
refugee girls from Germany and
Austria along with their Austrian
matron. The girls came to Britain
a year earlier as part of The
Movement
for the Care
of Children
from
Germany
– an effort
that became known as ‘The
Kindertransport’. The diary was
written as “a token of gratitude
to all those kind people” who had
funded the hostel and provided
for the refugees during the year.  

What does it reveal
about the lives of
our ancestors?
The building ‘Harris House’ was
a home donated by Miss Jose
Harris to the Southport Branch
of the Movement for the Care of
Children from Germany. On
29 December 1938 the first
contingent of girls arrived in
Southport, and in February 1939
they moved into the hostel. They
were under the care of Dr
Margaret Steinberg and her 

mother Mrs Weiss, also refugees.
By May that year, there were
18 girls in the hostel.

In writing the diary, the girls
(and Dr Steinberg) paint a vivid
picture of the life of a young
refugee in the 1930s. Each girl
wrote a few pages in the book to
provide her own account. They
describe their parents, their life
back home and their personal
experiences of the impact of

National Socialism in Germany.
Gina Bauer describes her father’s
imprisonment in a concentration
camp, while Dorothy Frenkel
discusses her parents leaving
Germany for Palestine before her
journey to England.

The diary tells us the girls’
thoughts about Southport and,
most poignantly, their desperate
attempts to help their parents
and their hopes for the future: “I
do hope with all my heart, that
the time is not too far, when I
can see my dear parents again,”
writes one. Interestingly, from a
detailed ‘Matron’s Report’ at the
start of the diary, we also learn
about the girls’ health, wellbeing
and their daily routine while in 
the hostel. 

We discover the various
‘apprenticeships’ found for the
girls. Dr Steinberg strongly
believed that the difficulties of
navigating a girl’s teenage years
were exemplified in a young
refugee’s case. She believed that a
job role provided the girls with
some stability. We are told about
the start of their ‘apprenticeships’ 
as hairdressers, chemist’s
assistants and seamstresses.

The diary illustrates the girls’
lives in the home from their
descriptions of the hostel itself,
concerts they took part in, their
English and elocution lessons,
their Passover celebration and
their teachers.

We hear about the arrival of
new girls and a refugee leaving
the hostel to be reunited with her
family in Australia. Lottie Gross,
aged 17, describes their
experiences of becoming ‘aliens’
and being required to register
with the local police.

There is even a giddy entry
about the visit to Southport of
Anton Walbrook, a Jewish-
Austrian actor who also found
himself in England in the
1930s, and a visit to the hostel 

The girls were aware of the persecution
suffered by their parents, but could not

imagine the horrors of the Final Solution

Alexandra Cropper, curator at Manchester Jewish Museum, tells

Jon Bauckham about a fascinating, first-hand account from the

German Jewish girls who were evacuated to Britain during WW2

p

Manchester Jewish Museum is

housed inside the former

Spanish and Portuguese
Synagogue at 190 Cheetham

Hill Road, Manchester M8 8LW.

The museum is open from

Sunday to Thursday between

10am and 4pm, and on Fridays 

between 10am and 1pm.

For more information about

visiting, go to manchester

jewishmuseum.com or

telephone 0161 834 9879.
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ALEXANDRA CROPPER

is curator at Manchester
Jewish Museum



from the Mayor and Mayoress  
of Southport.

Why did you choose
this document?
Most of our refugee testimonies
are recorded long after the war
period, with hindsight, and the
impact of memory influences
the retelling. This diary is from
1940. At this point the girls were
aware of the persecution being
suffered by their parents but
could not imagine the horrors of
the Final Solution: “My wish is
now, that the war may be soon
over, and that I can join my
dear parents.”

The diary also captures the
feeling of teenage girls rather

than the women they became.
The film-star crushes and the
excitement of starting your first
job are experiences shared by all
teenagers – perhaps not the
thoughts people would normally
associate with these refugees.

The diary provides evidence
of the attitude that refugees were
encouraged, by the refugee
committees, to show towards
British society. In a meeting, on
their first night in the home, the
girls decided to show every
possible gratitude to the people
in Southport.

Mrs Stone was very keen to
show the refugees solidarity
with Britain – including their
involvement in a ‘Bring and Buy’

sale for the War o
But in June 1940, the hostel had
to close when the Government
declared Southport a ‘protected
area’ from which all enemy aliens
were excluded. With 24 hours’
notice, the hostel was shut down
and the girls scattered between 
different towns.

Tell us more about
your collections…
Our rich collection of objects,
documents, photographs and
oral histories charts the history of
one of Britain’s oldest minority
communities. Through
Chanukiah, cricket bats, teapots
and waterproof coats, our
collection embraces the diversity 

Jew s
history is personal. We te
extraordinary stories about
ordinary people.

The collections date from the
origins of Jewish residency in the
city in the 1780s to the present
day, and reveal the political
and industrial legacies of this
community on a local, regional,
national and international scale.

The museum is housed in
a stunning 1874 building –
the oldest surviving synagogue
building in Manchester.
Through our collection, events
and programming we aim to
open people’s hearts and minds 
and celebrate diversity. 
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Designed to fit in the same space 
as your old bath, our Shower
Module’s unique construction
enables it to be FITTED IN JUST
ONE DAY* with NO MESS, NO
FUSS and NO RE-TILING either!  

NO
WORRIES!

Bath out - Shower in

NO MESS! NO FUSS!
NO RE-TILING!

FITTED IN JUST 
ONE DAY!*

STRUGGLE TO GET IN & OUT 
OF YOUR OLD BATH?

Fits in
same space
as your old 

bath!Shower STANDING UP or SITTING DOWN 
with the optional fold down seat!

O Easy clean tile effect - no
re-tiling or mouldy grout!

O Easy access NEW lower step
O Optional seat and grab rail
O Assistance pole
O Slip resistant floor
O Built-in shelving

OVER 20,000
INSTALLATIONS IN THE UK

Available with full height sliding doors

or half height hinged door and panel

Half height hinged door and panel option

Lines open 24 hours 7 days a week. Visit www.aquability.com
or return coupon to FREEPOST RRGY-AHAX-AHSX, Aquability UK Ltd, Farnborough, GU14 0NR.  

FOR MORE DETAILS & FREE BROCHURE
FREEPHONE 0800 316 0110 Ask for

Ext. 55717

Name

Tel

Address

Postcode

Please send me a FREE brochure on the Aquability All-in-One Shower
Please contact me to arrange a FREE no-obligation Home Survey

55717

EASY, SAFE BATHING

Send to FREEPOST RRGY-AHAX-AHSX, Aquability UK Ltd, Farnborough, GU14 0NR.

Aquability are a long established, caring, trusted, family-owned business and are one of the country’s 
leading walk-in bath and shower companies with thousands of installations nationwide every year.

*Time based on straightforward fi tting.

21
YEARS

GLASS
PROTECTION

Protects
against the
build-up of
grime, lime
scale and

stains.



Regimental archives look after military
artefacts and sources not held elsewhere, from
personal items including diaries, letters and
photographs, to documentary evidence, such
as enlistment registers and medal citations.

Some museum websites are holding pages
with visiting hours and exhibition highlights, 
others include detailed, well-illustrated
regimental histories featuring timelines,
battle honours and more. The best, from
a research perspective, include fully
functioning databases and finding aids
designed to help researchers and genealogists.

Some of the regiments featured this
month look after their own archives on-site,
others have deposited collections with county
archives. The Surrey History Centre in
Woking, for example, shelters the vast
Queen’s Royal Surrey Regiment archive,
spanning four centuries and 45 metres of
shelving. It comprises battalion war diaries,
private journals, official photograph albums
and recordings of veterans’ reminiscences.

Jonathan Scott delves into

regimental collections – a

resource that is often home

to unique archival material

The Royal Leicestershire Regiment’s excellent
resource allows you to search through more
than 65,000 soldier records dating back to
1688, by name, army number, rank or
keyword. Each hit should deliver all kinds of
details from the individual’s military career,
such as unit, period of service and where they
served. It should also show photographs from,

1 Royal Leicestershire Regiment
royalleicestershireregiment.org.uk 
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and links to, the associated database of Medals
and Honours. You can browse awards and
citations via various categories (such as
gallantry or campaign medals), or search by
keyword. Finally, you can explore the fully
digitised ‘Green Tiger’ regimental journals
collection, which has documented all news and
events relating to the regiment since 1904.G
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The Battle of Colenso,
Natal, in South Africa, during
the Second Boer War, 1899



Simon Fowler is organising the

British Military Research strand of

Strathclyde University’s Summer

Institute of Genealogical Studies

(bit.ly/1MMhKeb)

BEST
WEBSITES 
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“The Royal Highland Fusiliers
was formed in 1959 by the
merger of two of the British
Army’s most distinguished
regiments: the Royal Scots
Fusiliers (21st Foot) and the
Highland Light Infantry
(71st/74th Foot). It now
forms the 2nd Battalion,
Royal Regiment of Scotland.
The regiment maintains an excellent small museum at one end of
Glasgow’s Sauchiehall Street.

“Frankly, the Royal Highland Fusiliers website (rhf.org.uk) is
something of a mess. But not all regimental museums have the
resources to maintain a spiffy website. Indeed, the majority are run
on a shoestring using mostly volunteers. However, this is one to
watch as a revised and much-improved site devoted to the Fusiliers’
history, its museum and archives are due to be launched by the end
of the summer. At present, you can already find some slow-loading
pages about the history of the constituent regiments, including a
page on Winston Churchill, who commanded the 6th Battalion
Royal Scottish Fusiliers on the Western Front for a while in 1915
and 1916; a virtual tour; and a link to the veterans’ forum.

“It also houses the museum of 602 (City of Glasgow) Squadron,
which has an altogether more professional websiteg p
(602squadronmuseum.org.uk) – so, in effect, you get two 
museum websites for the price of one.” 

The Royal Highland Fusiliers site is 
Simon’s choice – with some caveats

Described as the largest
regimental archive, and “the
premier centre for military
historical research in the North of
England”, the Lancashire Infantry
Museum is housed at Fulwood
Barracks, Preston – the traditional
home of the old county infantry
regiments. Staff here look after
archives relating to 120 separate

units, including the 59 battalions
that were formed by antecedent
Lancashire regiments.

You can find out more about
each regiment via the left-hand 
menu, each with detailed
histories. There’s no handy
soldier database in this website,
but it is nevertheless packed with 
useful information.

This is a great website, with an
up-to-date feel and lots of
interesting content alongside the
more usual details of attractions
and exhibitions, timelines and
news. The all-important ‘Soldier
Search’ page is yet to be re-
skinned, but elsewhere it allows
you to trawl for individuals who
served in the 28th North

Gloucestershire Regiment during
the 19th century, or with the
Gloucestershire Regiment during
the First World War.

Currently, the 19th-century
database contains nearly
10,000 entries, the First World
War equivalent has over 40,000.
Also try the ‘Museum Index and
Medals and Collections’ pages.

2The Soldiers of Gloucestershire Museum
soldiersofglos.com

3 Lancashire Infantry Museum
lancashireinfantrymuseum.org.uk/research
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More great websites

BEST 
WEBSITES
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Regimental museums look
after unique artefacts.
The York Army Museum
(yorkarmymuseum.
co.uk), for example, has
the Amherst Flag – which
was flown above the
Citadel at Quebec after the
Victory of the British Army
led by Lord Amherst. The
Green Howards Regimental
Museum (greenhowards.
org.uk), also in North Yorkshire, holds enlistment registers detailing
campaigns, wounds, medals and rewards, plus rank, ‘character’ and
cause of discharge (greenhowards.org.uk/learning/family-
history). Another good example is The Keep Military Museum
(keepmilitarymuseum.org).

The Royal Irish’s ‘Trace a Relative’ page (royal-irish.com/
research) contains names and details of more than 15,000 soldiers
who served in the Royal Irish Rifles up to 1922. Eventually, this will
contain details of soldiers who served in the Royal Inniskilling
Fusiliers, Royal Ulster Rifles, Royal Irish Fusiliers, Royal Irish Rangers,
Ulster Defence Regiment and Royal Irish Regiment.

The Soldiers of Oxfordshire site is also good – with tabs leading
to sections on county regiments, war memorials and recipients of
the Victoria Cross, plus details of the enquiry service. The soldier
database is at sofo.org.uk/soldiersearch.php.

The Royal Artillery is celebrating its tercentenary this year (see
our feature in the June issue), and the ‘Research Tips’ page of
Firepower, the Royal Artillery Museum (firepower.org.uk/
our-research-policy), has useful advice. As we went to press, the
Reading Room in Woolwich was closed as staff prepare to move
the entire collection to Wiltshire. Similarly, at the time of writing the
Inniskillings Museum had temporarily suspended its Trace a Relative
service while it carries out “essential maintenance” to the online
database (inniskillingsmuseum.com/trace-a-relative).

The archive of the Royal Monmouthshire Royal Engineers –
the senior regiment of the reserve army – includes 18th-century
officers’ service records, hospital admission and discharge books,
pay lists, muster rolls, registers of marriages and children of
members of the regiment and more. There’s a searchable database
at monmouthcastlemuseum-archives.org.uk/regsearch.php
that includes nearly 7,000 names. Although the museum was
destroyed by fire in 2015, the Surrey Infantry Museum website is still
standing, and still useful (bit.ly/245ANHP). There’s also this Royal
Welsh archives page (royalwelsh.org.uk/research/archives.

htm), which has archives
relating to the 24th South
Wales Borderers, 41st and
69th Welch Regiment,
Monmouthshire Regiment
and the Royal Regiment of
Wales. A project to get
more material online is
underway – the first
results are catalogues of
documents relating to the
Anglo-Zulu War.

The stylish homepage of the  
York Army Museum website

5The Rifles
thewardrobe.org.uk/home

The Ogilby Trust website is the
best place to find out more about
139 military museums across the
UK. You can find them via the
homepage map, or there’s the
ability to search by name,
collection, regiment or region. The
‘Research Advice’ section – also
definitely worth visiting – is full of
general guidelines about officers,

other ranks and various useful
sources. As you click through to
the museum websites themselves,
you will soon discover that the
amount of information varies a
great deal. Some offer little more
than visitors’ hours and regimental
histories, others have details of
archives, finding aids and any paid
research services.

The research section of the Rifles
Berkshire and Wiltshire Museum
site contains a ‘Soldier Search’
database where you can trawl
discharge records and militia
material, plus there are
transcriptions of the battalion war

diaries of the Berkshire and
Wiltshire regiments for both world
wars – totalling almost 16,500
records. Thanks to a very detailed
catalogue, you can also search for
named references in photographs
and other artefacts held here. 

4Army Museums
armymuseums.org.uk

The Royal Welsh archives page boasts 
information on a variety of regiments
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C hildren appear in many
photographs passed down
through the generations,

but until the advent of mass-market
amateur photography from the
1920s onwards, they were usually
photographed for a particular
reason. Working out the event,
and the date it might have taken
place, can help determine who is
in the photograph.

Commemorating christenings
was usually the first time a
photograph was taken of a baby.
The robe alone can be difficult to
date, as many were handed down
through families. In the early years
of photography, it was difficult to
get toddlers to be still for the long
exposure time necessary, so small
children were often given a toy
to play with or to hold.

The ‘breeching’ of boys, which
continued into the early 20th
century, was often marked with
a photograph. This would occur
usually about the age of four or
five, when boys started wearing
‘breeches’, typically knickerbockers
or shorts later on. Both boys and
girls younger than this wore
dresses, which can sometimes
confuse the identification of sitters.

With the advent of compulsory
elementary schooling from 1870,
primary school class photographs
became more routine and they
were a way for working people to
easily obtain regular photographs
of their children as they grew up.
They were also given as prizes for
attainments, such as good
attendance. Along with birthday
portraits, these are the most
common types of photograph
that survive.

Here, we give you some
pointers about how to date
photographs from the clothes the 
children in them are wearing.

If you have mystery photographs of ancestors as children,

Alison Toplis has some useful pointers to help you date

the images and potentially identify the subjects…

Dating photographs 
of children
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1850s/60s
By the 1860s, the introduction of the ‘carte-
de-visite’ format opened the way for the mass
production of photographic portraits, and
photographer’s studios began to open in towns

and cities. Long exposure times were still needed,
which could make photographing children
problematic, and is why they were often given
objects to hold, as seen in this 1860 shot.

Headband
An ‘Alice’ band is worn
in the girl’s hair and
her dress is reminiscent
of the contemporary
clothing depicted in
the illustrations of Alice
in Alice in Wonderland,
first published in 1865.

Dress
The outline of the
dress copies that
fashionable for women
in the 1860s, although
the full skirt was
shortened to make
it more practical.
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1870s/ 
80s
By 1880, when this picture
was taken, studio sets had
become more elaborate,
with a choice of different
painted backdrops and
accessories. The chair
with barley-twist detailing
photographed here is
typical of this date.

The sailor suit worn by
young boys during this
period was originally
popularised by the royal
family, especially, Albert
Edward, Prince of Wales
(later Edward VII). He was 
painted wearing one in
1846, aged four, by
Winterhalter in a portrait
commissioned by his
mother Queen Victoria.

1890s
As equipment improved, with the introduction of dry
photographic plates, photography was able to move
from inside the studio to outside, both for informal
shots, as seen in this picture from 1898, as well as
sometimes for more posed portraits.

Sailor hat
The straw sailor hat, or
‘boater’, became popular
informal headwear for men
and women in this era.

Sailor suit
The sailor suit remained
popular wear for small
boys until after the First
World War, being both
practical and picturesque.

Smock dress
The smock dress, with material falling from a yoke
on the chest, was the most popular type of dress
for girls at this time and copied the agricultural smock.
It remained popular into the 20th century.

Collars and sleeves
The clothes of the girls, at what appears to be a funeral
here, replicate fashionable adult dress with large collars
and puffed sleeves.

Sailor suit
A boy wears the perennially popular sailor suit.

Starched collar
Worn with a suit, the prominent high, white,
starched Eton collar was popular around the
turn of the century for boys.



1900-14
Portrait postcards, such as this
one from c1910, were used
widely from around 1906 until
the Second World War.
Although they could be used as
postcards and mailed, many
were treasured, unused, as 
family photographs.

Stockings
Thick black stockings and
laced boots were typical
wear for both girls and  
boys of this period.

Shorts
In a style that has persisted,
shorts were worn at around
knee level, rather than below,
and open rather than gathered
in, as Victorian knickerbockers
had been (see 1890s).

Jersey top
The knitted jersey top heralded
a new era of practical and
comfortable children’s wear.
They were already worn by
sportsmen and working men,
but were adapted specifically 
for boys.
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1918-24
Amateur home photography was popular from the
1920s, as cameras now used roll film and became
small enough to carry around. Photographs such as this
one from 1920, were generally taken outside due to the
difficulty of dealing with dim lighting conditions inside.

1924-30
The simplicity and comfort of
fashions in this period drew
adult’s and children’s clothing ever
closer together, with straight-cut
knee-length dresses seen on both
girls and women, as in this 
1926 photograph.

Hats
This young girl wears a cloche-
shaped hat, which was also
fashionable with women.

Boots and shoes
A mixture of boots and T-bar shoes
are worn by the children. They were
both practical styles and the T-bar
also found in women’s shoes.

Hair
The older girls have bobbed hair.

Socks
Short white socks and bar shoes were a common
combination for this date.

Dress
Young girls’ dresses and coats remained short, well above
the knee, sometimes displaying voluminous knickers.

Coat
The smart, knitted coat shows off the streamlined detailing
that would come to be associated with the 1920s.
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First  
World War
Folding cameras became very
popular during WW1. They were
used by people to record their 
experiences and ultimately led to a 
decline in commercial studios. This
image dates from 1917.

Feminine dress
During the First World War, a more
feminine silhouette emerged for
women, with fuller, shorter skirts.
This is also seen in the dresses and
pinafores of the protesting girls here.

Pinafore
The white pinafore had been 
popular since the 19th century  
and was variously embellished  
with embroidery, broderie  
anglaise and pintucks.

Younger wear
Younger girls wore straight
dresses with a dropped waistline
and very short skirts, foreshadowing
fashions of the 1920s.
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1940-50
In the period of austerity following the Second
World War, photography was not a priority and
clothing remained rationed until 1949. Styles had
not evolved much from the late-1930s, with the
reusing and recycling of clothing perpetuating
older styles, as seen here in 1948.

Tank top
The hand-knitted tank top was both fashionable
and economical, old jumpers unravelled and
reknitted to make new items.

Shorts
Shorts were encouraged, and trousers prohibited in
smaller sizes, under Utility Regulations from 1942.

Dress
The puffed sleeves of this girl’s dress, with the
emphasis on the shoulders, echoed fashions
popular from the late 1930s and continued,  
to a degree, throughout the war period.

1950-60
Zip fastening was introduced
into clothing in the 1930s
but it was not until after the
Second World War that it
became more commonplace.
Along with items such as the
T-shirt, post-war children’s
wear showed the influences
of casual American youth
fashions and sportswear.
This photograph was taken  
in 1957.

Hair
The side parting shows the
influence of contemporary 
men’s hairstyles.

Trousers
After the predominance
of shorts for most of the
previous 50 years, and the
end of rationing, trousers
were now more widely worn
by all boys, here with turn-ups.

Shoes
The T-bar shoe was still worn
by both boys and girls.
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Get essential updates from the world of family history with our FREE  
email newsletter, delivered straight to your inbox every Thursday

Sign up today by visiting 
whodoyouthinkyouaremagazine.com/newsletter

Story of the week
Accurate and in-depth coverage of the biggest

record releases and genealogy news

Weekly round-up
Family history updates from the past seven

days presented in a short and snappy digest

TV and radio highlights
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to the latest period dramas, plan your
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P art of the joy of family history is sharing
your discoveries, but keeping your
audience’s attention can be a challenge.

Microsoft Sway (sway.com) is a free tool that
makes it easy to bring your research, documents
and photos together and present them in a way
that will capture your family’s imagination and
keep them reading to the end.

Better still, Sway requires no web-editing
or desktop publishing skills. You simply pick
which elements to place on screen, choose
from a handful of options for each and then let
Sway do the hard work of transforming it all

into a beautiful slideshow, complete with slick
transition effects and interactive elements to
keep your audience reading.

Sway even changes how your story is
displayed depending on whether it’s being
viewed in a web browser or on a smartphone.

You can create as many stories as you like,
and each one can be kept private, shared with
a select audience or made public for anyone to
access. When it comes to putting your Sways
together, there are dedicated free apps for
iPhone, iPad and PCs running Windows 10
(just search for ‘Sway’ in your app store).

However, for most people, you’ll want to
access Sway through your web browser, so we’ll
be focussing on that in this tutorial.

Nick Peers explains how to put

together visually stunning shows to

share with your family over the internet

TO...
HOW

1 Get started
Go to sway.com. Click ‘Get started’, then use your Microsoft Account
email to sign in. If you don’t have one, you’ll be prompted to set one up
with your chosen email. When the main screen appears, click ‘Create
New’, then give a title to your story when prompted.

2 Add background
Style up parts of your text using ‘Emphasise’ and ‘Accent’. Now click
‘Background’ to choose an image: ‘Suggested’ finds free online content
using the Search box, or click the dropdown menu to connect to other
online sources where your photos are stored, or to upload from your PC.

Create your genealogy slideshow

Create a slick 
family history 
slideshow

TOP TIP!
You can invite other family members 
to collaborate with you – click the 
‘Authors’ button and copy and paste 
the link in an email to another family 
member. They’ll need their own 
Microsoft account, but once logged 
in can edit the story, too.

Once complete, your story is easily readable through any web browser
on computer or smartphone

any bbbweb bbbrbr wsowsowseerer



HOW TO

5 Add text and photos
Text can be styled up and web links inserted. Click ‘+’ to add the next
element for your story, which sits underneath the previous section.
Text and photos are clearly labelled, or click ‘...’ to reveal more options.
Look under ‘Group’ for different ways to display multiple photos.

6 Tweak settings
Select the ‘Design’ tab at the top to change the look of your story –
choose a custom design and use the preview to see what’s changed.
Click ‘Customise’ to pick fonts, colour schemes and more. Switch to the
‘Navigation’ tab to display your story vertically rather than horizontally.

3 Position your image
Pull your image into the ‘Drag a picture here’ box. Click ‘Preview’ to
see how it looks. Click > to return to the main screen, then ‘Focus Points’
to reposition the image using the focal point controls. Click ‘Reset’ to 
undo this or ‘X’ to exit if you’re happy with the changes.

4 Build the chapters
Your story is split into sections – click the ‘+’ button under your title to
add a new one. Each section – or ‘card’ – contains a mix of elements,
including headers, text, pictures and more. Start by creating a header 
for the first chapter, then enter part of your story beneath it.
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7 Keep building
Experiment with different cards and elements – choose ‘Embed’ to
include information like maps. Rearrange elements using drag and
drop, or split your story into sections. Click the collapse button next to 
the section header, then click the ‘+’ button to add a new section.

8 Share with others
When done, click the play button to view your story as others will see
it, then click the ‘Share’ button to choose how it’s shared. By default,
sharing is on, but you can make it private by flicking the switch. If
sharing, use the various links to share it via social media or email.
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FOCUS ON

During the First World
War, Voluntary Aid
Detachments (VADs)

helped to keep hospitals and
ambulances running efficiently,
both at home and overseas. The
VADs originated in 1909 when
a voluntary aid scheme was set up
in England and Wales to assist
the army medical service. It was
organised by the British Red Cross
Society, Order of St John and the
Territorial Forces Association.

The British Red Cross has
recently completed digitisation of
its service records for individuals
who volunteered as VADs during

the First World War (redcross.
org.uk/ww1). A generous grant
from the Heritage Lottery Fund
and close work with the Centre
for the Historical Record at
Kingston University made the
work possible. More than 1,000
volunteers have contributed to the
project since it began in early 2014.

When war broke out in 1914,
the Voluntary Aid Detachments
were administered by the British
Red Cross Society and the Order
of St John under a Joint VAD
Committee. Each Voluntary Aid
Detachment was organised on a
county level and volunteers were 

recruited from local communities. 
Members could be male or
female, and they were also
known as VADs. They carried
out a wide range of important
tasks from cleaning, cooking and
nursing, through to driving and
maintenance repairs. More than
90,000 people volunteered for
the British Red Cross during the
war, at home and overseas.

The War Office ran the large
military hospitals for seriously
injured soldiers while the British
Red Cross set up auxiliary
hospitals in large private houses
and mansions, village halls, 
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First World War
Red Cross volunteers
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The records of First

World War Red Cross

volunteers provide

fascinating details

about their roles and

where they served.

Michelle Higgs shows 

how to use them 

Above: Red Cross nurses at
Queen Mary’s Orthopaedic
Hospital in Roehampton,
during the First World War



ancestor could have undertaken.
There were countless cooks,
cleaners and clerks, and male and
female drivers of ambulances, both
at home and overseas. Up and
down the country, VADs served
in working parties organising
hospital clothing for soldiers
and hospital equipment such
as bandages and splints; VADs
in work depots collated and
despatched the items to auxiliary
hospitals or headquarters.

In addition, there were the
hundreds of volunteers who
manned the Rest Stations through
which ambulance trains passed,
providing hot drinks and

However, some are typed and
others were completed by
someone in the British Red Cross,
for instance, on a card for someone
who had died.

You can search by name,
location/hospitals and role/duties.
However, the search facility on
the database won’t automatically
pick up spelling variants, so you’ll
need to try different ones yourself
if you can’t find your ancestor
listed under a particular surname
or first name. As most of the
cards were handwritten with
varying degrees of legibility, there
will inevitably be errors in the
transcribing process. If you find an
error, you can supply a correction
through this link: redcross.org.
uk/Forms/Website%20forms/
VAD%20error%20report.

For each record card, you will
see a transcript of the card, as well
as scans of the front and back.
Details on the card may include
service dates, duties performed,
name of the detachment,
institutions/places served in, and
honours awarded. To save a copy
of the image(s) to your computer,
simply right-click on the scans
and select ‘Save Image As’.

Although VAD nurses are
the most well-known Red Cross
volunteers, the database reveals
a wide range of other roles your

and even churches; these
hospitals were mainly intended
for convalescence. Most VADs
worked in the smaller auxiliary
hospitals and, in this role, they
were unpaid for the duration of
the war.

From 1915, VADs could apply
for service overseas. They were
eligible if they had undertaken six
months’ service in a home hospital
and were between 23 and 42
years old. If accepted, they served
in British military hospitals in
France, Malta, Serbia, Salonika,
Egypt, and on board hospital
ships. They became known as
‘special service members’.

Tracing VAD family
The British Red Cross completed
database is made up of a total
of 244,000 double-sided index
cards and can be searched and
viewed free of charge at redcross.
org.uk/ww1. The index is
extensive but incomplete, so there
is no guarantee you will find your
ancestor. In April 1919, the
British Red Cross requested their
volunteers to fill in the cards
about their service record. Not
everyone responded, hence the
gaps in coverage.

Most of the cards were
completed by the VADs themselves
in their own handwriting.

sandwiches for injured soldiers.
The new database is a fascinating
resource, even if you don’t have a
VAD ancestor in your family
tree. You can search by place to
find out about the Voluntary
Aid Detachment activity in
your local area.

If you don’t have access to
the internet, the archive staff
can search the indexes for your
ancestor on receipt of a written
application providing as much
relevant information as possible,
including date of birth, addresses,
date of marriage, middle, maiden
or married names, etc.

Although the service is free,
the time taken to search the
indexes costs the Red Cross at
least £10, so you may wish to
make a donation. Write to:
British Red Cross Museum
and Archives, 44 Moorfields,
London EC2Y 9AL or email
enquiry@redcross.org.uk.
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Some individuals had multiple

index cards relating to them

(there are two for Vera

Brittain, see right). They are

not usually straight duplicates,

so check carefully so you

don’t miss any information.

Often no first name is given

but you may be able to identify 

your ancestor if you know

their residential address.

VAD nursing volunteers were usuall
and middle-class women who could
volunteer and work for free. Famou
included writer Vera Brittain and no
Agatha Christie and Naomi Mitchis
Working in a hospital was a real cu
shock for these women who had o
never been unchaperoned or carrie
out any form of manual work befo

In her autobiography All Chang
Here: Girlhood and Marriage (1975e
Naomi Mitchison recalled: “I had n
used mops and polishes and disinfe
was very willing but clumsy. I was to
tea but hadn’t realised that tea must be made with
boiling water. All that had been left to the servants.”

After initial training in first aid and basic nursing
skills, followed by a probationary period, the VADs’
role was to support qualified hospital nurses. This
included first aid, washing and dressing injured 

and acting as general ward
s. The relationship between the
ed nurses and VADs was not
harmonious, and the volunteers

sometimes treated as skivvies.
ed Cross VADs wore a blue uniform
a white apron, with the Red Cross

blem attached (but only after the
bationary period). St John VADs
d a grey uniform with a St John
band. When on active service,
both wore a Red Cross armband.
le Voluntary Aid Detachments

ally tasked with transporting
wounded or sick soldiers from ambulance trains

or ships to local hospitals; working as ambulance
drivers in France was a dangerous job for male
VADs as they were frequently fired upon by the
enemy. These men were usually too old or not
medically fit to enlist in the armed forces.
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A WW1 VAD Ambulance, manned by boy scouts and volunteer nurses



FOCUS ON

VAD INDEX CARD FOR VERA BRITTAIN
This card can be viewed on the British Red Cross WW1 website (redcross.org.uk/ww1)
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Reverse of card
Where filled in, this provides extra details, including places and
number of hours served (this determined eligibility for a medal). 

Pay
VADs were usually unpaid unless they
were contracted out to work in a military
hospital run by the War Office.

Rank
Most VADs were ‘members’, while some
were ‘special service members’. Other
ranks included nurses, assistant nurses, 
chauffeur/chauffeuse, clerk, etc.

Date of engagement
and termination
The date of joining and leaving the
VAD. Check for another card to ensure 
that you don’t miss any dates.

Particulars of duties
This will give you a general
idea of the tasks your
ancestor undertook as a
VAD, for example, nursing,
cooking, driving etc.

Previous engagements
Here you can see the range
of places in which Vera
Brittain served, including
overseas placements in 
Malta and France.
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A Ministry of 
Information film show  
in St Mary’s Church in 
Charminster, Dorset,  
on 30 December 1941

ESCAPE



Amanda Randall shines 
a spotlight on how  
Britons coped during 
wartime with the help  
of the cinema and its 
glamorous stars

F
or most of the 20th century, 
‘going to the pictures’ was  
the most popular form of 
entertainment in Britain. It’s 
likely that your family members 

were cinema-goers, so discovering what it was 
like can establish a powerful connection to 
your ancestors’ lives. It’s worth spending a 
few hours watching films from the era, but it’s 
also important to watch with the ‘eye’ of the 
time. A 1940 film about invasion might seem 
far-fetched to us but for wartime audiences, it 
was a very real fear – no one knew when the 
war would end or who would win. 

A night at the pictures gave welcome relief 
from the gloom of the blackout, rationing 
and air raids. Spy stories, family dramas, love 
stories and American rom-coms filled 
wartime screens. British films became the 
voice of the people, lifting morale and 
building camaraderie. Hollywood glamour 
was nothing like life in Britain at the time. 

“This country is at war”
On 3 September 1939, all places of 
entertainment, including cinemas, closed as  
a safety precaution. Cities were obvious 
bombing targets and most cinemas were 
urban; while many picturehouses seated 
several hundred people, some held two or 
three thousand, tightly packed, sitting in 
darkness – it was a significant risk.

However, the government understood the 
value of entertainment as well as propaganda, 
and by the following week newspapers were 
reporting the tentative lifting of restrictions 
in the provinces. The Lancashire Evening Post 
on 9 September detailed the complicated 
situation in Preston: cinemas in Chorley, 
Leyland and Morecombe reopened but 
remained closed in Stretford, Widnes and 
Crosby. Two days later, The Daily Telegraph 
reported: “The reopening was welcomed from 
no one more than the 1,000 doctors and 
nurses billeted in Epsom after the evacuation 
of patients from London hospitals.” 

Within a month, even central London 
picturehouses were back in business. 
Cinemas soon enjoyed a roaring trade;  
UK admissions rose from 900 million in 



also for women who, so the thinking went,
didn’t have to rush home to cook lunch as
their men would be away fighting.

In truth, rather than being frightened
away from ‘the pictures’, most people eagerly
resumed their favourite entertainment. Even
though initially most preferred daytime
shows, once the blackout became familiar,

evening shows regained their pre-war
popularity. Many older relatives may recall
queuing for hours to get into their local Palais
or Regent. One morning during the Blitz, as
a fire crew tackled a blaze in Leicester Square,
they noticed a long queue forming at the
nearby Odeon to see Gone With The Wind.  
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It was the most popular film of the entire
war and ran for four years at Leicester  
Square Odeon.

The industry adapts
The war forced change on the film industry.
British cinema in the 1930s had been in the
doldrums, both economically and creatively,

and was dominated by
Hollywood. But some
British films made during
the war rivalled anything  
that America could

produce, especially in terms of quality.
By 1942, the ‘golden age’ of British cinema

had arrived. Classics such as In Which We
Serve (1942), Millions Like Us (1943), The Life
And Death Of Colonel Blimp (1943) and The
Way To The Stars (1945) reflected the national
experience of war and helped to form our idea
of a national cinema.

These stories spoke of quiet determination,
bravery, self-deprecating humour, selflessness,
ingenuity and endurance. Not only
promoting patriotism, these films gave people
a way to think about the meaning of the war
for them and for Britain and have become
inextricably linked with how we now think of 
the Second World War.

Every film that was screened needed
official approval. The War Office produced
pictures on specific topics; The Next of Kin
(1942) was initially designed as a short
training film to promote the “Careless talk
costs lives” campaign until Ealing Studios
developed it into a grimly realistic full-length
feature film. A discomfited Churchill
unsuccessfully tried to ban it fearing it would 
“cause unnecessary sorrow and alarm”.

The Foreman Went To France (1942),
another Ealing film made with the War
Office and the Free French Forces, combined
humour and propaganda to tell stories of
people ‘doing their bit’ for the war. Went The
Day Well? (1942) imagined an enemy
invasion of an idyllic English village, during
which every British value is attacked: women
and children are threatened, old men shot in
cold blood. While not official propaganda, it
powerfully evoked current fears and tackled
head-on difficult scenarios such as killing in
self-defence or for one’s country.

Many people first met Shakespeare on
screen in 1944 thanks to Laurence Olivier,
who had been instructed by Churchill to
make Henry V to boost morale and to defend
British culture. It was a massive success.

As pure entertainment, Gainsborough
melodramas, such as Fanny By Gaslight and
The Wicked Lady rivalled US films at the box
office and in people’s hearts. Rebecca, Citizen 

1935 to just over one billion in 1940 and
reached 1.5 billion in 1943, 1944 and 1945.

Cinema staff had to be trained in first aid,
fire drills and air raid precautions. A ‘listener’
was needed to hear warning signals and the
blackout was to be strictly observed. When
the siren sounded, the manager informed  
the audience so they
could decide whether to
leave or stay.

The new closing time of
10pm entailed moving the
early regular evening show
to 6pm to accommodate two ‘houses’. A few
city cinemas continued screening after hours
until the all-clear sounded; patrons brought 
blankets to the late show knowing they
couldn’t go home until it was safe.

Morning screenings were popular, partly
for shift workers to enjoy some relaxation but 

There were 1.5 billion admissions to
UK cinemas in 1943, 1944 and 1945

Soldiers buy their tickets
at the box office of a

West End cinema during
the Second World War
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Kane, Random Harvest andt National Velvet
provided Hollywood sparkle. American
romantic comedies, such as The Philadelphia
Story, played to packed houses.

Homegrown glamour came from British
stars Margaret Lockwood and Vivien Leigh,
comics George Formby and Tommy Trinder
raised laughs, while from the US, femme
fatale Joan Bennett, sultry Carole Lombard,
independent-minded Ingrid Bergman, suave
Charles Boyer, street-wise Clark Gable, and
Hedy Lamarr ‘the most beautiful woman in
Europe’, drew adoring crowds to the latest
movies. Ingenious women copied screen
fashions using their needlework skills to
make Hollywood-inspired clothes, hats and
hairstyles, sometimes with the help of
patterns published in women’s magazines.

Ministry of Information
Cinema newsreels provided a powerful
method of communicating news and
messages to the public, Allies or enemies.
Being propaganda, the objectivity of war
films from all nations could be unreliable
with certain elements being emphasised
over others.

The Ministry of Information (MoI)
employed the best of British creative talent –
including JB Priestley, EM Forster,
Laurence Olivier and John Mills – to produce
propaganda messages for the Crown Film
Unit. One influential director was Humphrey
Jennings, co-founder of the Mass Observation
organisation. Jennings’ trilogy of war films
– Listen to Britain, Fires Were Started andd A
Diary for Timothy – still stand way above they
2,000+ propaganda films produced by the
MoI. London Can Take It!, narrated by US

war correspondent Quentin Reynolds,
directly appealed for American involvement
in the war effort. However, people soon tired
of official, and sometimes poor-quality, films
to the point that when “The MoI presents...”
flashed on screen, the audience collectively

groaned. Perhaps it was an act of rebellion
against interference with their precious night
out, or annoyance at being told what to do.

Newsreels had been embedded in moving
picture shows since 1909, bringing both good
and bad news. The royal family, sporting
events, village fêtes, fashion and celebrities
made people smile, but some war footage was,
of course, shocking. War reporters,
photographers and cameramen were
dedicated to showing the world they saw in
combat zones, creating unforgettable
experiences for audiences.

Who were the moviegoers?
Ever since the start of film exhibition in 1896,
most people could afford a ticket, even those
on meagre wages. Prices in 1939 started at
10d for the cheapest seats, increasing to 1s/5d
in 1944; an extra farthing was added to the
cost in 1945. Between 4,500 and 4,800
cinemas were open for business during the
war years.

There was a strong class division in who
went to the cinema. The Wartime Social
Survey in 1943 is a snapshot of cinema
audiences in that year – working-class people
in urban areas (mostly young adults) were  

The woman who may have done more for 
beleaguered Britain wasn’t even a real person;  
she was the fictional Mrs Miniver, heroine of an 
American anti-Nazi film that hit the box office 
jackpot in Britain and the United States in 1942. 

Mrs Miniver was released six months after the 
US entered the war. It deeply moved the British 
and strongly motivated Americans. This domestic 
drama set on the Home Front starred English 
actress Greer Garson as Kay Miniver, who lived  
by the Thames in an idealised family, with a 
comfortable house, a boat, a secure life, until the 
war changed everything. 

The film voiced the dilemmas, trials and pain 
that everyone recognised. In the closing scene, 
the vicar ends his sermon: “This is the People’s 
War. It is our war. We are the fighters. Fight it 
then. Fight it with all that is in us...”. America was captivated; this was a Britain they
wanted to fight alongside. 

Its power as propaganda was such that Winston Churchill claimed: “This is worth 
five battleships or 50 destroyers,” and Joseph Goebbels, head of the German 
Department of Film, wrote: “It shows the destiny of a family during the current war 
in its refined powerful propagandistic tendency which has, up to now, only been 
dreamed of. There is not a single angry word spoken against Germany, 
nevertheless the anti-German tendency is perfectly accomplished.”

Propaganda on screen: Mrs Miniver

CASE STUDY

Actress Hedy Lamarr was 
dubbed ‘the most beautiful 

woman in Europe’



parachute mine exploded at one end of the 
cinema; trapped inside when the siren
sounded, people sheltered in the
strengthened lobby.

On 9 July 1943, just after 5pm, the
400-seat Whitehall Cinema in East Grinstead
caught a direct hit. The East Grinstead
Courier reported that: “[the bomb] droppedr
among the cheaper seats, which were mainly
occupied by women and children. The
cinema... was fairly full at the time. Most of
the children... had gone to the cinema straight
from school, a regular Friday night ‘habit’
among them.” From 1940-1945, Plymouth
lost eight cinemas and London lost 60.

None of these disasters permanently
disrupted cinema-going, but some who
narrowly escaped death in a cinema raid
couldn’t bring themselves to return until after
the war. Others took it in their stride. One
Hampshire man who visited a London
cinema with city friends reported: “The
performance began nightly at about 8pm,
with the first bomb five minutes later, so I was
told. And so it was.”

During the Second World War, the
cinema provided people with something vital:
escapism. They could wallow in grief, laugh
and cry with their friends, worship stars,
shudder in fear.

It became a routine part of life that
continued in Britain until the end of the
1950s, when the TV era dawned.

Amanda Randall is a social historian

interested in everyday lives. She specialises

in film and the experience of cinema-going. 

the main audience; some middle class
people went to the cinema and the wealthy
the least often.

The survey also found that working-class
people read newspapers less often than those
in the middle and upper classes. It concluded:
“Certain sections are, therefore, more open to
cinema publicity than others.” This is
especially true of the young – 43 per cent of
14- to 17-year-olds went to the cinema twice a
week or more in 1943.

Sunday opening had long been contentious;
some people feared that cinemas encouraged
delinquency, crime and prostitution, and the
discussion continued throughout the Second
World War. Some religious authorities
favoured Sunday closing as it might
discourage children from attending Sunday
school. Cinema owners changed Sunday
schedules to allow children to do both.

Meanwhile, in 1943 the Archbishop of
Canterbury invited the Christian
organisation SPCK to form a Church of
England Films Commission to make religious
films available for screening in churches and
elsewhere – but not in the cinema.

Air raid disasters
In Coventry, on the evening of 25 August
1940, a raid wrecked the city’s new cinema
the Rex, where the next day’s main attraction
was to have been Gone with the Wind Ind
Hull, eight cinemas were destroyed.

During a raid on 17 March 1941, all
150 people who had been watching Charlie
Chaplin’s The Great Dictator at the Nationalr
Picture Theatre in Hull survived when a 

KEY SOURCES

SPEAK TO FAMILY
One of the best sources is older people
who went to the pictures in the 1940s,
so talk to your parents or grandparents
about the stars and the films they loved.
Show them clips from youtube.com
and listen to their stories.

WEBSITES
The British Newspaper Archive is useful
for researching Second World War
cinema. Search for specific incidents, for
example, “cinema air raid East
Grinstead” or stars’ names, such as
“Stewart Granger” or “Patricia Roc”.
Cinemas advertised, usually in a regular
space in the paper, some on the front
page. The archive can be accessed via
britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk or
through findmypast.co.uk.

The BFI (British Film Institute) holds a
vast collection of film-related material.
BFI Player, (player.bfi.org.uk), is a
dynamic online film collection, many free
to watch, including government Public
Information Films. They were shown in
cinemas, at workplaces etc, as part of
the usual mixed programme. Start with
How To Fit A Gas Mask (1939); Rickets
(1944) and Coughs and Sneezes (1945).
Cine-magazines, such as the Worker And
War Front, are available on BFI Player, as
are some of Humphrey Jennings’s films.

Imperial War Museums (iwm.org.uk)
and British Pathé (britishpathe.com),
hold collections of propaganda films,
many online. Watch Mrs Sew & Sew
(1944), one of the ‘Make Do And Mend’
films on YouTube at bit.ly/1XW5ubu.

REGIONAL FILM ARCHIVES
These treasure troves of our history hold
a wide range of films, from amateur to
cine-adverts and professional features,
some from the Second World War. Find
out more at bit.ly/1XW5wQL.
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Left: George Formby kept the spirits of the 
nation up. Here he is (pictured centre) in the 
film Get Cracking from 1943
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C ousland is a small village a couple
of miles east of Dalkeith, outside
Edinburgh in Midlothian. It has

a strong sense of community and is rightly
proud of how it has saved and restored its
18th-century ‘smiddy’ – the local ‘smithy’
or blacksmith’s shop. The Cousland Smiddy
Trust was established by a group of villagers
and others when the last working smith
retired in 1989, and it’s still running today.

Sheena Irving, who’s 
been on the trust since
1999 and its chair for five
years, tells me that it’s a
very satisfying project:
“Pulling people together in
the community, who have all sorts of skills,
to complete a successful task... gives a sense
of achievement outside of everyone’s working
lives. Guys who sit behind desks all day
enjoy the drystone dykeing courses, and a
summer’s evening sees villagers taking their
families and visitors round by the smiddy
to admire their handiwork.”

The aims of the trust quickly expanded
into a wider project looking at other aspects
of village history. “We started the Cousland
History Project to mark the new millennium,
when we had little idea of the vast and
amazing history of the village,” explains
Sheena. “17 years later, we’re still at it, and
when the Heritage Lottery Fund turned
down our grant application to extend
the smiddy complex by restoring some
derelict cottages on the site, we collectively 
said we’d just have to do it ourselves 
anyway. And we have!”

Speaking to Sheena, I love how she describes
another community benefit of the history
project – the acquisition of skills. For instance,
the outside landscaping work is being completed
by a contractor, with the help of 20 volunteers.
“Two national companies working locally saw
our project and came in with the materials,
allowing our volunteers to do the groundworks
in preparation,” she says.

“This means we are now able to use the
spare cash to get the final
laying of paving done by
the professionals. The
skills learnt in these projects
show in our pride in the
village – we have very few 

broken stone walls as there are 25 folks with
the skills to replace them now!”

As with any volunteer project, money is a
struggle and the trust survives on donations
and grants, but Sheena says the collective
village skills are ‘amazing’, and are what makes
a community project like this work.

“It all makes for happy, cohesive teamwork.
Everyone is valuable... and we always leave
just enough in the coffers for a wee celebration
‘drinksiller’ at the end!” ■

For more information about the Cousland
Smiddy Trust & Heritage Hub, go to cousland
smiddy.co.uk or phone 0131 663 8118.

The history collection was originally
housed in some cupboards in the village hall
and in people’s attics. Now all the material has
been brought together in the smith’s cottage,
and is available for villagers and visitors to
view and for their research. “The census records,
valuation rolls, family histories and images
are all here, so when a visitor says that their
granny was born ‘somewhere in the village’,
it’s a great pleasure to point to a cottage and 

say ‘that’s the house there, and she would have
gone to school here’,” Sheena continues.

“Sometimes we even have a picture of
them! The archive is displayed throughout
the summer, and its tag line is ‘Our Place in
Scotland’s Story’, a theme which grows with
every new piece of research carried out.” 

Restoration effort
The derelict cottages are still there, but the
trust has since removed a building that was
causing water ingress to the already-restored
smith’s cottage, put in a damp course, insulated
and floored the attic, created a new outside
space, and restored more of the smiddy itself.

It’s especially pleasing to all concerned
that they’ve also been able to bring in a new
tenant – a young blacksmith forge-worker
who’s starting his first business. What could
be more appropriate? It really demonstrates 
how historic crafts have a living future.

The history collection... is available
for villagers and visitors to view

Top: Presentation of a cheque to ai t trus
Above: Cousland smiddy in action, in the 1940s

T P i f h i t

Alan Crosby learns how the residents of one Scottish village

lovingly restored the local blacksmith’s shop, learning new

skills and uncovering some fascinating history in the process

YOUR
PROJECTS
Celebrating the work of family 

and local history societies

Saving the past
and forging 
the future
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A s respected members
of the communities
in which they served,

clergymen were involved in
many different aspects of
their parishioners’ lives.

They officiated at baptisms,
weddings and funerals, and 

their signatures adorn the
pages of the church registers.

Today, we think of the
clergy as being a vocation for
the spiritually devout and a
calling from God, but it was
not always the case. In the late
18th century, the Church was 

considered an ideal occupation
for gentlemen, especially for
younger sons of the landed
gentry who would not inherit
their fathers’ estates.

The clerical profession could
be extremely lucrative if a good
‘living’ could be obtained. A 

living was a position as a rector
or vicar with an income that
mostly came from tithe or glebe
land; a house was also provided.
The work was not overly taxing,
with two Sunday services and
any extra duties such as burials. 
This left plenty of time for 

Clergyman
Michelle Higgs investigates the changing role of the clergy in

the 19th century and shows you how to trace men of the cloth
A Victorian christening 
ceremony with parents  
and godparents at the 

baptism font, c1860
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leisure pursuits. All in all,
being a clergyman could be
a comfortable job for life.

In 1831, there were 10,718
Anglican clergy; this increased
to 17,821 by 1851 and to around
23,000 by 1900.

Entering the Church
The entry requirements for the
clergy were few. Before the
1840s, candidates simply had to
demonstrate their knowledge of
Latin and the Scriptures, and to
satisfy the Bishop as to their
moral character and status.

A good education was
essential and most Anglican
clergymen were educated at
Oxford or Cambridge. The
first step was to be ordained
as a deacon by the Bishop; to
do this, every ordinand had to
certify he had a nomination to
a curacy and that he was 23
or older. A year later, he could
proceed to priests’ orders.

The system was slightly
different in Scotland. Before a
Church of Scotland minister was
appointed to a parish, he had to
be licensed to preach by his local
presbytery before undergoing a
period of probation.

There was a distinct lack of
theological training until the
early 19th century, when a few
theological colleges started
providing education. However,

the standard left much to be
desired. As William Cooke
Taylor commented in The
Bishop (1841): “If a clergyman
knows not how to lead his
flock in the right way, it is no
compensation for those who
go astray that he knows more
Hebrew than a Jewish rabbi,
or can solve mathematical
problems which would have
perplexed Newton.” After
1909, it became compulsory
for ordinands to undergo
some residential training.

In order to get a good living,
the prospective clergyman
needed excellent social
connections, either through
blood or patronage, with the
person who originally built or
endowed the church.

Clearly, not everyone had
friends in high places and men
who could not find vacant
livings had to remain as curates.

They were paid by
incumbents to act as assistant
priests; a minimum of £80
per annum was supposed to be
paid by law but many clergymen
received far less. They could,
however, supplement their
income with ‘surplice fees’ for
weddings, baptisms and funerals.

From around 1836, with
industrialisation and the rapidly
increasing urban population, the
‘slum parson’ emerged as a

driving force. He was more
concerned with the social
conditions of his congregation
than with his salary, and he
campaigned vigorously on
their behalf. An excellent

Clergyman
My ancestor was a…

example was the Reverend
Walter Farquhar Hook, Vicar
of Leeds from 1837-1859. He
was a staunch supporter of the
early closing movement, the
10 hours movement, public
parks and education.

Priestly duties
Clergymen themselves were
becoming more professional
with a greater emphasis on
their role as priests. A dedicated
clergyman also regularly visited
poor and sick parishioners, and
was involved in church
committee meetings and the
parish school and Sunday
school. In addition, from 1850
onwards, new churches and
schools were built, and older
buildings were restored.

The Reverend George
Augustus Selwyn left England
in 1841 after being appointed
Bishop of New Zealand.

On a return trip to preach at
Cambridge in 1854, he remarked:
“A great and visible change has G
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CASE STUDY
The Pluralities Acts

The problem of curates not being able to obtain
decent livings was evident throughout the 19th
century. The issue was exacerbated by pluralities,
the practice of non-resident incumbents holding
more than one living. In 1827, an official return
revealed that out of 10,533 livings, only 4,413
incumbents were resident in the parish. Four
years later, 2,268 clergymen had two or more
livings; of these, 353 held three, 57 held four
and three held five livings.

Legislation was introduced in an attempt
to stamp out the worst abuses of the system.
Under the Pluralities Act of 1838, clergymen
were forbidden from holding more than two
livings, with some exceptions. The livings had
to be within 10 miles of each other, with a

population of less than 3,000 and a joint annual
income of less than £1,000.

A later Pluralities Act in 1850 tightened up
the restrictions further. Two livings could only
be held if they were within three miles of each
other and the annual value of one of the livings
was less than £100. Despite the legislation, the
problem persisted. According to John Bright,
MP for Birmingham, in 1884, 500 peers were
“possessors of not less than… 4,000 livings of
the Church of England”.

Both the previous Acts were superseded by The
Pluralities Acts Amendment Act of 1885. Now, two
livings could be held together if they were within
four miles of each other, and the annual value of
one of the livings was not more than £200.

Walter Farquhar Hook (1798-1875) – Vicar of Leeds and Dean of Chichester, 1859
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¨ The Lambeth
Palace Library
lambethpalacelibrary.org/
content/anglicanclergy
A very useful source guide for
tracing Anglican clergy; it can
be downloaded in PDF format.

¨ The Old and New
Statistical Accounts
of Scotland
edina.ac.uk/statacc
Listing information about every
Scottish parish for the 1790s
and 1840s, these accounts
were written by the parish
clergymen themselves. Search
under county or parish name.

¨ The National Archives
bit.ly/1RPN47q
A source guide to tracing
clergy in the Anglican and
Roman Catholic churches.

¨ The Victorian Web
victorianweb.org/history/
work/clergy.html
Representations of Church
of England, Roman Catholic
and Dissenter clergy in
Victorian literature.

¨ Building History
buildinghistory.org/buildings/
parsonages.shtml
A useful website with pointers
for researching parsonages.

TOP WEBSITES

Michelle Higgs is an author of
social history books, who also
specialises in family history

taken place in the 13 years since
I left England. It is now a very
rare thing to see a careless
clergyman, a neglected parish or
a desecrated church.”

After
emancipation
in 1829, the
number of
Catholic
priests in
Britain grew
steadily. In 1850, the Pope
restored the Catholic hierarchy,
including the bishops and
dioceses. The 1851 Catholic
Directory lists just 972 Roman
Catholic priests in Great Britain;
by 1908, there were 4,075.

Until 1900, they worked in
‘missions’, not parishes,
covering a large area.

In terms of salary, 
non-conformist ministers were 

more reliant on their
congregation for financial
support than Anglican
clergymen, so they had to watch
what they said and did.

If they fell out of favour
with influential members of
their flock, dismissal was
not uncommon.

Methodist ministers did not
have to mind their manners or
behaviour as much because their
stipends were guaranteed by
Conference, the Methodist
Church’s governing body.

Clergymen were important
people in the parishes they 

GLOSSARY

CURATE
Employed and paid by the incumbent to act 
as an assistant parish priest in his place.

GREAT TITHES
10 per cent of the crops and grain, as well  
as the hay and wood of the parish.

INCUMBENT
The person in charge of a parish’s spiritual wellbeing
and having the living associated with it.

SMALL TITHES
10 per cent of the newborn animals, wool,
garden and other produce of the parish.

RECTOR
An incumbent entitled to receive both
the great and small tithes as his income.

VICAR
An incumbent entitled to receive only 
the small tithes as his income.

served and are relatively easy
to trace. From 1858, check
Crockford’s Clerical Directory,
which lists biographical details,
including education, ordination

dates and
parishes. A
selection is
available on
ancestry.
co.uk and
most large

libraries hold copies.
For earlier clergy, try The

Clergy of the Church of England
Database (CCEd) covering thee
period 1540-1845 (theclergy
database.org.uk).

Clergy are also listed in trade
directories and there are
frequent references to them in
local newspapers.

Don’t forget to check for
physical evidence too, for
example, a gravestone in the
churchyard or a memorial 
in the parish church.

Clergy diaries
To find out more about

clergymen’s day-to-day lives,
try these two famous diaries:
Kilvert’s Diary 1870-1879 :
Selections from the Diary
of the Rev Francis Kilvert,
edited by William Plomer
(1967); and Diary of a Country
Parson 1758-1802, by James

Woodforde (1978).
Good secondary sources on

clergymen include Peter Towey’s
My Ancestor was an Anglican
Clergyman and Trevor May’s
The Victorian Clergyman. 

In the 1830s, the
average income
of incumbents
was £500 per
annum while

curates earned
an average of

just £81

In 1850, the Pope restored the
Catholic hierarchy, including 

the bishops and dioceses
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Andy Caddick spent years searching for a Victorian

ancestor, until a distant relative broke down his brick wall and

revealed links to royalty. Gail Dixon discovers more

‘An email from Canada
revealed royal kin’

How long have you been doing
your family tree?
I began researching in the early 1990s and
was inspired by my mother Ellen, who had
explored the tree of her father Thomas
Morning. He was born in South Shields,
County Durham, where she found new
relatives whom she’s still in contact with today.

What had you found out before
hitting your brick wall?
My maternal grandmother’s maiden name
was Wise and we were convinced this line was
Jewish, although we had no proof. The 1881
census showed that my great great grandfather
William Wise was born in 1840 in Salford,
which seemed possible because there was a
large Jewish community there at the time. I
also spoke to my second cousin Doreen who
was keen to learn more about our family. She,
too, was convinced of the Jewish connection.

What was stopping you from
progressing your research?
I couldn’t find a birth certificate for William,
which was very frustrating as I had an idea of
when and where he was born.

How had you tried to solve
it previously?
I contacted Doreen Hopwood, a genealogist
based at the Central Library in Birmingham.
She conducted some research for me but was
unable to find a birth certificate for William
from around 1840. I also wrote to the City of

Salford Council for help but was disappointed
to receive a letter returning my cheque as it
was also unable to find his birth certificate.

Frustrated, I began to look around the
country for another area called Salford and
found two more in Buckinghamshire and
Oxfordshire, which meant more searches.

What’s your ‘eureka moment’?
The first ‘eureka moment’ happened in 2013
when I received an email from my cousin
Fiona who had spoken to my mum. I hadn’t
heard from her since my nan’s funeral in
1997. She had received an email from a man
called Peter in Canada who believed that we
were related via William Wise. I found this
hard to take in, because after years spent
looking for information, suddenly we received
some from Canada.

I made contact with Peter and – eureka –
he told me that the William Wise I was
looking for was born in Saltford, Somerset,
not Salford anywhere else in the UK. Peter
also suggested that we were related to royalty,
which I took with a pinch of salt.

I couldn’t believe that I had spent years
looking for William Wise in the wrong place
simply because of a spelling mistake on a
census return.

How did it solve the problem?
This was my big break and it opened so many
doors. I was able to find William’s birth
details and, more importantly, the names of
his parents. His father William was a brass
battery worker and he married Elizabeth
Phillipa Goulstone in Bristol in 1835.

I traced Elizabeth Phillipa back via her
mother, Betty Hill Goodhind, and was
intrigued to find that she was a direct
descendant of Sir George Farewell, a
prominent nobleman who lived in Somerset
from 1579 to 1647.

Sir George married Lady Mary SeymourThe 1881 census incorrectly states that William Wise’s birthplace was Salford 

Andy Caddick’s maternal grandmother  
Ellen Morning née Wise

MY EUREKA 
MOMENT
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GENEALOGY FORUMS

Online forums can be a great
way of breaking down brick
walls and may help you discover
new ancestors and links. Try the
WDYTYA? Magazine forum at
www.whodoyouthinkyou

aremagazine.com/forum,
also available via an app, too.

SPECIALIST RESEARCHERS

Andy used a specialist genealogy
service to verify his aristocratic
links. Achievements of

Canterbury analysed
monumental inscriptions,
transcribed old wills and found a
copy of the sermon given at the
funeral of Lady Mary Seymour,
Andy’s gateway ancestor. Visit
achievements.co.uk.

COLLEGE OF ARMS

This maintains official registers
of coats of arms and pedigrees.
It also records family trees and
carries out genealogical and
heraldic research. Visit
college-of-arms.gov.uk.

KEY SOURCES

and this provided another ‘eureka moment’.
Mary was a descendant of the aristocratic
Seymour family that lived at Wolf Hall,
Wiltshire, in Tudor times. Mary’s great
grandfather was Edward Seymour, first Duke
of Somerset, one of the brothers of the famous
Jane Seymour. She was the maid of honour
who caught the eye of King Henry VIII when
his tempestuous marriage to Anne Boleyn
was disintegrating. Henry and Jane married
on 30 May 1536, 11 days after Anne was
beheaded at the Tower of London. Jane was
queen of England for around 18 months until
she died after giving birth to Edward VI. She
is buried alongside Henry in St George’s
Chapel, Windsor.

How did you feel when you
discovered the solution?
I felt overjoyed and shocked. I couldn’t
wait to tell members of my family we
had broken through the brick wall with
William and that our research had moved
on so dramatically.

Did you discover anything else
interesting along the way?
I thought it was exciting enough to discover
that Edward, Duke of Somerset, was my
14x great grandfather, but with the help of
the internet I’ve discovered even more
illustrious ancestors.

The aristocratic fami
married within their clo
circle and, as a result,
leading historical figures
appear amid my Tudor
and medieval ancestry.
Although there are no
longer any Earls of
Oxford as the title died
out a few hundred
years ago, I discovered
that between the first
Earl and the 12th Earl
of Oxford, eight were
among my male
ancestors. Reluctant to
accept this without proo
I contacted the College o
Arms to research and pro
the link. Happily, they d

Since then I’ve discov
astonishing connections to key players
in British history. Lady Mary Seymour was
the great granddaughter of Sir Henry Norris
who was one of the courtiers charged with
committing adultery with Anne Boleyn.
Norris was born at Bray Castle, Berkshire, in
the late-15th century and was beheaded at the
Tower two days before Anne.

Not only am I linked to Jane Seymour and
her son King Edward VI, I’ve just found out I
am related to Anne Boleyn and Catherine

through the Dukes of
k. Catherine was only
ars old when she
rried Henry and went
the block two years
ter in 1542.

The final ‘eureka
moment’ came when I
discovered that the
Seymours can be traced
back through their
Wentworth line to Sir
Henry Percy, or
Hotspur’ as he was
nown, son of the first
arl of Northumberland.
hat line leads directly
k to the Plantagenet
Henry I, son of

m the Conqueror –
eat grandfather.

I can also trace my lineage back to
Richard the Lionheart, Edward I and King
John, who signed the Magna Carta in 1215.
It’s astonishing to know that I am distantly
related to Queen
Elizabeth II, the King
of Norway, the last
Kaiser and the last Tsar
of Russia through
Queen Victoria. This
was exciting news to
my brother David who
is a history teacher.

I told my 10-year-
old nephew Michael
and six-year-old niece
Sophie about our distant relationship to the
Queen and they discussed packing their little
bags to go and visit their new cousin in
Buckingham Palace.

What is your advice to others
who hit a research obstacle?
Don’t give up. Talk to family members as
much as possible. I wish I had asked my
grandmother Ellen more questions about her
family. Finally, be organised with your
research as you’ll uncover a great deal of
information, certificates and photographs.

YOUR STORY
Share your family
story with us and
you could appear
in the magazine
 Please write to the

address on page 3
or email

� claire.vaughan@
immediate.co.uk

The marriage certificate for Andy Caddick’s great great grandfather William Wise
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Revealing your ancestors’ everyday lives at the time of major world events

H
opes were high for the
Allies on 1 July 1916
for what was called the

‘Big Push’ to break through
German lines.

The troops who would do this were
not soldiers but volunteers who had been
schoolmasters, grocers, errand boys, farm

workers, clerks and many other types of
ordinary worker in Britain. They were excited
at finally seeing some action after months of
routine duties.

Many were in battalions with names like
the Bradford Pals, Accrington Pals or Halifax
Pals. Pals battalions were recruited from the
same places and occupations in local drives in
the belief that relatives, workmates and
neighbours would enlist more readily if

encouraged by colleagues. While some related
to vicinities and some to occupations such as
stockbrokers or miners, there were also several
football club battalions where almost the
entire team had joined up.

This was an army thrown together at the
behest of Lord Kitchener, the War Minister,
who did not see them in action as he was killed
at sea in June. They were poorly trained as the
army simply did not have enough
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British troops rushing German 
positions during one of the 
battles for the Somme during 
the First World War
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soldiers both to fight a war and to train half
a million men. The French were supposed to
contribute 60 divisions to this battle, but, in
fact, could manage only 11 due to the cost in
manpower of the ongoing battle of Verdun.

A day’s-long artillery bombardment alerted
the Germans to the imminence of the attack
without sufficiently damaging the barbed
wire between the opposing lines of trenches.
German intelligence was good, they knew an
offensive was planned; they had decent
visibility, their trenches were 30-foot deep and
well-protected with barbed wire and machine-
gun emplacements.

For months, Allied tunnelers dug out
17 cavities under German positions and filled
them with explosives. At 7.20am the largest
one at Hawthorn Ridge was detonated. It was
witnessed by Geoffrey Malins whose film from
the Front (with some re-enactments made on
the South Downs) was seen in cinemas in the
weeks following the battle. He said: “The
ground where I stood gave a mighty convulsion.
It rocked and swayed. I gripped hold of my
tripod to steady myself. Then for all the world
like a gigantic sponge,
the earth rose high in
the air to the height of
hundreds of feet.” It was
very dramatic, but something of a signal to the
Germans of the start of the Big Push, which
began 10 minutes later.

At a whistled signal, the waiting soldiers
scaled ladders against the sides of the trenches
and tens of thousands of men moved forward.
Their orders were to “push forward
at a steady pace in successive lines” to take 

German-held territory. It was a hot day and
most troops carried 66 pounds in weight of
equipment. They had rifles with fixed bayonet,

ammunition, hand grenades, rations for a day,
field dressings and gas masks.

Pushing forward
The Germans rushed their machine guns up
from their dugouts and dragged the heavy
ammunition boxes up the steps. As soon as the
British lines were within sight, the machine 

guns mowed them down so the next wave of
attackers saw the broken bodies of their
comrades hanging on the barbed wire. This

was repeated all along the
line. One battalion found
itself so obstructed by the
dead and wounded that it

could not move forward.
There were sporadic successes. The Ulster

Division broke through the German lines but
there was no one sufficiently senior to give
orders to consolidate their gains and most
ground was again lost. At the end of the first
day there were almost 20,000 dead and more
than 36,000 wounded. It was the greatest loss
in a single day ever suffered by the British
Army. The unforeseen downside of the ‘Pals
Battalions’ was that, in a military disaster like
the Somme, a town’s entire generation of
young men could be wiped out in minutes. It
is said no community in Britain was unaffected
by this battle, some more cruelly than others,
as is attested by the lists of the same surnames
on war memorials in town squares.

Allied generals decided to maintain ‘steady
pressure’ on the Somme until finally, after four
and a half months, the battle was declared over 
in November.

The Somme was one of the bloodiest
battles in human history, with more than a
million dead on both sides. Some would also
say it was one of the most futile battles ever
fought, with gains of only a few miles of land 
for the Allies at immense cost. 

The Home Front
On the Home Front, the Summer Time Act
came into effect on 21 May to put clocks
forward to allow more well-lit working hours
for war production. Humourists joked that a 

AT THE END OF THE FIRST DAY THERE WERE 

ALMOST 20,000 DEAD AND OVER 36,000 WOUNDED

British Army conscripts for WW1 undergo a medical at Marylebone Grammar School in LondonB i iti hh A ii t ff WW1 dd ddii ll t M l bl b G hS h ll ii L dd
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A still from
Malins' film
The Battle of
the Somme



Jad Adams is a writer and Fell w
of the Royal Historical Societ

Government Bill could be assed to raise the
emperature 20 de rees in winter and lower it

b the same amount in summe
The war ha been a vol nteer effort ntil

is year, ut now conscription seeme
inevitable, as volunteerin could not produce
he vol me of recr its nee e to fee the war

machine. The rinc le of conscr tion
hreatened to lit the Government. One

ma or casualty was Sir John Simon, the Home
Secretary, who res ned in January this year
because he could not s rt forced military
service. He did not o ose the war effort: he
was to serve himself later as if to make the
point. He resi ned from the Government
because he stood by the Liberal Party rinci e
hat it was for the individual to decide if he

was to fi t, he should not be obli ed to do
so b the Government.

The Military Service Act s cified that 

in le men a ed 18 to 40 could be called up
unless the were widowed with children or i
hey were ministers of reli ion. Two months

later, the exem tion for married men was
lifted. The upper a e limit was eventually
raised to 1.

our ma e ancestors were very i e y to e
called up but there was a ran e of reasons why
hey mi ht have spent the war at home. A
stem of Militar Service Tribunals was set
to ad dicate on claims for exe tion on

e oun s o oi wor o nationa
im ortance, domestic hardshi , health and
conscientious ob ection. Volunteers re ected i
he ast were re-examined. Conscri tion
p ied to Scotland, En land and Wales but

not Ireland, which was exem ted because of
he volatile olitical situation

abour Party dele ates voted a ainst
conscr tion motion at its annua  con erence 

t is ear. T is was rt y rom a e -roote
aci sm t at o owe a socia ist ait in

internationa rot er oo . T ere was a so a
ee in on t e o itica e t t at Britain was

tin a war o t e ric , to maintain
outmoded empires, and there was no benefit
in it or t e wor ing man on eit er si e.

s more men e t t e wor ace, jo s
ecame avai a e or emp oye . By t e en o

t e year 3.2 mi ion women were wor in .
Man wor e in munitions, w ic was
an erous – not on y ecause o t e possi i it

o exp osions. Women e arge s e s wi
TNT t at cou cause a con ition ca e toxic
aun ice. It wou turn t e s in ye ow,
ea in to t e nic name or munitions
orkers of ‘canaries’. Another area where ur

ema e ore ears mig t ave een wor ing was
transport. Women were us con uctors, tic et
o ectors, porters, carriage c eaners an us
rivers. Women’s a our was not we come
onservative men, owever. Liverpoo oc ers

re use to wor wit women an t
ou - e women oc ers a to stan own.

T e rice o t e sta e o i e, a oa o
rea , rose to 10 ence t is year (t ere were

144 ence to t e oun ). T ousan s o tra e
unionists emonstrate in e Par ainst

i oo ices in Au st. T were
resent u at t e way t ey e ieve t e nation

as eing c eate y oo pro ucers. T e
Government eventua y aunc e an in uiry
into oo carte s o ro ucers w o
manipu ate prices to eep t em i .

Troops on eave an civi ians oc e to t e
atest musica sensation on t e Lon on stage.

musical to date. In it the robber chief Abu
Hasan im ersonates C inese merc ant C
C in C ow in or er to in trate a ric man’s

o se an stea rom im. So iers were
ro a y ess intereste in t e story t an t e
orus o pretty an scanti y resse s ave ir s.

T e Lor C am er in w o censore t e
t eatre visite t e s ow an insiste “t is
naug tiness” must cease! ■

Many women carried out vital work in 
munitions factories as part of the war effort
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What was considered to be a more feminine silhouette emerged in the middle of the 
First World War, with shorter and wider flared skirts, which allowed considerable 
freedom of movement for women. These skirts were often worn with a belted jacket, 
tunic or smock, which covered the hips. For men not in uniform, the slim-fitting 
lounge suit was fashionable, worn with a matching waistcoat and a tie. Alexandra Day 
was one of the first flag days and continued during the war to raise money. A rose 
was given in exchange for a donation. The collectors were usually from the upper 
echelons of society and traditionally wore white with a red sash, the national colours 
of Denmark, birthplace of the Queen Mother, Alexandra. Alison Toplis
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Guided Battlefield ToursG id d B ttl fi ld T
We are a specialist company offering a range of 

World War 1 and World War 2 tours for 2016. 

We pride ourselves on providing our guests with a 

quality experience and our greatest recommendation 

is the number of returning guests each year. 

By limiting the numbers on each tour, we are able to 

be aware of your personal reason for travelling with 

us and we endeavour to include this in a tour where 

possible. We are always prepared to give you advice 

on any military research that you are undertaking.

Call us on 01633 258207 

         
www.guidedbattlefieldtours.co.uk
  

Email: info@guidedbattlefieldtours.co.uk
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^ĞĞ ŽƵƌ ǁĞďƐŝƚĞ
E-mail: peter@peterfoden.com

Phone/text: 07734203624

Blog: www.peterspursuits.wordpress.com

WhoDoYouThink translated all that handwritten legal Latin?

Think it’s illegible? Let me have a go!

Answer: Palaeographer Peter Foden assists the  

WhoDoYouThinkYouAre? researchers when things get tricky.

Remember Frank Gardner’s ‘Bag of Secrets’ 

in WhoDoYouThinkYouAre? Series 12?
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Each month we look at the

regional resources that can

help you find your forebears

Leeds
If you have family who hail from Leeds there’s a great deal of research 

you can do before you visit the city, writes Jonathan Scott A
LA

M
Y
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Mandela 
Gardens by 
Leeds Town 
Hall, which 

was opened 
in 1858



There’s lots of to-ing and

fro-ing in West Yorkshire at the

moment. A new archive is being

built for WYAS Wakefield, and

the Calderdale collections are

being moved to a new site. So

make sure you always check

the website for opening times

and also that you have made

an appointment before you

travel (archives.wyjs.org.

uk/archives-leeds.asp).

C heck ‘Leeds’ in a
placename dictionary and
there’s general agreement

that it derives from the word
‘Ladenses’ meaning ‘people of
the fast-flowing river’. There’s less
consensus on the origin of ‘Loiners’,
the nickname for locals. One
theory is that it simply derives from
‘Loidis’, an archaic name for the
area around the city. Indeed, before
the Industrial Revolution, Leeds
was a modest manorial borough
situated on the river Aire. It grew
to be a well-established market
town, before becoming a major
centre of the wool trade, and, to a
lesser extent, printing, ironmongery
and engineering.

Today the two most important
places for genealogical research
within the city boundaries are
the main library and the West
Yorkshire Archive Service’s
(WYAS) Leeds branch in Morley.
This is one of several WYAS
branches (the others are in
Bradford, Calderdale, Kirklees
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1711 The
first of four
‘White
Cloth Halls’,
designed
for the
trading of
undyed
cloth, opens
in the city.

TIMELINE: Leeds

added in the coming months.
WYAS Archivist Vicky Grindrod
says: “It’s absolutely revolutionised
access to these records, which had
formerly only been accessible in
our search room.”

This material joins other West
Yorkshire- and Leeds-specific
sources, such as valuation records,

millions of electoral registers and
parish registers.

Diocesan records
“Here at Leeds we’re lucky
enough to be the Diocesan record
office for Ripon and Leeds, so
most Anglican parish records in
the Archdeaconry of Leeds are
deposited here. The earliest
registers date back to the mid-

and Wakefield). It’s not a huge
or overwhelming facility – there’s
room for up to about eight
researchers at any one time (fewer
if they’re using tithe maps), and
there are four computer points
offering access to the catalogue
and Ancestry.

This latter facility is particularly
useful, as all
kinds of key
collections
held here
have been digitised through the
longstanding WYAS partnership
with Ancestry.

The latest addition of probate
collections was launched in
March. The wills and inventories
for those in the Archdeaconry
of Richmond and the peculiar
of Knaresborough are already
searchable, and the records of
Masham peculiar are to be

1500s and are now available on
Ancestry, as well as on microfiche
in all of the search rooms of the
West Yorkshire Archive Service.”

As a local authority record
office, the backbone of the
collections is material relating
to Leeds City Council and its
predecessors. There are Leeds

Corporation
minutes dating
back to 1662,
Quarter Sessions

order and indictment books back
to the late-17th century, and
overseers’ minutes from 1726.

There is also material relating
to prominent families and their
estates from within Leeds and
further afield – such as Fountains
Abbey, Studley Royal and Ripley
Castle. Vicky says: “As well as
being of interest to local and
family historians, some of the

1852

Herbert
Henry
Asquith,
future Li
Prime M
who hol
between
and 1916
born in M

1766 A public
meeting is held
at the Sun Inn,
Bradford, to discuss
construction of
what would become
the 127-mile Leeds
and Liverpool
Canal. Work
begins in 1770.

1837 Former
Irish MP Feargus
O’Connor founds
the Northern Star
newspaper in
Leeds. It becomes
the primary
mouthpiece of
the Chartist
movement.

The earliest Anglican parish registers at
the WYAS date back to the mid-1500s

1822 Joshua Tetley leases a brewery
in Hunslet. Tetley s is taken over byin Hunslet Tetley’s is taken over by
the Carlsberg Group in 1998 and the
Leeds Brewery finally closes in 2011.

beral
inister,
ds office
n 1908
6, is
Morley.
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Leeds

The City Square, Leeds, July 1921 – at centre-right you can see a steam engine being used to mend the road



Leeds online
BEST WEBSITES TO AID YOUR RESEARCH

plans and accounts for building
and furnishing houses, such as
Temple Newam, Newby Hall and
Harewood, can be fascinating to
art historians.”

Until recently, under-used
resources included licensing
registers for public houses in
Leeds (from 1857) and the
early building control plans
(architectural designs for
properties) submitted to Leeds
City Council from the 1860s
onwards. Vicky says: “Our
wonderful team of volunteers –
we have four long-term volunteers
– have been indexing the names
and places listed in these records
and have helped to generate
thousands of new entries in our
database. If you have ancestors
who may have owned a pub in
the area, the licensing registers 

Vicky Grindrod of the WYAS
says: “Lots of our county-
wide records are held at our
Wakefield office, so it is always
worth checking there too.
Vehicle registration records,
coroners’ records and the
records of Armley Gaol in
Leeds are there. When
searching our catalogue
(catalogue.wyjs.org.uk),
leave the ‘location of archive’
search box blank. This will
then search records held at  
all five of our offices.”

 

1981 Ian Botham
(right) scores 149
and Bob Willis tak
8-43 as England
beat Australia by
18 runs – only the
second time in
Test history that
a side wins after
following on.

1864 HI Jenkinson
places an advert in
the Leeds Mercury
inviting rugby players to
meet up at Woodhouse
Moor. Current Super
League champions,
the Leeds Rhinos, can
trace their origins
back to this point.

1884 Michael
Marks opens his
first Penny Bazaar
stall at Kirkgate
Market in Leeds.
The business will
become Marks
and Spencer,
selling its first
bra in 1926.
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1888 The French
inventor Louis Le
Prince shoots the
earliest moving
pictures in the garden
of Oakwood Grange,
Roundhay. A few
days later he films
traffic crossing
Leeds Bridge. 

006 Leeds-born
resenter Jeremy
axman is moved to
tears during his episode
of Who Do You Think
You Are? after learning
at poor relief was
fused to his

mpoverished great 
randmother.
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The WYAS site has handy collection and topic
guides (see archives.wyjs.org.uk for more)
and its ever-improving online catalogue at
catalogue.wyjs.org.uk.

You can find out more about Ancestry’s
West Yorkshire datasets at ancestry.co.uk/
yorkshire. They include parish registers,
valuation records, electoral registers, probate
material and more.

Yorkshire BMD (yorkshirebmd.org.uk),
part of the UKBMD, is an excellent collaboration
between various groups and the local registration
services. It is making indexes to their BMD
records freely searchable.

The Leeds council and library websites offer
access to lots of material. There’s a database of
absent voters from the General Election of 1918,
which usually recorded the man’s regiment,
number and rank at the time (leeds.gov.uk/
leisure/Pages/Absent-war-voters.aspx).

Via Leodis (leodis.net), you can explore
nearly 60,000 historic images relating to the
city. The images come from the Local and
Family History Library, as well as photographic
collections preserved at branch libraries in
Morley, Rawdon, Rothwell and Horsforth.
These include photographs taken by Leeds

Engineers Department prior to the massive
slum clearances of back-to-back housing.

The Leodis site is a little dated, but there’s
also Leodis Collections (leodiscollections.net),
which offers curated highlights; Leeds Playbills
(www.leodis.net/playbills), offering access
to 5,500 playbills; and Discovery Leeds (www.
leodis.net/discovery). The Leeds Libraries
heritage blog is at secretlibraryleeds.net, and
there’s an Industrial Heritage app that allows
you to follow a trail around the historic buildings
of central Leeds (yourtrailsapp.co.uk/leeds).

Genuki’s Leeds page (genuki.org.uk/
big/eng/YKS/WRY/Leeds) includes lists of
cemeteries; churches and some transcriptions; 
maps of parish boundaries and Yorkshire
wapentakes; plus MI transcriptions of war
memorials, including the Leeds Town Hall Boer
War plaque; and a list of names in the Memorial
Book held in St Bartholomew's Church, Armley.

Sheffield Indexers has a lengthy ‘Leeds and
Area’ links page (sheffieldindexers.com/
Leeds/Leeds_Links.html), and there’s the very
useful Yorkshire Indexers site (yorkshireindexers.
info). Finally, to enjoy the two oldest film clips
in existence, both shot in Leeds in 1888, go to:
archive.org/details/Leeds_Bridge_1888g .

AROUND 
BRITAIN
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The Leeds council website holds lots of material

Leodis Collections offers various curated highlights
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interest in the history of Leeds. The
library and archive collection includes
maps, newspapers and images,
and the society also provides a
programme of monthly talks and
summer excursions.

Leeds University archives
� library.leeds.ac.uk/special-
collections-university-archive
Set up in 1977, the university archive
preserves records of the university and
its predecessor bodies – the Yorkshire
College of Science, Yorkshire College
and Leeds Medical School. This
wide-ranging material, which is in
paper and digital format, dates from
1831 up to the present day. Part of the
collection of historic student
newspapers is now available to search
online at digital.library.leeds.ac.uk/
view/newspapers.

Leeds University
Special Collections
 The Brotherton Library, University
of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT
� specialcollections@library.
leeds.ac.uk
� library.leeds.ac.uk/special-collections

 0113 343 5518
Aside from the university’s own
archives mentioned above, Special
Collections looks after the Leeds
General Cemetery Company Archive
– which includes burial registers
from the cemetery (now known as
St George’s Fields). Quaker material

Archives & resources for  

Leeds
held here includes records of the
Carlton Hill (covering Leeds, Bradford,
Settle and Knaresborough) and
Clifford Street (covering York and
Thirsk) Meetings, but also includes
records for Yorkshire as a whole. The
Yorkshire Archaeological Historical
Society collection includes a recipe
book written by 15-year-old Margaret
Savile (c1683), correspondence from
the Duke of Wellington, and the
diaries of famous Leeds historian 
Ralph Thoresby.

M&S Company Archive
Michael Marks Building,
University of Leeds LS2 9JT

 020 8718 2800
� companyarchive@marks-
and-spencer.com
�marksintime.marksand
spencer.com/the-collection
This looks after more than 70,000
historical items, charting the history
of the business over 130 years from
its Penny Bazaar origins in 1884.
It includes written records, staff
publications, photographs and films,
design and advertising material, and
more. There’s also the M&S in Leeds
Heritage Trail (marksintime.marks
andspencer.com/whats-on/your-
ms-in-leeds-heritage-trail). 

Leodis
�www.leodis.net
Online image archive granting access
to more than 60,000 photographs
of Leeds. These include the City
Engineers collection – images taken
for the City Council from around 
1890 to 1960.

Yorkshire family
history societies
� ffhs.org.uk/members2/england/
eng-yorks.php
Even taking into account its relative
size, there is a huge number of
genealogical groups covering
Yorkshire. The easiest place to find
out more is the Federation of Family
History Societies’ Yorkshire page: 
ffhs.org.uk/members2/
england/eng-yorks.php.   

Leeds Libraries
� leeds.gov.uk/leisure/Pages/
Your-library.aspx
Find out more about the other
libraries serving Leeds here.

WYAS Leeds
 Nepshaw Lane South,
Morley, Leeds LS27 7JQ

 0113 393 9788
� leeds@wyjs.org.uk
� archives.wyjs.org.uk/
archives-leeds.asp
West Yorkshire Archives Service
holds Anglican registers from
parishes in the Archdeaconry of Leeds,
Leeds City Council records, Quarter
Sessions material, family/estate
collections, plus important business
collections relating to firms such as
Tetley’s Brewery, Kirkstall Forge,
AW Hainsworth, Burtons, and more.
The website has a series of collections
guides and topic guides, plus there’s
a useful online catalogue found at
(catalogue.wyjs.org.uk).

Leeds Local and Family
History Library
 2nd Floor, Central Library,
Calverley Street, Leeds LS1 3AB

 0113 247 8290
� localandfamilyhistory@leeds.gov.uk
� leeds.gov.uk/leisure/Pages/Local-
and-family-history-service.aspx
The library looks after more than
180,000 items – books, the local
newspaper archive, journals, directories,
maps, photographs, electoral
registers, playbills and parish records.
The site has a useful ‘absent war
voters’ database, and the various
Leodis websites offer free access to
photographic collections held here.

Who Do You Think You Are? July 2016

There’s a monthly drop-in session,
family history workshops, plus free
access to Ancestry. Staff will answer
relatively simple research enquiries
received by email, letter or telephone 
free of charge. There’s a fee for
more detailed queries. 

Leeds Local Indexes
�www.leedslocalindex.net
This is another useful tool developed
by Leeds Library and Information
Service, from where you can search
indexes to news cuttings, parish
registers, Quaker registers, the 
census and more. 

Leeds certificates
� leeds.gov.uk/residents/Pages/
Order-certificates.aspx
Here you can order copies of
certificates for all births, deaths and
marriages within the Leeds district
back to 1837. The fees range from
£10 to £35 depending on how
quickly you want the certificate. 

Jewish Community of Leeds
� jewishgen.org/jcr-uk/Leeds.htm
A useful Jewish Communities and
Records page with details of the Leeds
Jewish community, which became 
firmly established from 1840.

The Thoresby Society
� thoresby.org.uk
The Thoresby Society was founded
in 1889 to encourage and foster an 

WYAS Leeds looks after much 
ecclesiastical material, as well  
as legal and business records
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are a wonderful way to find oout
more about their time there, annd
the Building Control Plans can
often provide a beautiful drawinng
of what the pub would have
looked like when it was first buillt.”

Both the licensing registers
and building control indexes
have recently been added to thee
catalogue (catalogue.wyjs.
org.uk), along with over 20,000
entries for wills and inventories
of those who lived and died
in the Archdeaconry of
Richmond, Knaresborough
and Masham peculiars.

“These probate records coveer
places well away from Leeds andd
include the areas of Richmond,
Catterick, Boroughbridge and
part of Lonsdale, so to help findd
those records we’re working on
a large Google map that will be
launched next month and will
highlight the geographical remit
of our probate collections,” says
Vicky.

Most aspects of commercial
life in Leeds are represented in
the collections here – particularly
textiles/clothing and engineering.
Some of these business archives,
including those left by firms
such as Kirkstall Forge and
Tetley’s Brewery, date back to
the 18th century.

“AW Hainsworth and Sons
Limited, a company that is still in
existence today, can trace its

Turn the page for 
details of the bonus 
online content 
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electoral registers, burial records,
theatre programmes, fiction and
poetry by Leeds and Yorkshire
authors, and local maps going
back to the 16th century. Our
original Leeds playbills are
viewable at www.leodis.net/
playbills and offer an exciting
and visual look into the city’s

theatrical past.”
One unique

archive is the
Alf Mattison
collection of

journals and local history research.
You can read more about it on the
Secret Library blog: secretlibrary
leeds.net/2016/02/26/alf-
mattison-a-hidden-figure.

In Leeds Online you can find
lots of useful websites for research,
– one wonderful West Yorkshire-
wide resource is Tracks in Time
(tracksintime.wyjs.org.uk).

You can explore digitised
19th-century tithe maps, modern
maps, aerial photographs and
Ordnance Survey maps, so you can
track changes in the landscape
over time. Together, all these
resources will take your research  
to the next level. 

Historical Society, formerly
based at Clarendon Road in
Leeds, recently deposited its
archive with the University of
Leeds Special Collections. And
don’t forget that some important
countywide records covering
Leeds – including the likes of
vehicle registration documents

and coroners’ records – are held at
the WYAS branch in Wakefield.

Another useful repository for
genealogical research within
the city is the Local and Family
History Library, located on the
Information Floor of Leeds
Central Library. Librarian
manager Ross Horsley describes
it as “walnut-panelled gallery,
watched over by two antique
Potts clocks and a slightly dusty
bust of William Shakespeare”.

Again, the library has four
dedicated family history PCs, with
free access to Ancestry, plus four
microform-reading computers for
use with filmed local newspapers
and parish registers.

Ross says: “We have full
archives of most local newspapers,
including The Yorkshire Post andt
Yorkshire Evening Post plust
historical trade directories,

history back to 1783 and
the archives are a fantastic record
of how the business has adapted
to the changing nature of the
textile industry in this area.

“It played a huge part in the
production of military cloth
from the 19th century onwards, 
and has gone from strength
to strength
since then.”

The archives
of the Burton
Group stretch
back to 1896 and include
photographs and advertising,
plus records of training, trade
unions, stocks and valuations.
“Sir Montague Burton was not
only renowned for his suits but
also for his approach to the welfare
of his employees. His factories had
their own doctor and dentist, sun
rooms and break rooms, as well
as canteens providing meals such
as fish and chips,” says Vicky.

Boundary changes
Always remember that historical
boundary changes mean that lots
of archival material relating to
Leeds may be held outside the
city. The Borthwick Institute in
York has probate records for this
area, while Assize court records
for Leeds are held at The National
Archives (TNA) in Kew. The
Yorkshire Archaeological and 

Historical boundary changes mean 
that lots of archival material relating 
to Leeds may be held outside the city
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This month we have four

products from Anguline

Research Archives (anguline.

co.uk), together worth £46.

These include two directories,

some parish material and Leeds

in the Great War This bookr
of remembrance, published

in 1923, not only records the

impact of the war on Leeds

at home, but also includes

accounts from the Front,

documenting the activities

of Leeds Territorial Units,

plus a complete Roll of Honour

of Leeds-born soldiers and

sailors who lost their lives.

Marshall's Flax Mill, 
Leeds, in 1843 



Your bonus content

Leeds

Your bonus material this
month includes four complete
products provided by Anguline
Research Archives (anguline.
co.uk), together worth £46.
You’ll also find a spread of
photographs and documents. 

Leeds and District
The Leeds and District Trades'
Directory, 1901-2 was first
published by Town & County

us there’s a 363-page
azetteer giving the location,
opulation and other local
atistics of the cities, towns and
lages in England and Wales,

containing hundreds of names
of brides and grooms from all
across Yorkshire, including the
intended place of marriage.

Leeds in the Great War
The second Anguline title this
month is Leeds in the Great
War, 1914-1918, a book of
remembrance by William
Herbert Scott, published in
1923. The book records the 

effects of the First World War on
Leeds. It's divided into three parts:
a general narrative of events at
home; accounts from the Front;
including the activities of Leeds
Territorial Units; and finally a Roll
of Honour, listing those from  
Leeds who lost their lives.

Victorian Leeds
McCorquodale & Co.’s
Topographical Directory of
Leeds, normally priced £10 from
Anguline and originally published
in 1876, includes townships and
villages within a radius of six
miles. Compiled from a house-
to-house canvas, the volume
comprises an alphabetical street
list, trades directories, and a
street guide, with the names and
addresses of churches, chapels,
schools and more. 

Leeds Parish Church
The final Anguline product this
month is the £12 title, Registers
of Leeds Parish Church. This is a
combined digital edition of a
multi-volume series of transcriptions
totalling more than 3,400 pages.
It includes baptisms from 1572
to 1767, marriages from 1572 to
1769, and burials from 1572 to
1776. It also has material from
Armley Chapel (1665-1711) and
Hunslet Chapel (1686-1724),
and comes with indexes of both
names and places.

Leeds archives
You can also explore photos and
documents from the city’s archives.

Directories Limited. Republished
by anguline.co.uk and normallyk
priced at £14, the volume contains
classified lists of tradespeople
with their names and business
addresses. Alongside Leeds
and its suburbs are listings for
Boroughbridge, Boston Spa,
Harrogate, Horbury, Horsforth,
Knaresborough, Morley, Ossett,
Otley, Pudsey, Ripon, Tadcaster,
Wakefield, Wetherby and Yeadon.
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Leeds' bustling city centre,  
viewed from Boar Lane, 1951
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The opening ceremony of a park, 
gifted to the people by local mill 
owner Jonathan Peate, 1907



Visit whodoyouthinkyouaremagazine.com/
bonuscontent and input code WLPFA22 to

download free Leeds material, including

directories, photographs and more.

For a full list of FAQs, see

bit.ly/XFwzDR

FAQs ?
Why doesn’t the code that’s printed
in the magazine work correctly?
Each bonus content code applies only to the issue
of the magazine in which it’s printed. Make sure
that you’ve clicked on the red ‘View content’
button next to the cover of the correct issue.

Why isn’t the code box appearing?
If nothing happens when you click the red ‘View
content’ button, it’s possible that firewall or
virus-checking software is stopping the website
from running JavaScript. You can check to see
if this is the case by temporarily halting these
programs and then reloading the website.

Why is the data only available
for a period of six months?
Due to the terms and conditions agreed
with some of the firms that provide the
bonus content for our magazine, we can
only offer the data for a six-month period.

How can I speed up my download?
Downloading files individually will reduce
the time that you’ll have to wait to view
the data. Simply click ‘Download’ by the
file that you would like to explore.

Explore these
resources online

Need further help?

Please email the editorial team
at WDYTYAeditorial@

immediate.co.uk

STEP 3
You can also find out more about all of the
records and download each one individually.
Simply click the red button next to the file
to start transferring it to your computer.

STEP 2
You’ll now see a list of the resources for this
issue. We’ve made the entire set available to
save to your computer in two parts – just
click on the ‘Download part 1’ or ‘part 2’ links.

How to access this issue’s content For a full step-by-step guide, see bit.ly/Mn6KVl

STEP 1
Visit whodoyouthinkyouaremagazine.com/
bonuscontent and click the ‘view content’
button next to the image of this issue’s cover.
Enter the code above in the box that appears.
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AROUND 
BRITAIN

Boost your Leeds 
research with this 

month's bonus 
online material

g

...

YOUR  SPECIAL CODEType in the following  
code to access the bonus content section for  this issue:

WLPFA22
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BOOKS

BOOKS, DVDS 
& DATA DISCS
WHAT’S ON
TV & RADIO

The latest books, apps and downloads reviewed,

including Brighton in the Great Wa Plus this month’s r

selection of the best events, TV and radio...

Recently, I had the
pleasure of reviewing
Ruth Symes’s excellen
book Family First.
It was distinguished
by its innovative
and imaginative
approach,
encouraging family
historians to exploit t
sources with more lateral
thinking and creativity, and
also by its clever use of the
common thread of photographs
to tie together separate themes.
Now Ruth has produced another
fine effort, which likewise made
me reappraise aspects of my own
family and – though I’ve been 

Unearthing Family Tree Mysteries
by Ruth A Symes
(Pen & Sword, 144 pages, £12.99)

in the business’
for more than 30
ears – suggested
any intriguing
sibilities to me.
ts basic approach
take the stories and
which most of us have
ted from previous
ions, as oral history

or oft-repeated legend, and to
cross-examine them, teasing
out the truth that lies behind
them. After all, few stories are
completely fictitious.

In parallel with that is a
no-less valuable message about
overturning the assumptions
we hold about our forebears  

(for example, Ruth’s apparently
Mancunian great grandfather
turned out, quite unexpectedly,
to be from deepest Somerset).

She takes a set of 12 topics,
each drawn from and illustrated 
by her own family and its
experience. These include:
migration, emigration and
immigration; poverty and disease;
working-class living conditions;
industrial towns; war; death
and burial; and culture.

Some are more obviously
‘genealogical’ than others, but all
reflect aspects of the experiences
and identities of our forebears.
Around each, she builds a well-
illustrated story of discovery and

gives the reader plenty of
information about the sources
(printed and online), which can
help comparable explorations into
the stories and preconceptions  
of other families.

I really do recommend
that you read this book – the
specific stories and individual
circumstances of your family
will, of course, be different,
but as a guide to approaching
family history in a fresh and
stimulating way, it is outstanding 
and fascinating.

Alan Crosby is an honorary

research fellow at Liverpool

and Lancaster universities

A plethora of documents  
can be used to unravel the  
riddles in your family tree
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Smuggling
in Cornwall:
An Illustrated
History
by Jeremy
Rowett Johns
(Amberley, 96 pages, £14.99)

Most people will be aware of
the smuggling that went on in
Cornwall. This book explains
the background to the ‘trade’,
the reasons for its growth and
decline, including its impact
on the lives of Cornish folk.

The frequent skirmishes,
both at sea and on land, between
customs officials and smugglers
often developed into a game of
‘cat and mouse’, with successes

Steamship Travel in the Interwar 
Years: Tourist Third Cabin
by Lorraine Coons and 
Alexander Varias
(Amberley Books, 336 pages, £9.99)

This book focuses on several
aspects of the development of
tourist travel across the Atlantic
between the wars. The authors
describe the economic and other
changes forced on the industry after
1918 and their response to them.

There is a strong emphasis on
the marketing activities of shipping
lines, and the image that the
industry sought to project. The
authors highlight the re-branding
of ‘steerage’ into ‘tourist class’, and
the promotion of cruising for
pleasure rather than for necessity.

The perspective throughout the
book is mainly within, or about,
the industry itself – and especially
Cunard and French Line – rather
than the tourist passenger’s own
viewpoint. There are few quotes
from passengers describing their

experiences, o
even pictures
of third-
class tourist
accommodati

However, the chapter
devoted to staff who worked
below decks will interest family
historians with ancestors who
worked on an ocean liner, as the
authors capture something of the
era’s shipboard life. The separate
chapter describing the experiences
of women employed on cruise
ships is particularly welcome, as
this subject is so often neglected.

A final chapter describes the
controversies provoked by a 
liner’s interior design.

Dr Simon Wills is a maritime 

genealogist and author

cent in 1917, and theatres, concert
halls, restaurants, hotels and
lodgings were packed. As well as
making its own strenuous efforts,
the town gave hundreds of
thousands a safe haven in which
to relax, enjoy themselves and
forget, temporarily, the conflict.
A fascinating book, packed with
detail and very nicely illustrated.

Phil Tomaselli is a military

family history expert

Brighton in  
the Great War
by Douglas d’Enno
(Pen & Sword, 176 pages,
£14.99)

For a small town, this is a large
book. However
Brighton ma
incredible effo
support the w
from the star
Thousands
volunteered to
serve, many
of their jobs
being taken b
local women who became
tram conductors, worked in
factories and on the land.

Brighton Pavilion became a
hospital for Indian soldiers in 1914
and many other buildings were
donated or commandeered for
hospitals where soldiers, many
straight from the Front, were
treated. Flag days, fetes and
concerts raised money for good
causes. The conscription appeals
tribunal was tough on perceived
shirkers and few got through.
Only in 1918 did the façade
crack – there were strikes and
demonstrations, but grievances
were settled locally.

Incredibly, as the war progressed
and excursion trains ceased, food
rationing was introduced and
lighting restrictions tightened,
visitors to Brighton increased.
West Pier numbers rose 20 per

on both sides. When the customs
officers won, the smugglers crew
could be offered a job with them
chasing their own friends! On
other occasions the illicit cargo
would find its way ashore where it
would be secreted in the various
hiding places and sold on to
customers. Knowing where these
cargoes originated and even their
ultimate destination was, at times,
of little use to the Inland Revenue
men, the local folk would protect
the smugglers and their cargo.

While both sides seemed to
respect the other, there was one
major event that affected the ‘trade’

and heightened
the attention of
the Revenue men.

In the winter of
1798, the Lottery,
a large cutter,
became involved in
an exchanged of gunfire
resulting in the death of a
Revenue man, this increased
the vigilance of the Customs,
eventually causing all sorts of
trouble. I thoroughly enjoyed
the book and will pick it up
every so often. It is a useful
source of information and well
worth adding to one’s library.

BOOKS
READER REVIEW

A chance for readers to assess the latest releases

¨Would you like the chance to rate the latest releases and
share your views with other readers? Join our reviewer
panel by emailing� steve.harnell@immediate.co.uk

Paul Conner
France
Paul has been researching his family history for about 25 years, and has a group in
France whose current project includes a trip to the battlefields of the Somme in July
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An illustration from the  
Brighton Graphic depicting  

the potential impact of the r
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THE GUIDE

Two seamen aboard Rodney, a vessel owned by  
the shipping company Devitt and Moore, c1880

Tracing your Seafaring 
Ancestors: A Guide to 
Maritime Photographs 
for Family Historians
by Simon Wills
(Pen & Sword, 192 pages, £14.99)

When I was asked to review another book on
seafaring ancestors, at first I really wondered
what else there was to say on the subject. However,
I was very pleasantly surprised by this. The devil
is in the detail – or the subtitle – with this one,
it is a guide to ‘reading’ maritime photographs.
Men, and indeed women, go to sea in a wide
variety of roles and often it is only the uniform
that gives us an idea of their role.

As an island nation there aren’t going to be
many families who do not posses photographs 
of a seafaring ancestor in uniform. The
problem is that uniforms are numerouus,
cover a variety of services and can be
difficult to fathom. Undaunted by
this, Simon Wills has put together
a comprehensive guide to the Royal
Navy, Merchant Navy, Royal Mariness, 
the reserve services, lifeboatmen,
fishermen, Coastguard, women’s
services and even passengers.

The author guides us from the veryy
beginning through the myriad of clues containedes contained
within photographs, from the meaning of the
amount and shape of braid on a sleeve, through
the insignia of a shipping line on coat buttons, 

to the numerous trade badges sewn or clipped
onto various parts of the uniforms.

I found this book absolutely fascinating and
learned things I didn’t know I needed to know.
Don’t be daunted by the amount of information

n it – it is well presented and written inin
a clear and jargon-free way, with gooda
explanations of the more technicale
erms. It is packed – as you wouldte

magine for a book of this nature – withim
otographs and examples, so it is visuallypho
eat. I for one will be keepinga tre
py of this permanently on my desk asa cop
rence guide. An absolute must fora refer
reting that maritime family album.interpr

Janet Dempsey is a Records Specialist at

The National Archives, concentrating  

on maritime and transport records

ALSO THIS MONTH

Reviews in brief
Alexander Vaughan-Davies takes a look at three other titles out this month

Blood and Fears

by Kevin Wilson
(Weidenfeld & Nicolson,
480 pages, £25)

An experienced author in the
WW2 field, Wilson’s polished
storytelling, inspired by first-hand
accounts (from diaries, letters and
interviews), brings the reality of
the American Air Force’s bomber
offensive in Europe to life – both
on and off the battlefield. Honestly
portraying the triumphs and
tragedies of war, we should be
thankful the Americans were not
discouraged from keeping diaries
like their RAF counterparts, for
fear of security breaches. This is
vivid and revealing material. 

Conwy &

District Pubs

by Peter Johnson &
Catherine Jefferis
(Amberley Publishing,
96 pages, £14.99)

More than just a guide to Conwy’s 
pubs, Johnson and Jefferis have
undertaken some real social
history investigation here, by
delving into census returns and
land records (among other things)
to uncover stories of the colourful
characters who owned the inns,
and the sometimes bizarre goings
on at them. Also well illustrated
with plenty of colour photographs, 
this book offers an intriguing 
glimpse into the past.

The Second  
World War Guide 
to Aircraft

Identification

by the United States
War Department
(Amberley, 127 pages, £12.99)

Originally released by the US War
Department to help those on the
ground recognise friend from foe,
today this will instead help you
identify your ancestor’s aircraft in
the background of an old family
photo. Dry and technical, but
containing a comprehensive list of
craft, their distinguishing features,
and tips on recognition methods,
this book could be invaluable when
researching airforce ancestors.

h

¨ If you’d like to see your family
history products covered here,
send them to the address on p3

Three new family history

resources reviewed for you

Ancestry update 
for Android

ancestry.com,
Free

The Android app from
Ancestry has recently
received a handy update,
giving a completely new
interface, making the whole
process of using the app
easier. As well as being able
to add images, you can now
switch between family trees
and add Facebook members,
too. A welcome addition.

Clixta

clixta.com
Free

This new smartphone
app allows families or
other groups to share old
photographs, gathering
them together to form
an archive for British social
history. The app is currently
free, although it may switch
to a paid-for model in the
future, so grab it now!

MacFamilyTree 8

syniumsoftware.
com/macfamilytree

$59.99 / £41.65

The new version of
MacFamilyTree is now
available, with plenty of new
features. The user interface
makes it easier to navigate
around your family tree, and
it is also quicker to add new
members. The whole look
of the software has been
updated, too, so the graphics
have never looked better. 

DOWNLOAD

APP

APP



The Other Side Of The Somme
June

BBC Two

PICK OF THE MONTH

¨Our newsletter has weekly listings – www.whodoyouthinkyouaremagazine.com

ALSO LOOK OUT FOR...

This month’s round-up of TV and radio* *TV and radio schedules can change. Sign up to our newsletter for weekly TV updates (see below)

Marking the centenary

The Private Lives
Of The Tudors
Tuesday 7 June, 7pm
YESTERDAY
What was life like in the
Tudor court? Not just for
the royals, but for those
who served them and
ensured their needs were
catered for?

These are questions
explored by historian
Tracy Borman in this
three-part documentary
series that offers an
intimate picture of a royal
dynasty that did so much
to shape the nation.

Along the way we
learn about such customs
as the Tudor bedding
ceremony, hear about our
forebears’ attitudes to the
philandering of kings and
sex more generally, and
learn what Henry VIII
liked for his dinner. The
third documentary, which
focuses on Elizabeth I,
explores the Virgin
Queen’s relationship with

her most intimate
attendants, those who
would have understood
what it took for her to
project power and
glamour – a progressively
more difficult task as she
grew older.

Revolution
And Romance:
Musical Masters
Of The 19th
Century
June
BBC FOUR
The Industrial Revolution
brought about vast
changes in the way many
composers and performers
made their living. Where
they had once been reliant
on aristocratic patronage,
the emergence of the
middle class provided a
fresh audience. This
brought a new freedom as
musicians became creative
entrepreneurs.

How this happened is
a story told by Suzy Klein

over three episodes in a
series that also considers
how music expressed both
political revolutionary
fervour and nationalism
during the 1800s. The
final part of the series,
Party Like It’s 1899,
considers how advances
in technology changed
music during the 19th
century. This was an age
when new opportunities
for travel offered musicians
fresh inspiration, and
when it became possible
to record sound, leading 

On 1 July 1916, the British and French
armies launched an offensive on the
Western Front. The Battle of the Somme
had begun and, by the end of the day, the
British Army would have suffered an
astonishing 57,470 casualties, including
19,240 deaths. The battle, which raged on
until November 1916, is synonymous in
Britain with the idea of throwing soldiers’
lives away for meagre territorial gains.

But how is the battle remembered in
Germany? It’s a question explored by
historian Peter Barton in The Other Side of
the Somme, as he tells the story of that
summer from the perspective of those who
manned the trenches against the vastly 

superior forces led by General Sir
Douglas Haig, in a documentary
that draws on rarely seen German
military documents.

Elsewhere, there will be full coverage of
the overnight vigils marking the centenary
of the battle (Thursday 30 June, BBC One),
in addition to a special programme on the
morning of Friday 1 July to mark the
commencement of the Allied offensive.
There will also be coverage of the Thiepval
Ceremonial Event, which will be attended
by the Prince of Wales and Duchess of
Cornwall, the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge and Prince Harry.

On Radio 4, the returning drama

Tommies (June), which as its name suggestss
explores life on the front line, will consider
how a signalling error contributed to the
high death toll on the first day of the
Somme. Home Front will view the battlet
from the perspective of those back in
Blighty, many of whom believed the Somme
really might mark a final push towards
victory. The daily drama also explores the
impact at home of The Battle Of The Somme,
a 77-minute feature that was released in
August 1916 and, for all it was a propaganda 
film, depicted the brutality of trench
warfare. Jonathan Wright

to the birth of the record
industry as we know it.

Barbarians Rising
Wednesday 22 June, 
9pm
HISTORY
The story of Rome may
have been endlessly retold,
but here’s a docu-drama
series that offers, over
eight episodes, the
perspective of those who
fought the might of the
empire. These famous
rebels include Hannibal,
Attila, Spartacus and

Celtic Queen Boudica,
who, circa AD60, led a
revolt against Roman rule
in England.

Digging The
Great Escape
Sunday 19 June, 9pm
YESTERDAY
First shown on Channel
4, in this documentary a
team of archaeologists,
engineers and serving
RAF officers gather at the
site of Stalag Luft III.
This was the scene, in
March 1944, of the
so-called ‘Great Escape’,
when 76 PoWs made a
break for freedom. How
did the men dig a 100
metre-long tunnel, seven
metres below ground
using just cutlery? How
did they forge more than
100 documents? And why
did they steal 90 bunk
beds and 635 mattresses? 
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German troops outside 
their dug-outs on the 
Somme, 1916

Suzy Klein presents Revolution and Romance on BBC Four
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Battle of the Somme. The display
coincides with several workshops
and roadshow events – visit the 
website for further details.  

WALES
Denbigh Schools:
Past and Present
Until 19 June
DENBIGH MUSEUM
� visitdenbigh.co.uk
Discover the history of Denbigh’s
schools in this nostalgic exhibition
at the town’s museum, which is, 
itself, housed within an old
Victorian school building.

SCOTLAND
Summer Institute of
Genealogical Studies
27 June – 1 July
UNIVERSITY OF STRATHCLYDE
� strath.ac.uk/genealogy

 0141 548 2392
The University of Strathclyde
hosts its second annual Summer
Institute, aimed at intermediate
and advanced researchers. Three
courses run over five days (British
Military Research; Irish Resources
and Research Techniques; Practical
Applications of Genetic Genealogy) 
but you can mix and match or
book individual days as you prefer.

BRUNSWICK METHODIST
CHURCH, NEWCASTLE
� ndfhs.org.uk

 0191 261 2159
Northumberland & Durham
Family History Society presents its
annual conference, featuring four
guest speakers and genealogy
stalls to browse. The day costs
£20, including a buffet lunch.

Scrapbooking for
Family Historians
18 June
PUDSEY CIVIC HALL
� yourfairladies.ning.com
In another one of her popular
scrapbooking sessions, Mandy
Williams demonstrates more
ways in which you can present
your family history memorabilia.

NORTH-WEST
Voices from the
Somme, 1916-2016
Opens 24 June
CUMBRIA’S MUSEUM OF
MILITARY LIFE, CARLISLE
� cumbriasmuseumof 
militarylife.org

 01228 532774
Running until 20 November, this
exhibition looks at the lives of
ordinary Cumbria folk during the 

Wiltshire Family History Society
will be hosting a free open day
at the site of Swindon’s historic
railway works, featuring experts
and exhibitors from the West 
Country and beyond.

EAST
Ancestor Tales:
Interpreting and Writing
Engaging Family Histories 
9 July
WRITERS’ CENTRE NORWICH
�writerscentrenorwich.org.uk

 01603 877177
Gill Blanchard, Kate Broad and
Toni Neobard reveal how you can
turn your research into compelling
stories with this one-day course.
Costs £75 (£65 concessions).

MIDLANDS
Creating and Developing 
Your Own Website 
9 July
BEAUCHAMP COLLEGE,
OADBY (NEAR LEICESTER)
� one-name.org/seminar-events

 0800 011 2182
Learn how to create a website
for your one-name study with
this interactive seminar, including
practical advice on content, design 
and hosting. Costs £18.

NORTH-EAST
The Making of the North-
East: Family Life and Work
in the Early 19th Century
18 June 

LONDON
Fleshing Out Your  
Family Tree
11 June
SOCIETY OF GENEALOGISTS
� sog.org.uk

 020 7553 3290
From trade directories to
workhouse records, this full-
day course looks at the sources you
can use to go ‘behind the scenes’
and get a better understanding
of your ancestors’ lives. Costs £35.

Researching Ancestors  
in the Army in India 
13 June
BRITISH LIBRARY
� fibis.org/events
� hrs-training@bl.uk
Do you have military kin who 
served on the Indian sub-
continent? Learn how to trace
them at this free session with the
Families in British India Society.

SOUTH-EAST
Editing Mass Observation
15 June
THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES, KEW
� nationalarchives.gov.uk/whatson
Author Simon Garfield discusses
Our Hidden Lives and A Notable
Woman: The Romantic Journals
of Jean Lucey Pratt, which he
developed from research into the
Mass Observation social study
that launched in the 1930s.

Lowther’s Lambs at  
The Boar’s Head
29 June
THE KEEP, FALMER
(NEAR BRIGHTON)
� thekeep.info/events

 01273 482349
Dr Chris Kempshall reveals what
happened when the men of the
Southdowns Battalions went ‘over 
the top’ on 30 June 1916 – an
episode of the First World War
that became known as ‘The Day 
Sussex Died’.

SOUTH-WEST
Wiltshire Family History 
Society Open Day
18 June
STEAM, SWINDON
�wiltshirefhs.co.uk

 01380 723830

¨ For more details about what’s happening in your area,
visit whodoyouthinkyouaremagazine.com. To publicise your
event, please email� jon.bauckham@immediate.co.uk

Yorkshire Family  
History Fair 
2 July
KNAVESMIRE EXHIBITION CENTRE,  
YORK RACECOURSE
� yorkshirefamilyhistoryfair.com

Returning to York for a 21st year, it’s safe
to say that the Yorkshire Family History
Fair is one of the most eagerly awaited
events in the UK genealogy calendar.

With more than 70 exhibitors spread across two floors, there’s something for all researchers –
whether you’re delving into your tree for the first time, or simply want to stock up on the latest goodies. 
Talks will also be held throughout the day, including a session from TheGenealogist’s Mark Bayley 
entitled ‘Breaking Down Brick Walls’.

Admission to the fair is £4.80, but children under 14 get in free. Always worth every penny!

OUR PICK
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home to the Yorkshire Family
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Sara Khan shows how you can break down

brick walls in your research in just half an hour

It can be very helpful to know your ancestor’s final resting place as burial records
can provide useful information about them such as age at death and abode.
Thousands of burial records can now be found on the Deceased Online website.

1Go to the website’s homepage at
deceasedonline.com. The area to start

searching will be displayed on the left-hand
side of the page. Enter the details for your
ancestor. Here we’re looking for James
Symons, who died in 1885. Enter the
information and then press ‘search’.

2All relevant hits will appear. In this
case, there is only one possible record

for James Symons that fits the date range.
A date and place of burial is also provided,
which can help confirm whether the entry
is correct – here, it is February 1885 at
Kensal Green Cemetery in London.

3Click on the name to see what records 
are held for your ancestor. Although

you can search the website for free, you
will have to pay to view the burial record.
Records for James Symons include a scan
of the burial register, as well as
information about the grave.

Deceased Online

SARA KHAN

is lead genealogist
on the Who Do You
Think You Are?
BBC TV series

Thousands of burial records
can be found online at the
Deceased Online website
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Sporting forebears 
Analyse the kit that your  
athletic family wore to get  
an insight into their lives

Battlefields 
Fill in the detail about the 
locations where your kin 
fought for their country 

Valuation Rolls  
How to make the most of 
these fascinating Scottish 
property records
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES DIRECTORY

Tel: 07789 077384 
enquiries@yorkshireancestors.net  
www.yorkshireancestors.net

Yorkshire family history 
research undertaken, 
look-ups, certificate 
requests. Over 30 years’ 
experience. Friendly and 
professional service. All 
enquiries welcome.

Yorkshire 
Ancestors

Past Discoveries
UK Wide Family History Research

By a Qualified Professional Genealogist - Lisa Dunbar Dip. Gen.

All your enquires are welcome. All types of genealogical research

undertaken - including brief look-ups to full family histories, bespoke

family history books which are ideal as Birthday or Christmas presents

House Histories undertaken for Hertfordshire, Essex & Cambridgeshire

Tel: +44 (0) 1279 817073

Mob: +44 (0) 7966 501874
www.pastdiscoveries.co.uk

enquiries@pastdiscoveries.co.uk
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Do you have ancestors in Kent or 
South East England?

An experienced genealogist will help you track 
them down. Friendly, diligent service, very 

reasonable rates and honest advice.

We can help with holiday arrangements 
including visits to ancestral parishes, 

accommodation, archive booking, and 
travel during your stay and also 

offer a photographic service.

Sarah Talbutt
Roots in Kent, Springfield, 
Mereworth Road, West Peckham
Maidstone, Kent. ME18 5JH
01622 813862
sarah_talbutt@yahoo.co.uk

        Roots in Kent               @kentishroots

ROOTS IN KENT

www.roots-in-kent.com

Dominic Johnson BSc LHG
Genealogist, Palæographer, Local

and National Historical Researcher.
Friendly, Professional Service.

33 Redhill Lodge Drive,
Nottingham NG5 8JH

Tel: 0115 9262085
Email: dj_research@btinternet.com

The Society exists to promote/encourage
the study of Family History particularly
within Nottinghamshire. Meetings are held 
on the third Wednesday of each month. 
New Members always welcome. Research 
Room available free to members. See our 
Website for full details.

WWW.NOTTSFHS.ORG.UK

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
FAMILY HISTORY
SOCIETY

¨To advertise here call Andy Williams on 0117 314 8823 or email andy.williams@immediate.co.uk

To advertise here call 
Andy Williams 

on 0117 314 8823



Past Search

Gill Blanchard

Author of ‘Tracing Your East Anglian

Ancestors: A Guide For Family Historians’,

‘Tracing Your House History’

and ‘Writing Your Family History’

01603 610619
www.pastsearch.co.uk

Email: gblanchard@pastsearch.co.uk

14 Meadow View House, 191 Queens Road,

Norwich. NR1 3PP

Family History Courses, Workshops and Personal

Tuition available locally and online.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridgeshire & Essex Specialist.

Research in all other areas undertaken

Researcher, Qualified Historian & Tutor

Record Office & Freelance since 1992

FAMILY, HOUSE AND LOCAL 

HISTORY RESEARCH

GREATER MANCHESTER
CHESHIRE AND LANCASHIRE 

Research by qualified librarian
and experienced researcher.

All enquiries welcome
Judith Moore BA MCLIP

21 Shawe Hall Avenue, Flixton,
Manchester M41 6FW 

Tel. 0161 748 7452 
e-mail: JMooreFH@aol.com

member

AGRAGR
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All London archives covered

Contact for free assessment/estimate

Email: kerrywood55@gmail.comom

Tel: +44 (0)7940 409920

www.kerrywood.co.uk

Kerrywood
Research

Family History in London

Digital Photo Restoration
• Faded images restored
• Corners remade
• Tears and creases repaired
• Montage & collages created
• Original photos returned unaltered

along with two restored copies

☎+44 (0)1494 450889 e-mail john.fowler@genbyte.co.uk www.genbyte.co.uk

n
Genealogy Research 

• Experienced Professional Researcher
 • Family History Researched
• Help with brickwalls 
• Research in all London, Bucks,
Berks, Surrey, Herts & Essex Archives

• Ancestral Location Photography

Gift Vouchers Available

Member

HERTS. & LONDON

Mrs Carolynn Boucher
1 Ivinghoe Close, Chiltern Park,
St Albans, Hertfordshire AL4 9JR

Telephone 01727 833664
carolynn.boucher@virginmedia.com

Family History Research
- All enquiries welcome.

AGRAGR

Professional Family History

Research in London 

and Home Counties

Tel: 07735 988717

e-mail: mike@trenchardpartnership.co.uk

www.trenchardpartnership.co.uk

CONTACT US

FOR A FREE

E S T I M AT E

MEMBER

Research at The

National Archives

Medieval and early modern documents.

Translation and transcription of Latin

and English documents. Manorial

documents, Chancery, tax records, etc.

SimonNeal304@btinternet.com

Yorkshire Family History Fair

Sponsored by:

YORK RACECOURSE  KNAVESMIRE EXHIBITION CENTRE
SATURDAY 2nd JULY 2016 10am to 4:30pm

ADMISSION £4.80 (Children free) two-for-one tickets available on our website. 
FREE PARKING. All exhibitors under cover.

Exhibitors will include: • Over 40 Family History Societies from England, Scotland 
& Wales Record Offices • Postcards • Books • Family Search • S&N Genealogy Supplies •

See a full list of exhibitors on our website

www.yorkshirefamilyhistoryfair.com

Glynis Morris, AGRA

essexresearch@btopenworld.com
01376 516 315
56 Armond Road, Witham, CM8 2HA

www.researchinessex.co.uk

Professional Research 

in essex

The Association of Genealogists and Researchers in Archives (AGRA)
AGRA is the professional body for genealogists in England and Wales. 

All Members have proved their competence and meet exacting standards of expertise.

)

¨To advertise here call Andy Williams on 0117 314 8823 or email andy.williams@immediate.co.uk



MY FAMILY
HERO

Readers reveal a gem

from their family tree

G enealogists say you should never
throw away any family documents
and Jane Gill’s grandmother Phyllis

clearly believed in this. She was a prolific
hoarder, keeping every scrap of paper, letter,
diary, receipt and theatre programme in a
trunk handed down from mother to daughter
for generations. This treasure trove has
revealed a vivid picture not only of Phyllis’s
life during the Raj, but it has also helped Jane
and her mother Maureen to build a tree of
their 19th-century ancestors in India.

“Phyllis was a pretty woman, with a slight
air of mystery and excitement about her,” Jane
begins. “Sunday lunch at her house was curry
and poppadoms, not the conventional roast
dinner. I knew her well but I didn’t know 
much of her forebears or
her early life in India.
The trunk and its
contents helped to build
our family history.”

Phyllis Dover was
born in Benares, the holy city on the Ganges,
in 1901. Her parents were Wilmot Charles
Dover and Alice Maude Lewis. After studying
at Calcutta University, Wilmot became a
teacher and was employed by the Raja of
Bhinga to tutor his children. After the Raja’s
children grew up, he retained Wilmot as
his superintendent.

“My mum has traced our Anglo-Indian
family tree back to about 1813. Samuel
Macclesfield was a gunner in the artillery
in 1830. His first child Mary, was born to a
native woman called Munoona, in Chunar,
near Benares. Chunar was where the invalids
were stationed, so he may have been injured.
His family lived on in Chunar and his sons
joined the army.”

Jane has long been fascinated by the trove
of memorabilia. “There are at least 1,000
letters in it and I’ve read every one. Most are

correspondence between the Dover family,
which helped us to map their lives.

“Phyllis and her siblings were all home-
educated by Alice Maude until they were
old enough to attend boarding school 450
miles away in Nainital. This hill station was
spectacularly beautiful, set around a teardrop-
shaped lake in the foothills of the Himalayas.
It became a second home for the Dovers.”

Memorabilia from the trunk revealed
fascinating detail of Alice Maude and the girls’
domestic life during the Raj. A 19th-century
family cookbook contains household tips and
recipes, such as jellied calves’ hooves. There’s
even advice on how to treat a snakebite.

The Dover girls ran Barnes Restaurant at
Nainital, which became a great favourite with

British forces, other Anglo-Indian visitors
and the local gentry. “They held tea dances,
functions and fancy dress parties. The clientele
enjoyed dancing to the local bands, the
gramophone and Phyllis on the piano.”

It was here that Phyllis caught the eye of
Lance Corporal Arthur Woollett, of the Royal
Signals. Arthur swept Phyllis off her feet and
they married at Benares in 1937.

Following the birth of Maureen in 1938,
Arthur had a long leave and the family decided
to go to England. “Phyllis’s letters reveal that
she was eventually to become unhappy in
England. Her mother-in-law regarded her as
‘odd’ and treated her with disdain. Arthur was
stationed in Catterick and Phyllis was living
in Colchester with her in-laws. Gone was the
colonial bungalow and happy family life with
tennis parties and horse-riding. Life was a
bleak routine of domestic drudgery, blackouts

and bombing raids. Reading Phyllis’s memoir
of this time made me cry. Her mother-in-law
poisoned Arthur against her and accused her
of neglecting their two children. He seems to
have fallen out of love with her over the years.

“In 1944, Phyllis received a telegram
informing her that Arthur had been killed
in action in Burma. She was heartbroken
and desperate to get back to India with the
children. The land she returned to was very
different. There were outbreaks of malaria and
Partition was brewing. Phyllis moved in with
her sister Muriel in Karachi and Mum went to
boarding school in
Nainital, 1,000
miles away.

“Phyllis never
remarried and moved
back to Britain in
1952. She passed
away in Cheltenham
in 1979. Despite
all the hardships
she faced, she was a
sweet, kind and lively
person. It was a
privilege to know her.

“My favourite
memento from the
trunk is her wedding
dress, hand-stitched
from Benares silk.
Phyllis may not have been famous but I
think she lived a remarkable life. She was
the inspiration for the heroine in my debut
novel about life in India 
during the Raj.” 
Gail Dixon

Researching ancestors in India can be a challenge. However,

after looking through a treasured family heirloom, novelist

Jane Gill unlocked the key to five fascinating generations

JANE GILL
Jane Gill’s book Dance with
Fireflies was published in
2015 and is available at
amazon.co.uk.

Gone was the colonial
bungalow and the happy life 

with tennis and horse-riding

WHO IS
YOUR HERO?
Do you have a family
hero you’d like to see
featured in Who Do
You Think You Are?

Magazine?
Each month we’ll award
our favourite a year’s full

subscription to
findmypast.co.uk
worth £99.50.

 Please write to us at the
address on page 3
� or email

claire.vaughan@
immediate.co.uk
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‘My Anglo-Indian
grandmother was 
an inspiration’

Above: The Dover family;  
inset: Phyllis on her wedding day



The Stiltz Home Lift is a real, through floor lift that’s
specially designed to fit into your home. Available
worldwide, it’s the first and only lift of its kind.

Stiltz - developed to make your life easier
Stiltz helps you stay in your home when the stairs
gettoo much, savingonthe cost and inconvenience
of moving home and making our Home Lifts very
cost-effective. Unlike a stairlift, the Stiltz Home
Lift carries two people comfortably - you can even
fit in a vacuum cleaner and the family pet as well!

The Stiltz is the lift that’s easy to fit and fits in easily

O So small, can be installed where you need it
O Innovative, modern compact design suits all decor
O Easy to install - no mess, no fuss!
O Low power consumption; quiet and economical
O Comprehensive range of safety features
O Safely transport items from floor to floor
O Battery back-up in case mains power failure
O Cost effective and affordable
O Low cost servicing plus 2 years’ full warranty
O You can take it with you should you move home
O Wheelchair homelift model available

Why have just a stairlift
when you can have a real lift?

INSTALL
IN A
DAY

How the Stiltz Home Lift works

Open half height door
and step in.

1

Close door. Pull down
on operating lever.

2

Lift slowly rises through
ceiling opening.

3

Lift continues to rise through
ceiling to upper floor.

4

Lift arrives on floor above.
Reverse procedure to return.

5

Transform your life without moving home with a Stiltz Home Lift

Call 0808 274 4116 or visit www.stiltz.co.uk

Find the perfect location in your home for a Stiltz Home Lift
with ourFree no obligation survey. For details andaFREE brochure

ADVERTISING FEATURE

Having a stairlift installed in a
home was once a new concept but
a unique and innovative domestic
lift has become an ideal and
surprisingly affordable alternative
to a stairlift.

The Stiltz Lift has enabled people
such as and James and Helen
Stewart to stay in the cottage they
have shared together in Ipswich for
years and even added value to their
property.

Mr Stewart, 74, said: “My wife
has multiple disabilities with her
hips and knees and it was becoming
increasingly difficult for her to
climb the stairs. We found Stiltz
online and the lift is perfect - worth
every penny. It has meant we
haven’t needed to sell our home
and it has empowered my wife to
be able to move around our house
independently.”

John Edwards, 69, from London,
who suffers from multiple sclerosis
decided on a home lift because a
stairlift was not an option for him.
He said: “My wife and I rejected
the idea of stairlifts because the
track in particular does nothing to
enhance appearance of stairs and 

the seats themselves are generally
unattractive. We also felt that riding
a stairlift somehow undermines the
user’s dignity. We decided on a Stiltz
Lift because of its elegance and
unobtrusive character.”

The main advantage of Stiltz’s
range of domestic lifts, which
includes the Duo and Trio, is
that they can be fitted virtually
anywhere in the home. This is
because they are not powered by
hydraulics or need to be fixed to
walls or floors.

Powered by an electric motor
system which is housed out of view
at the top of the lift, the Stiltz Lift
simply plugs straight into a normal
13-amp power socket like any other
household appliance, delivering
flawless performance. The lifts also
require no hard wiring or additional
external power packs.

With one of the smallest
footprints of any domestic lift on
the market covering just 0.62 m2

surface area, the lift is very quiet
on ascent and descent. The Stiltz
Lift will most commonly travel
between a downstairs room such as
a hallway or living room and arrive 

in a bedroom or on the landing but
there are countless permutations for 
the product.

Even the dead space within a
turning staircase can be used to
fit the lift or install it in an airing
cupboard or wardrobe on both
floors. It can also be situated so
that it allows users to enter and exit
from both sides of the lift or the
lift can be fitted as a free standing
application.

Unlike a stairlift, the Stiltz Duo
Lift can comfortably carry two
people and the larger version of
the same model, the Trio, can
accommodate a standard-sized
wheelchair and is perfect for users
with walking frames.

Most commonly used by senior
citizens, the Stiltz Lift has also
helped other people such as Peter
Jackson, 47, from Wigan, who
had a Stiltz Trio Lift fitted for his
disabled daughter, Imogen, 4. He
added: “The Stiltz Lift has made a
massive difference to our lives and
made life easier for Imogen.”

For Further Information
Freephone: 0808 274 4116

or visit www.stiltz.co.uk

Why many people are giving themselves a lift!

UPMARKET: Handy and discreet,
a Stiltz Lift can add value to your 
property




